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ABSTRACT 
VALIDATION AND APPLICATION OF AN INTERVERTEBRAL DISC FINITE 
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ANISOTROPIC, AND TIME-DEPENDENT 
Nathan T. Jacobs 
 
Dawn M. Elliott 
 
Finite element models are advantageous in the study of intervertebral disc 
mechanics as the stress-strain distributions can be determined throughout the tissue and 
the applied loading and material properties can be controlled and modified.   However, 
the complicated nature of the disc presents a challenge in developing an accurate and 
predictive disc model, which has led to limitations in finite element geometries, material 
constitutive models and properties, and model validation.  The objective of this 
dissertation is to develop a new finite element model of the intervertebral disc, to validate 
the model’s nonlinear and time-dependent responses without tuning or calibration, and to 
evaluate the effect of changes in nucleus pulposus and cartilaginous endplate material 
properties on the disc mechanical response.  This was accomplished through a cohesive 
series of studies.  First, structural hyperelastic constitutive models were used in 
conjunction with biphasic-swelling theory to obtain material parameters for the disc 
tissues from recent tissue tests.  A new disc finite element model was then constructed 
utilizing an analytically-based geometry created from the mean shape of human L4/L5 
discs, measured from high-resolution 3D MR images and averaged using signed distance 
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functions.  The full disc model was then validated against experimental intervertebral 
disc loading datasets for compressive slow loading ramp, creep, and stress-relaxation 
simulations, and finally the new disc model was used to investigate the role of each 
individual disc tissue.  The significance of this new disc model is threefold.  First, an 
extensive validation was performed using the full nonlinear response of the intervertebral 
disc in three different loading modalities.  The finite element predictions fit within the 
experimental range (mean ±95% confidence interval) of the nonlinear response.  Second, 
the validation was predictive; no material parameters were determined using fits to any 
motion-segment data.  All parameters were obtained from fits to the individual tissue 
responses.  Furthermore, the loading mechanisms tested at the tissue level (confined 
compression, uniaxial tension) were different than those implemented at the full disc 
scale (quasi-static slow ramp, creep, stress-relaxation).  Lastly, model validation was 
accomplished without any “tuning” or adjustment of the material parameters in order to 
force agreement between the FE and experimental responses. 
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CHAPTER 1 Introduction 
The objective of this dissertation is to develop a new finite element model of the 
intervertebral disc, to validate the model’s nonlinear and time-dependent responses 
without tuning or calibration, and to evaluate the effect of changes in nucleus pulposus 
and cartilaginous endplate material properties on the disc mechanical response.  Finite 
element models are advantageous in the study of intervertebral disc mechanics as the 
stress-strain distributions can be determined throughout the tissue and the applied loading 
and material properties can be controlled and modified.   However, the complicated 
nature of the disc presents a challenge in developing an accurate and predictive disc 
model, which has led to limitations in finite element geometries, material constitutive 
models and properties, and model validation. 
Traditional disc finite element models have been designed using a top-down 
approach, wherein the disc geometry is created, material models and parameters are 
chosen from the literature, and the model is validated using the endpoints of global 
motion-segment material behavior, such as total displacement and range of motion.  The 
wide range in reported values for both the tissue material parameters and experimental 
motion-segment mechanics facilitates easy agreement between the FE model and 
experimental results, especially when endpoints are used for validation and the nonlinear 
response is not considered.            
A key difference in this work is that the disc FE model will be built using a 
bottom-up design, wherein key attributes of the model are independently assessed and 
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verified for each individual tissue prior to inclusion in a full disc model.  In Chapter 2, 
the intervertebral disc is introduced and the detailed structure-function relationships that 
ultimately dictate the disc’s multifaceted mechanical properties are expounded upon.   
In Chapter 3, the mechanical function of the disc’s tissues are characterized.  
Material parameters for the elastic, permeability, and swelling properties of the nucleus 
pulposus (NP), cartilaginous endplate (CEP) and the extracellular matrix of the annulus 
fibrosus (AF) are calculated through fits to experimental confined compression tests.  In 
Chapter 4, the material parameters that encapsulate the mechanical behavior of the 
collagen fibers in the AF are determined through fits to experimental uniaxial tension 
tests.  In addition, FE simulations of biaxial tension are implemented to test the 
hypothesis that biaxial tension more accurately characterizes the material properties for 
biological fiber reinforced soft tissue.  Critically, in both Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, FE 
simulations of the specific tissue tests verify the ability of the chosen FE model to 
recapitulate the tissue mechanical behavior using the material properties obtained from 
the fits to experimental data.     
A new intervertebral disc finite element model is introduced in Chapter 5. The 
geometry for the model is created using the mean geometry of a set of 7 human L4/L5 
motion segments.  The material models and properties obtained in both Chapter 3 and 
Chapter 4 are applied and the model is validated using the full nonlinear disc mechanical 
response to three unique loading modalities, including slow-ramp loading, creep, and 
stress-relaxation.  Finally, in Chapter 6, the role of the nucleus pulposus, cartilaginous 
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endplate, and annulus fibrosus are quantified through a repetition of the simulations in 
chapter 5 with new sets of material parameters for each tissue.  Final conclusions and 
future studies are outlined in Chapter 7. 
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CHAPTER 2 Background 
2.1 Significance 
The intervertebral disc is responsible for transmitting loads through the spine while 
simultaneously permitting flexibility and motion.  Degeneration of the intervertebral disc 
occurs in over 97% of adults over 50 and compromises the joint’s ability to perform these 
tasks (Andersson 1999).  This leads to a loss of functionality and is strongly associated 
with low back pain (Bogduk 1991; Freemont 2009).  Back pain imposes a tremendous 
societal burden, being the second most frequent reason for physician visits and carrying 
an annual economic cost within the United States of over $100 billion (Katz 2006).  
Beyond financial impact, back pain has a negative impact on quality of life.  It is 
permanently disabling to over 5 million Americans and is the most common cause of 
activity limitations in adults younger than 45 years.  
Despite the meaningful cost to society, current medical treatment is primitive and 
typically includes either steroid injection to temporally alleviate pain or removal of the 
disc with subsequent fusion of the adjacent vertebrae (Mirza and Deyo 2007).  The latter 
procedure is often successful at permanently alleviating pain, but does so at the cost of 
eliminating flexibility and motion.  Adjacent vertebrae are thus forced to accommodate 
increased motion demands, and it has been theorized that this leads to faster progression 
of degeneration in the discs above and below the fused disc (Ghiselli, Wang et al. 2004; 
Hanley, Herkowitz et al. 2010).  Total disc replacement is growing in popularity as a 
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treatment that removes pain while preserving some motion; however, total disc implants 
do not mimic the energy dissipation and load sharing characteristics of the native disc, 
they do not restore the full native motion of the disc, and the long-term effects are not 
known (Hanley, Herkowitz et al. 2010).   
Improvement of traditional treatment is dependent upon a more accurate replication 
of both the form and function of the intervertebral disc.  This, however, is complicated by 
a lack of knowledge about the internal stress and strain response of the disc in various 
loading conditions.  Although numerous mechanical tests have been performed, all have 
either focused on total global properties (total axial displacement, range of motion), or 
have measured internal properties but have used invasive means which disrupt the 
integrity of the disc through incision, puncture, or dissection.  Recent studies have used 
MRI to noninvasively measure internal deformations and calculate strain, but this 
technique cannot yield critical stress distribution information.  The finite element method 
may be used to remunerate the lack of experimental data, but must be based on proper 
material models and be extensively validated.   
2.2 Disc Structure 
Intervertebral disc structure is highly-organized, enabling it to bear multi-
directional loads, dissipate energy, and permit flexibility of the spine.  The disc is a 
composite material, comprised of three primary tissues: the nucleus pulposus (NP), 
annulus fibrosus (AF), and cartilaginous endplates (CEP) (Figure 2-1).  The nucleus 
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pulposus is centrally located in the disc and is encapsulated by the collagenous annulus 
fibrosus.  The cartilaginous endplates are located both cranial and caudal to the nucleus 
pulposus and function as an interface between the disc and the superior and inferior 
vertebral bodies.  The main component of the disc is water, making up 70-80% of the 
nucleus and approximately 65% of the annulus.  By dry weight, the principal components 
of the disc are proteoglycans (10-50%), collagens (50-75%), and non-collagenous 
proteins (Eyre 1979; Oegema 1993).   
 
 
 
 
While both the nucleus and annulus contain similar extracellular components, it is 
the type, quantity, and arrangement of these constituents that account for the different 
mechanical attributes of each.  The nucleus is formed of a loosely arranged network of 
collagen 2 fibrils embedded in a matrix that is rich in proteoglycan, particularly aggrecan.  
 
Figure 2-1 Schematic of intervertebral disc motion segment and key 
components 
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The annulus fibrosus, like the nucleus, is formed of collagen fibers embedded in a 
proteoglycan rich matrix.  In contrast to the nucleus, the structure of the annulus is highly 
organized, consisting of 15-25 concentric layers of fibrous rings, called lamellae 
(Cassidy, Hiltner et al. 1989; Marchand and Ahmed 1990).  Within each lamellar sheet 
run bundles of collagen, aligned obliquely to the transverse axis of the disc.  The 
orientation of fibers alternates between each lamella.  At the periphery of the disc, often 
referred to as the outer AF, the fibers are mainly composed of type I collagen and have an 
orientation that is roughly +/- 25 degrees.  At this location in the annulus, the ground 
matrix contains a relatively low amount of proteoglycan, roughly 15% by dry weight.  
The structural composition of the annulus evolves through the radial axis of the disc.  In 
the vicinity of the nucleus, termed the inner AF, the fibers transition to a composition of 
type 2 collagen and the orientation of collagen fibers approaches +/- 60 degrees.  
Additionally, the proteoglycan content of the ground matrix is significantly higher 
(~40%).  The inner AF contains a greater number of incomplete lamellae, which only 
partially wrap around the disc.  
The cartilaginous endplates serve as the interface of the intervertebral disc and the 
superior/inferior vertebral bodies, and are situated immediately cranial and caudal to the 
NP and diminish over the AF.  The endplates are composed of hyaline cartilage, which is 
similar in composition and structure to articular cartilage.  Endplates play a potentially 
important role both in disc mechanics and in disc nutrition, as their permeability and 
porosity may affect fluid flow and nutrient flow (Rajasekaran, Babu et al. 2004; Urban, 
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Smith et al. 2004).  Vascular channels are visible within the endplates, and nutritional 
material is delivered through the endplates via their contact with small capillary vessels 
and bone marrow (Roberts, Menage et al. 1989).   
2.3 Disc Mechanics 
The mechanical response of the intervertebral disc is nonlinear, anisotropic, and 
time-dependent.  The complicated stress-strain behavior of the disc is governed by the 
detailed organization of each tissue substructure.  The isotropic nature of the nucleus 
allows it to support axial compressive loads by expanding uniformly outwards, imparting 
circumferential strain to the annulus.  The orientation of the collagen fiber network within 
the annulus makes it well suited to resist this strain through the generation of hoop 
stresses.  Additionally, the high proteoglycan content in the inner annulus aids in 
supporting compressive loads, while the collagen fibers of the annulus are critical to 
supporting flexion, bending, and torsion of the disc.   
Time-dependent stress-strain behavior, including creep and stress-relaxation, 
results from the high fluid content of the disc.  When loaded, high pressure gradients 
expel fluid from the disc.  When loads are removed, the swelling pressure, generated 
from the proteoglycan content of the nucleus and annulus, enables the disc to imbibe 
fluid and recover height loss. 
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2.4 Degeneration 
Degeneration of the intervertebral disc is characterized by a cascade of events that 
alter both the cellular composition, structural organization, and the mechanical function 
of the disc.  Degeneration is closely linked to both aging and pain (Miller, Schmatz et al. 
1988; Bogduk 1991; Urban and Roberts 2003; Adams and Roughley 2006).  Among the 
earliest of events in the degenerative process is a loss of proteoglycan content within the 
nucleus and annulus.  This biochemical change reduces fixed charge density, resulting in 
lower levels of disc hydration and ultimately in a decrease in disc height (Hendry 1958; 
Urban and McMullin 1985; Roughley 2004).  The function of the nucleus is thought to be 
especially vulnerable to this loss in proteoglycan content, as the nucleus pulposus 
depends on hydration to uniformly transmit the compressive loads of the spine to the 
annulus.  The nucleus has been shown to become stiffer and less flexible with 
degeneration, and to dissipate less energy when dynamically loaded (Iatridis, Setton et al. 
1997).   
Cumulatively, the deleterious changes in the nucleus results in loss of normal 
function, and compressive loads are transferred non-uniformly to the annulus fibrosus, 
altering its normal loading environment (Adams, McNally et al. 1996).  It has been 
hypothesized that this altered loading accelerates tissue breakdown and degeneration of 
the annulus fibrosus, leading to the presence of radial and circumferential tears and rim 
lesions (Osti, Vernon-Roberts et al. 1990; Osti, Vernon-Roberts et al. 1992; Vernon-
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Roberts, Fazzalari et al. 1997; Fazzalari, Costi et al. 2001; Vernon-Roberts, Moore et al. 
2007; Fagan, Sarvestani et al. 2010).   
Intervertebral disc degeneration is commonly scored on a scale from 1 – 5, where a 
grade 1 disc does has no observable signs of degeneration and a grade 5 disc exhibits 
severe degeneration.  The progression of degeneration is visible both in the gross 
morphology and in MR images of intervertebral discs (Pfirrmann, Metzdorf et al. 2001; 
Adams, Bogduk et al. 2002).   
2.5 Constitutive Modeling of Fiber Reinforced Soft Tissue 
The mechanical response of biological tissues can be characterized by fitting the 
stress-strain response to constitutive strain-energy models to obtain material properties.  
Constitutive models offer an enhanced insight into biological tissues, as they can 
describe mechanical attributes such as nonlinearity, anisotropy, and viscoelasticy.  
Importantly, when properly formulated, they can also serve to predict the mechanical 
response of a tissue to various types of previously-untested loading.  This enables them 
to be useful not only in mechanical characterization, but also in finite element 
applications of in vivo tissues, organs and medical devices. 
Constitutive models can be divided into two classifications: phenomenological 
and structural.  Phenomenological models were the first to be implemented for use in 
characterizing soft tissue, and their usage is still commonplace.  One of the first 
phenomenological models to be implemented was the Fung-type model (Lanir and Fung 
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1974; Lanir and Fung 1974; Tong and Fung 1976).  This model remains the most widely 
utilized and has been used to characterize human sclera (Eilaghi, Flanagan et al. 2010), 
annulus fibrosus (Bass, Ashford et al. 2004), diseased human coronary arteries, carotid 
arteries (Kural, Cai et al. 2012), porcine duodenum (Bellini, Glass et al. 2011), 
bioprosthetic heart valve (Sun, Abad et al. 2005), mitral valve (Grashow, Sacks et al. 
2006; Grashow, Yoganathan et al. 2006), and others.  In addition to material 
characterization, parameters obtained for the Fung model are often implemented in FE 
models of whole tissue systems to predict in vivo loads.            
Although phenomenological models can provide excellent fits to tissue 
mechanics, they are not developed utilizing information about the tissue composition and 
micro-architecture.  They are therefore limited in their ability to elucidate structure-
function mechanisms.  Structural constitutive models seek to relate the mechanical 
response of a tissue to the composition and architecture of its material constituents.  For 
fibrosus tissues, this is typically accomplished using a strain-energy function to describe 
the mechanical contributions of collagen fibers based upon their modulus, nonlinearity, 
and orientation (Spencer 1972; Spencer 1984).  This approach has been previously 
applied to multiple types of fiber-reinforced soft tissue including tendon and ligament 
(Puso and Weiss 1998), cardiac (Humphrey and Yin 1987; Guccione, McCulloch et al. 
1991; Bovendeerd, Arts et al. 1992), and pulmonary (Lanir 1983; Ligas, Saidel et al. 
1985) tissue.  Strain energy functions have been successfully applied to capture the 
nonlinear stress-strain profile of the intervertebral disc (Klisch and Lotz 1999; Elliott and 
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Setton 2000; Elliott and Setton 2001; Sun and Leong 2004; Wagner and Lotz 2004; Yin 
and Elliott 2005; Caner, Guo et al. 2007; Guerin and Elliott 2007; O'Connell, Guerin et 
al. 2009). 
Dr. Elliott’s lab has recently developed a structurally motivated, anisotropic, 
hyperelastic constitutive strain energy formulation for the AF (Guerin and Elliott 2007; 
O'Connell, Guerin et al. 2009; Jacobs, Cortes et al. 2010; Jacobs, Cortes et al. 2013).  The 
model consists of a non-collagenous matrix wherein two families of collagen fibers 
oriented ±30° to the disc circumferential axis are embedded.  The matrix is represented as 
a compressible Holmes-Mow material and an exponential stretch-stress relation is used 
for the fibers, which are constrained to bear load only in tension.  The strain energy of 
each component is a function of invariants of the right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor 
and material parameters specific to each tissue.  The total strain-energy function of the 
AF (ΨAF) is calculated as the summation of the strain-energy of the matrix (Ψ m) and fiber 
(Ψ f) constituents, 
 ΨAF = Ψm + Ψf. (2-1) 
 
The NP and CEP, which have not been shown to exhibit the anisotropy of the AF, are 
well represented using the Holmes-Mow formulation without the addition of fiber 
populations.  Specific formulations for the matrix (Ψ m) of the AF, CEP, and NP, 
including their material parameters, are detailed in Chapter 3.2.1.  Details of the fiber 
constitutive formulation for the AF, including material parameters, are found in Chapter 
4. 
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2.6 Finite Element Models of Intervertebral Disc 
Early disc FE models (e.g., 1974 – 1995) were pioneering studies, yet were limited 
by computational tools of the time and available experimental data to use for material 
properties and for validation (Gilbertson, Goel et al. 1995).  The first FE models utilized 
relatively simple materials, generally modeling the NP by an internal fluid pressure and 
the AF as an isotropic, linear elastic material with the collagen fibers modeled as 
reinforcing tension-only rebar or spring elements.  Model validation was simplistic, most 
often only comparing the predicted total displacement, intradiscal pressure, disc and 
endplate bulge to reported values in motion segment mechanical testing studies, which 
have very large variability and were thus easily matched within a standard deviation.  
Another validation method compared predicted change in disc height to the estimated 
diurnal change in disc height. Importantly, early models recognized the need to describe a 
degenerated disc, but due to lack of material property data, generally modeled 
degeneration with simple material changes such as reducing the NP fluid pressure.  
Despite limitations, these models were quite useful for advancing the understanding of 
disc mechanics, including the individual roles of each disc constituent, including NP, AF 
matrix, and collagen fibers.  Effects on IVD mechanics due to changes in NP pressure as 
well as the impact of specific fiber angles in the AF were elucidated (Shirazi-Adl, 
Shrivastava et al. 1984).  Consequences of clinical procedures, such as discectomy, 
degeneration, fusion and instrumentation were evaluated (Goel, Kim et al. 1988; Kim, 
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Goel et al. 1991; Natarajan, Ke et al. 1994; Shirazi-Adl 1994).  Equally important, these 
studies laid the foundation for current FE modeling. 
Disc FE models have improved in recent years, with increased sophistication in 
constitutive material models and computational tools capable of nonlinear finite 
deformation.  Several groups have models that include nonlinear Mooney-Rivlin and 
Neo-Hookean materials for the NP and AF and incorporate biphasic theory for time-
dependent mechanics due to fluid flow through the solid matrix (Natarajan, Williams et 
al. 2004; Malandrino, Planell et al. 2009; Ruberte, Natarajan et al. 2009; Schmidt, Heuer 
et al. 2009).  These and most other disc FE models continue to use “cable” or non-linear 
spring elements that are embedded within an isotropic solid element for the AF.  
Ostensibly this represents the AF structure; however, the AF composition and 
microarchitecture is complex, requiring a constitutive formulation that reflects the AF 
anisotropy, nonlinearity, and inhomogeneity.   A hyperelastic fiber reinforced strain 
energy formulation has been developed for AF modeling (Spencer 1984; O'Connell, 
Guerin et al. 2009), however this form is rarely utilized in FEM (del Palomar, Calvo et al. 
2008; Schroeder, Elliott et al. 2008).  
Model validation remains, by comparison, underdeveloped and has not advanced 
from early disc models as described above. These methods are inadequate because they 
only evaluate gross overall deformation, generally only in the primary loading direction. 
The targeted deformations have large variability. They generally only use endpoints and 
do not compare to the nonlinear response.   
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Finite element models of the degenerate disc have advanced recently, with 
degenerate conditions modeled by reduced disc height, altered endplate curvature, 
osteophyte formation, increased NP compressibility, a decrease of AF rebar fiber 
stiffness, and decreased ligament stiffness (Rohlmann, Zander et al. 2006; Malandrino, 
Planell et al. 2009; Ruberte, Natarajan et al. 2009; Schmidt, Heuer et al. 2009).  However, 
modeling degeneration remains challenging, and the inclusion of the factors above are 
not consistent across groups, with some models of degeneration remaining quite basic, 
including only a minimum of these aspects.  The most comprehensive set of degenerate 
changes has described a gradient from healthy to mild, moderate, and severe degeneration 
using most of the effects above (Schmidt, Heuer et al. 2009). Validation of degeneration 
models remains very limited and is often entirely left out of the study.  Lack of validation 
seems due mostly to a lack of key experimental datasets for comparison.  A model of 
degeneration using a 90% reduction in NP pressure alters the AF stress-strain response to 
be linear rather than the typical nonlinear response, which the authors postulated may 
cause AF tears to develop (Ruberte, Natarajan et al. 2009). The comprehensive disc FE 
models spanning mild, moderate, and severe degeneration developed by the Wilke 
laboratory suggests a bimodal AF strain response, where strains increased with mild and 
moderate degeneration, but dramatically decreased with severe degeneration (Schmidt, 
Heuer et al. 2009).    
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CHAPTER 3 Tissue Material Parameters: Elastic, Swelling, 
and Permeability Properties 
3.1 Introduction 
In order to develop accurate and predictive finite element models of the disc, it is 
first necessary to determine the constitutive formulations and material parameters that 
properly recapitulate both the structure and function of the individual disc tissues.  The 
intervertebral disc is a composite material, comprised of three primary soft tissues: the 
nucleus pulposus (NP), annulus fibrosus (AF), and cartilaginous endplates (CEP) 
(Chapter 2.2).  Each individual tissue is constructed from the same conglomerate of 
macromolecules, including water, proteoglycan, collagen, and non-collagenous proteins.  
It is the quantity and, importantly, the composition and structural arrangement of these 
macromolecules that give rise to each tissue’s specific mechanical attributes.       
In order to model the mechanics of healthy and degenerated disc, appropriate 
constitutive models must be chosen which can account for the physiological changes 
associated with degeneration.  Structural constitutive models link the mechanical stress-
strain relationships of a material to its composition and microarchitecture (O'Connell, 
Guerin et al. 2009; Hammer, Sacks et al. 2011; Cortes and Elliott 2012; Kural, Cai et al. 
2012; O'Connell, Sen et al. 2012; Jacobs, Cortes et al. 2013).  They are therefore able to 
account for the mechanical consequences that arise from the types of physiological 
changes that occur during disc degeneration, such as reduced fixed charge density and 
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loss of hydration.  However, proper selection of the model and careful determination of 
the material parameters is critical to ensure it is capable of exhibiting all of the 
mechanical processes of the material of interest.  
   The mechanical response of the tissues in the intervertebral disc can be 
decomposed into their elastic, swelling, and permeability properties.  The elastic 
properties are primarily a function of the solid ground matrix while the swelling 
properties arise from the fixed charge density due to proteoglycan content.  Together, 
these dominate the equilibrium mechanics of the tissue after all transient (time-
dependent) responses have dissipated.  The permeability is governed by the momentum 
exchange that occurs as fluid moves through the porous space of the solid ground matrix 
and is responsible for the transient, time-dependent mechanics of the disc.   
The elastic properties of the annulus fibrosus and nucleus pulposus have 
previously been measured (Marchand and Ahmed 1990; Guerin and Elliott 2005; Guerin 
and Elliott 2006; Cloyd, Malhotra et al. 2007; Nguyen, Johannessen et al. 2008; Cortes, 
Magland et al. 2013).  Although critical in order to capture the time-dependent mechanics 
of the disc, few studies have quantified the permeability properties of the annulus 
fibrosus or nucleus pulposus (Yao, Justiz et al. 2002; Perie, Korda et al. 2005).  
Additionally, the reported values for AF permeability span several orders of magnitude, 
likely due to the initial conditions of the tissue and different testing protocols.  Further, 
no studies have reported the elastic and permeability properties of the cartilaginous 
endplate.  These properties are necessary in order to construct an accurate finite element 
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model of the intervertebral disc.  Therefore, the objective of this chapter is to quantify the 
elastic, permeability, and swelling parameters for the NP, CEP and AF.  Confined 
compression tests of human NP, CEP, and AF tissue samples were fit to a biphasic-
swelling constitutive model to obtain material parameters representing each material’s 
elastic and permeability parameters. 
3.2 Biphasic-Swelling Model for Porous Hydrated Soft Tissue 
Biphasic models have been utilized to capture the time-dependent mechanics of 
hydrated biological soft tissue (Mow, Kuei et al. 1980; Mow, Gibbs et al. 1989; Laible, 
Pflaster et al. 1993; Lai, Mow et al. 1997; Garcia and Cortes 2007).  These models were 
first applied to describe articular cartilage and have since been adapted to other 
biomaterials such as the soft tissue in intervertebral disc (Simon, Wu et al. 1985; Simon, 
Wu et al. 1985).  Within the context of this theory, the tissue is considered to be a 
mixture of a solid and a fluid phase.  In this dissertation, a biphasic-swelling model was 
used, which augments the standard biphasic model through the addition of a deformation-
dependent osmotic pressure term (Wilson, van Donkelaar et al. 2005).  The total Cauchy 
stress of the mixture, 𝛔mixture, is the summation of its fluid pressure, p𝑓, osmotic 
pressure, π, and the elastic stress of the solid matrix, 𝛔s,  
 𝛔mixture = −(p𝑓 + π)𝐈 + 𝛔
s, (3-1) 
where I is the identity tensor.  It is assumed that the interstitial fluid is an ideal fluid, that 
no chemical reactions are occurring within the mixture, and that the frictional forces that 
occur between the solid and the fluid are much greater than those arising from the 
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viscosity of the interstitial fluid.  Under these assumptions, the conservation of mass for 
the mixture becomes 
 ∇ ∙ (φ𝑠𝐯𝐬 + φ𝑓𝐯𝐟) = 0, (3-2) 
where 𝐯s, 𝐯f are the velocities of the solid matrix and the fluid and φ𝑠, φ𝑓 are the volume 
fraction of the solid and fluid.  The conservation of linear momentum for the total 
mixture is 
 ∇ ∙ (−p𝑓𝐈 + 𝛔
s) = 0, (3-3) 
and the conservation of momentum for the fluid is   
 φf∇p𝑓 + 𝑓
sf
(𝐯𝐟 − 𝐯𝐬) = 0, (3-4) 
where 𝑓𝑠𝑓 is the diffusive drag coefficient, and is responsible for momentum exchange 
between the solid and fluid that arises from frictional interactions as the two phases move 
relative to one another.  Accordingly, it is convenient to introduce an expression for fluid 
flux, w, which quantifies the volumetric flow rate per unit area of the mixture on a 
surface normal to w, 
 𝐰 = φf(𝐯𝐟 − 𝐯𝐬). (3-5) 
Using this fluid flux term, the conservation of momentum for the fluid (Equation (3-4) 
can be arranged to show that the fluid flux is proportional to the fluid pressure gradient, 
 
𝐰 = −
(φf)
2
 
𝑓sf
∇p𝑓. 
(3-6) 
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The fluid momentum expression can be further simplified by introducing a new variable, 
k, to represent the proportionality term (
(φf)
2
 
𝑓sf
).  The conservation of linear momentum for 
the fluid then reduces to 
 𝐰 = −k∇p𝑓. (3-7) 
In the above expression, k is known as the hydraulic permeability.   
 Constitutive formulations are needed to describe the stress-strain relationship of 
the solid elastic constituent, 𝛔s, as well as the hydraulic permeability of the fluid, k.  The 
constitutive equations used in this dissertation to represent the intervertebral disc soft 
tissues are described in the following sections. 
3.2.1 Constitutive Relationship for the Elastic Solid 
The matrix of the disc soft tissues, were modeled using a compressible Holmes-
Mow formulation (Holmes and Mow 1990).  This material model has been previously 
used to represent the non-fibrillar solid matrix of soft tissues including articular cartilage 
and annulus fibrosus (Iatridis, Setton et al. 1998; Garcia and Cortes 2006; Cortes and 
Elliott 2012; Jacobs, Cortes et al. 2013).  This constitutive relationship is a function of 
invariants I1, I2, and I3 of the Cauchy-Green deformation tensor C and material properties 
c1 (MPa), c2 (unitless) and c3 (unitless), as,  
 Ψmatrix =
c1
I3
β e
[c2(I1−3)+c3(I2−3)], (3-8) 
where β= c1+2c2 , and is an exponential stiffening coefficient that describes the 
nonlinearity of the matrix stress-strain response, and I1 - I3 are defined as 
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 I1 = trC, I2 = ½ [(trC)
2-trC2], I3 = detC. (3-9) 
The material parameters c1, c2, and c3 are related to the more familiar Young’s 
modulus, (E), Poisson’s ratio, (v), and Aggregate modulus, (HA), through the conversions 
E = 4c1(c2 + c3)(1 + 𝑣), ν =
c3
c2+3c3
 HA =
4c1(c2+c3)(1−𝑣)
1−2𝑣
. (3-10) 
3.2.2 Constitutive Relationship for Hydraulic Permeability 
Hydraulic permeability, represented by the material parameter k, represents the 
momentum exchange between the solid and fluid tissue constituents as the fluid moves 
through the porous space of the solid matrix.  The hydraulic permeability is a function of 
the tortuosity of the pore space in the solid matrix and therefore the form of the 
constitutive relationship needed to properly characterize the momentum exchange 
depends on the structural characteristics of the materials being modeled.  For example, 
the hydraulic permeability may be represented using a constant isotropic scalar, or may 
require a fully anisotropic strain dependent tensor.   
  In biological tissues, compressive forces reduce the size and alters the shape of 
the pores within the solid matrix.  This leads to a nonlinear increase in the frictional 
interactions and momentum exchange between the fluid and solid counterparts.  In order 
to capture these physiological effects, a nonlinear constitutive model is needed for the 
hydraulic permeability.  The Holmes-Mow permeability model accounts for such 
phenomenon and was therefore used for this dissertation.  In the Holmes-Mow 
permeability model, the hydraulic permeability is defined as, 
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k = k0 (
J − φ0
𝑠
(1 − φ0
𝑠)
)
∝
e
1
2
M(J2−1), 
(3-11) 
where k is the hydraulic permeability in the current configuration, k0 is the hydraulic 
permeability in the reference (non-deformed) state, φ0
𝑠
 is the solid volume fraction in the 
reference state, M is an exponential strain-dependence coefficient, α is a power-law 
exponent, and J is the Jacobian of the deformation gradient (J=detF).  Thus, permeability 
will be coupled to material strain and updated as material volume changes.  
3.2.3 Osmotic Pressure 
The osmotic pressure can be modeled by assuming that the ion concentration is in 
equilibrium at all times such that the osmotic pressure is only a function of the fixed 
charge density and external ion concentration, 
 
  π = RT (√𝑐𝑓𝑐
2 + 4𝑐𝑏
2 − 2𝑐𝑏), 
(3-12) 
where R is the universal gas constant, T is the absolute temperature, cfc is the fixed 
charge density and cb is the osmolarity of the surrounding fluid bath.  As the solid matrix 
deforms in response to osmotic or applied loads, strain induced changes in the fixed 
charge density may be calculated using 
 cfc =
cfc0φ0
J−1+φ0
, (3-13) 
where cfc0 and φ0 are the fixed charge density and the water content, respectively, at the 
reference configuration, and J is the ratio between the volume at the deformed and 
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reference configuration.  The referential fixed charge density may be calculated from the 
GAG content using (Chahine, Wang et al. 2004) 
 cfc0 = zcscGAG/Mcs , (3-14) 
where CGAG is mg of GAG per ml of water, and MCS and ZCS are the molecular weight 
and number of charges per CS disaccharide (ZCS = 2 charges/repeating unit; MCS=513 
g/repeating unit).   
3.3 Methods 
Biphasic-swelling material parameters for the NP, CEP, inner and outer AF were 
obtained by fitting previously performed tissue testing data using a finite element 
optimization algorithm.  The optimization determined the elastic (E, ν, β) and 
permeability (k0, M) biochemical components of the biphasic-swelling model while the 
fixed charge density, cfc0, and the water content, φ0, were quantified using biochemistry 
assays for each tested tissue.  Kruskal–Wallis test followed by a Dunn’s comparison post-
hoc test was used to compare material parameter results between tissues. 
The majority of current FE disc models utilize material parameters obtained from 
fits to the standard biphasic model, which does not consider the swelling properties of the 
disc.  Therefore, for comparison to the literature, the material parameters were also fit to 
the standard biphasic model.   
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3.3.1 Experimental Dataset and Protocol 
The tissue testing procedure used for these studies is described in detail in (Cortes 
and Elliott 2012; Cortes, Jacobs et al. 2014) and is presented briefly here for reference.  
Tissue plugs, 4 mm in diameter, were harvested from the outer AF (OAF, n = 7), inner 
AF (IAF, n = 5), NP and CEP (Figure 3-1). 
 
 
Figure 3-1 Diagram of harvest locations for outer, inner, and posterior annulus 
fibrosus, cartilaginous endplate, and nucleus pulposus 
 
Samples were microtomed to uniform thickness (AF and NP: 1.5 mm, CEP: 0.8 
mm) and allowed to swell in phosphate buffered saline (OAF, IAF, OAF: unconstrained 
swell; NP and CEP isometric swelling in testing chamber).  A series of successive slow-
rate compressive strains, followed by stress-relaxation dwelling periods, were then 
applied.  For the AF, a total of 5 ramps, each with a 10% strain increment were applied at 
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a rate of (0.005%/s).  The relaxation periods between each ramp were 166, 150, 200, 250 
and 330 minutes and were chosen to allow the tissue to stress-relax to a state of 
equilibrium.  For the NP and CEP, 3 ramps, each of 5% strain, were applied.  NP 
relaxation times were 4000, 6000 and 8000 seconds, and CEP relaxation times were 
3000, 3000 and 4000 seconds.   
3.3.2 Finite Element Simulation 
Analytical solutions for the biphasic-swelling model are attainable only for linear, 
isotropic material models, which do not adequately represent the nonlinear and 
anisotropic behavior of the intervertebral disc tissues.  Therefore, the constitutive models 
described in Chapter 3.2 require the use of numerical techniques when implemented 
within the framework of biphasic-swelling theory.  For this dissertation, this was 
accomplished through the use of the finite element method.  The open-source finite 
element software package FEBio (Maas, Ellis et al. 2012) was used, as it was specifically 
designed to model large deformations of biological materials.   
Within FEBio, finite element simulations of the experimental confined-
compression test were created for each tissue (NP, CEP, AF).  Confined compression 
testing enforces one-dimensional loading, where the tissue strain, stress, and fluid flux 
are oriented parallel to the height of the tissue.  Therefore, even though cylindrical tissue 
punches were used during the tissue tests, the FE simulations can reproduce the same 
results using a cubic geometry, provided the cross-sectional area and tissue height of the 
FE geometry match the experimental dimensions.  This approach significantly reduces 
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the number of necessary elements as the FE mesh requires the geometry to be divided 
only along the axis of the sample height.  The final geometry consisted of 30 elements, 
which was shown to be sufficient to obtain convergence during the FE simulations.  The 
superior surface of the tissue, which interfaces with the porous indenter, develops a 
boundary layer where high pressure gradients are experienced when loads are applied.   
In order to handle the boundary layer, the FE mesh was biased using a factor of 0.9, 
where the height of each element was 10 % smaller than the element immediately under 
it (Figure 3-2).   
 
 
Figure 3-2 Finite element mesh for confined compression simulations, exhibiting 
mesh bias near the superior surface 
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On the superior surface, where loads are applied by a porous indenter, a free-
draining boundary condition was established by constraining the fluid pressure to zero.  A 
rigid body was connected to the nodes along the superior surface and was used to apply 
compressive displacements.  The lateral and inferior edges of the sample were 
constrained such that no displacements or fluid flow was permitted.    The biphasic-
swelling model was implemented within FEBio by creating a custom material.  The 
material combined a Holmes-Mow permeability model with a solid-mixture that 
consisted of an elastic Holmes-Mow and Donnan Equilibrium Swelling materials.  The 
environment surrounding the tissue was prescribed an osmolarity of 150 mM to simulate 
the phosphate buffered saline solution in which the tissue was placed during the 
experiments.   
The finite element simulations consisted of two phases: a pre-swell hydration, 
followed by compression loading.  During the pre-swell, the tissue was allowed to stretch 
in order to achieve equilibrium between the tissue fixed charge density and the 
osmolarity of the external bathing solution.  After equilibrium was reached, the 
successive compression-stress relaxation cycles were applied based on the new tissue 
height.    
Biochemical parameters (water and GAG content) necessary for the material 
model were measured experimentally and reported in the previous studies and were 
therefore prescribed during the simulation and were not changed.   
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3.3.3 Optimization for Elastic and Permeability Material Parameters 
The elastic (E, ν, β) and permeability (k0, M) material parameters of the NP, CEP, 
and AF were determined by fitting experimental confined compression data to the 
biphasic-swelling model.  The curve-fitting procedure was performed using FEBio’s 
optimization routine.  The optimization routine requires the experimental time-force 
response from the tissue tests, a set of initial guesses for the material parameters being 
optimized, and the finite element simulation of the tissue testing experiment.   
The optimization begins by calling the FE simulation and prescribing the initial 
guesses for the material parameters in order to compute the rigid body reaction force of 
the indenter.  The residual between the experimental and FE generated time-force curve 
is then calculated and used to update the set of guesses for the material parameters.  This 
process is then repeated with updated parameter guesses until the experimental and FE 
curves reach convergence.  The optimization procedure utilizes the Levenberg-Marquardt 
algorithm, which calculates parameter updates using a mixture of gradient descent and 
Gauss-Newton methods.  A primary advantage of the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is 
that is capable of converging on a solution even when the initial set of material 
parameters are not close to the solution.  Its main drawback is that in situations where 
multiple minima exist, convergence on the global minimum is not guaranteed.   
In order to address the limitations of the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm, and to 
ensure that the optimization process converged on correct material parameters, multiple 
measures were taken.  Firstly, the initial guesses for the material parameters were 
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constrained to a range of physiologically-relevant values.  Secondly, after final 
convergence, the initial guesses were modified by ± 1 order of magnitude to ensure that 
the routine converged on the same set of final material properties.  Finally, prior to fitting 
any experimental data, a verification procedure was performed in order to ensure that the 
optimization routine was able to accurately fit time-force data that was similar in nature 
to the experimental data.   
In order to verify the optimization procedure, a test function was manually created 
by prescribing a known set of elastic and permeability material parameters to the FE 
simulation of the annulus fibrosus confined compression test.  This produced a test 
function that was similar to the experimental data, but because it was manually created, 
the exact set of material parameters were known.  The optimization routine was then 
applied to the load curve using a set of material parameters that were substantially 
different from the parameters used to generate the test function.  The optimization 
successfully converged on the correct set of material parameters.  The annulus 
simulations were chosen because compressive strains of 10% were applied, resulting in a 
total compression for the AF (30%) that was greater than either the NP or CEP.  
Successful convergence for the AF therefore indicated an adequate ability to fit the NP 
and CEP. 
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3.4 RESULTS 
In this study, the biphasic-swelling material parameters were calculated for the NP, 
CEP, Outer AF and Inner AF using a finite element optimization routine.  The 
optimization algorithm produced excellent fits to the experimental response of each 
tissue, with an average difference between the model fit and experimental data less than 
4% at equilibrium and less than 10% at peak loads during the compression ramps.  A 
representative fit from an annulus fibrosus test is shown in Figure 3-3.  The average 
material parameters for each tissue group are listed in Table 3-1. 
   
 
Figure 3-3 Representative time, force curve for confined compression curve of 
experimental (blue) and numerical fit (red) from FE optimization process 
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No statistical differences were observed between different regions of AF for any 
parameter in this study.  Therefore, the results from the different AF regions were pooled 
together and additional tests were performed between NP, CEP, and AF.  The aggregate 
modulus (Equation (3-10) for the CEP was significantly higher than both the NP and AF 
(Figure 3-4).  No statistical differences were observed for aggregate modulus between the 
AF and NP, or for Poisson’s ratio (average 0.18, p=0.22) between any tissues.  
Referential permeability, k0, was significantly higher for the AF than either the NP or 
CEP (Figure 3-5).  No differences were observed between NP and CEP.  Fixed charge 
density was highest for the CEP and was significantly different from AF. 
 
  
 
NP CEP OAF IAF 
E (kPa) 65 ± 44 305 ± 223 18 ± 12 26 ± 21 
ν (unitless) 0.24 ± 0.14 0.18 ± 0.14 0.24 ± 0.17 0.16 ± 0.14 
β (unitless) 0.95 0.29 ± 0.50 3.4 ± 3.7 2.1 ± 3.0 
k0 x10
-16 (m4/Ns) 5.5 ± 7.8 5.6 ± 5.1 47.3 ± 17.8 25.4 ± 19.1 
M (unitless) 1.9 3.8 ± 2.6 5.6 ± 3.1 3.5 ± 2.7 
FCD (mM) 379 ± 173 248 ± 185 44 55 
Initial Porosity 0.79 ± 0.03 0.62 ± 0.07 0.77 0.77 
Table 3-1 Material parameters (average ± standard deviation) for each of the disc 
soft tissues.  OAF: outer annulus fibrosus, IAF: inner annulus fibrosus, NP: nucleus 
pulposus, CEP: cartilaginous endplate, E: modulus, ν: Poisson’s ratio, β: non-linear 
parameter of the Holmes-Mow model, k0: hydraulic permeability at reference 
configuration, M: non-linear parameter of the permeability, FCD: fixed charge 
density.  Young’s modulus, E, and Poisson’s ratio, ν, are related to material 
properties c1-c3 through Equation 3-9. 
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Figure 3-4 Aggregate modulus for NP, AF, CEP.  Significant differences between 
CEP and AF, CEP and NP (* p < 0.05). 
 
 
Figure 3-5 Referential permeability, k0, for NP, AF, and CEP (* p < 0.05) 
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 The elastic and permeability properties were also fit to the standard biphasic 
model, which does not explicit consider the swelling properties.  Because the standard 
biphasic model does not explicitly quantify the osmotic component of the tissue response, 
the swelling pressure gets absorbed into the elastic modulus.  This resulted in higher 
modulus values than those obtained with the biphasic-swelling model.  This was 
especially pronounced for the NP, which has a particularly high proteoglycan content, 
and whose function relies heavily on hydration and swelling properties.  For the NP and 
AF, the referential permeability, k0, was also higher using the standard biphasic model 
(Table 3-2).   
 
 
 
NP CEP OAF IAF 
E (kPa) 202 ± 48 522 ± 345 35 ± 23 10 ± 7 
ν (unitless) 0.36 ± 0.07 0.38 ± 0.14 0.18 ± 0.17 0.24 ± 0.23 
β (unitless) 1.5 ± 1.8 0.003 ± 0.008 2.9 ± 0.8 3.7 ± 1.6 
k0 x10
-16 (m4/Ns) 18.7 ± 14.8 5.5 ± 4.8 14.6 ± 8.3 26.7 ± 14.5 
M (unitless) 4.8 ± 3.0 0.2 ± 0.3 7.4 ± 2.4 7.2 ± 2.0 
Table 3-2 Material parameters from fits to standard biphasic model (swelling 
excluded) 
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3.5 DISCUSSION 
In this chapter, the biphasic-swelling material parameters were calculated for the 
NP, CEP, and for the inner and outer AF.  Previously, the biphasic-swelling parameters 
for human intervertebral disc tissue were not well established.  Reported permeability 
values for the AF were primarily fit to the standard biphasic model, few studies reported 
permeability of the NP, and no elastic or permeability parameters were reported for 
human CEP (Best, Guilak et al. 1994; Iatridis, Setton et al. 1998; Gu, Mao et al. 1999; 
Klisch and Lotz 2000; Johannessen and Elliott 2005; Freeman, Buttermann et al. 2013). 
The permeability properties of the intervertebral disc govern the transient 
mechanical response, making proper selection paramount when constructing a disc FE 
model.  The human AF and NP permeability had previously been measured in confined 
compression (Best, Guilak et al. 1994; Klisch and Lotz 2000; Johannessen and Elliott 
2005), and the AF permeability had additionally been measured through direct 
permeation experiments (Gu, Mao et al. 1999).  The reported AF permeability from these 
experiments spanned several orders of magnitude from 2.0 to 130 x 10 -16 m4/Ns.  It is 
likely that the large variation in values arises in part from an inconsistency in the initial 
tissue hydration and different testing configurations between studies.  The human NP 
permeability was previously reported to be 14 x 10 -16 m4/Ns, but was fit with a linear 
permeability model using the standard biphasic theory.  The wide range of reported 
values, the use of the standard-biphasic (no swelling) model, coupled with the absence of 
data for the CEP is problematic when selecting parameters for a disc FE model.  
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Therefore, in this study, all of the disc tissues were fit to the biphasic-swelling model 
using data from a consistent set of tissue testing protocols.    
The biphasic-swelling model is advantageous as it explicitly models the osmotic 
pressure that arises from the fixed charge density of the tissues.  This is important not 
only because it plays a key role in healthy disc function, but because loss of fixed charge 
density is one of the earliest changes in disc degeneration (Urban and McMullin 1985; 
Urban and McMullin 1988; Urban and Roberts 2003; Palmer and Lotz 2004; Schroeder, 
Wilson et al. 2006).  Further, fixed charge density, can be experimentally measured, and 
has previously been quantified for healthy and degenerate disc.  A material model that 
explicitly implements this parameter is therefore advantageous in modeling the 
progression of degeneration in the intervertebral disc.   
Despite the paucity of available biphasic-swelling parameters, previous disc FE 
models have implemented biphasic-swelling theory (Laible, Pflaster et al. 1993; Wilson, 
van Donkelaar et al. 2005; Wilson, van Donkelaar et al. 2005; Galbusera, Schmidt et al. 
2011).  Because the swelling parameters are calculated from biochemistry data, previous 
studies have used reported elastic and permeability parameters from the standard-biphasic 
fits and added the osmotic pressure component using reported biochemistry values.  A 
key finding in this chapter is that material parameters from the standard biphasic model 
(without swelling) are different than the biphasic-swelling model.  Because the standard-
biphasic model does not isolate the osmotic component, this loading is grouped into the 
elastic modulus.  In the current study, the NP, which has a high fixed charge density, had 
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a modulus of 202 kPa using the standard-biphasic model, which was reduced to 65 kPa in 
the biphasic-swelling model.  Consequently, when constructing a biphasic-swelling disc 
model, it is precarious to use the elastic and permeability parameters from the standard 
biphasic model and append an osmotic pressure contribution.   
In this chapter, the aggregate modulus, referential permeability, and fixed charge 
density were shown to be significantly different between tissues.  The aggregate modulus 
was highest for the CEP (Figure 3-4).  This finding is logical in consideration of the axial 
loads that the center portion of the intervertebral disc experiences.  The permeability, k0, 
of the CEP and NP was significantly lower than that of the AF.  This may have important 
consequences both in terms of the mechanical and nutritional pathways of the disc, as the 
CEP is thought to be a nutritional pathway from the vertebral body to the NP (Urban, 
Smith et al. 2004; Soukane, Shirazi-Adl et al. 2005; Soukane, Shirazi-Adl et al. 2007).  
The low permeability of the NP is expected, as its role is to expand outward to place the 
AF in circumferential tension and transfer the axial compressive loads to the AF’s 
collagenous fibers.  Were the permeability of the NP high, it may not deform outwardly 
and the natural stress-transfer relationship may be diminished. 
An important limitation in this study is that degenerate tissue was not tested.  NP 
and AF from discs with grade 4 or 5 degeneration could not withstand the long testing 
durations necessary to allow complete stress-relaxation at multiple levels of compressive 
strain, and the CEP was not easily dissected from grade 4 or 5 discs.  This restricts the 
ability of the finite element model to simulate degeneration using material parameters 
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determined from fits to experimental tissue testing data.  This further strengthens the 
argument in favor of detailed structural models that incorporate the important structural 
and mechanical features of disc tissue.  While specific tissue fits will not be available for 
degenerative tissue, parametric studies of the material properties that are known to 
change with degeneration, such as fixed charge density, can be simulated. 
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CHAPTER 4 Annulus Fibrosus Fiber Mechanics 
4.1 Introduction 
 In addition to the tissue ground matrix characterized in Chapter 3, the annulus 
fibrosus is embedded with populations of collagen fibers that are preferentially aligned 
oblique to the transverse axis of the intervertebral disc.  The inclusion of organized 
collagen fiber populations distinguishes the mechanical response of the annulus fibrosus 
from the nucleus pulposus and cartilaginous endplate.  The fiber stress-strain response is 
highly nonlinear, however, the fibers sustain loads only when they are stretched, and 
they do not contribute to the AF when compressed or when loads are applied 
perpendicular to their orientation.  The AF therefore exhibits increased nonlinearity and 
anisotropy compared to the remaining disc tissues.       
 Because the collagen fibers function only when stretched, their material 
parameters are not readily tested within the realm of the confined compression 
experiments performed in Chapter 3.  Therefore, tensile tests are used to determine the 
fiber properties of the annulus fibrosus and other similar fiber-reinforced soft tissues.  
Uniaxial tension is often chosen because it is easy to implement and the interpretation of 
the results is straightforward.  The one-dimensional configuration ensures homogeneous 
loading, as the loads applied at the gripping clamps are transferred directly through the 
entire tissue.  Strain is measured using optical imaging in a region of interest (ROI) in 
the center of the tissue, avoiding any artifacts from the clamps.  This allows the 
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researcher to determine material properties by fitting a constitutive equation to the 
stress-strain response within the region of interest.  However, uniaxial tests may not 
represent the in situ loading of the annulus fibrosus.  In uniaxial tension, the 
unconstrained edges contract as the tissue is stretched and the fiber component in the 
lateral direction is compressed (Figure 4-1A).  Therefore, planar biaxial testing has been 
adopted as a technique to characterize the mechanics of fibrous soft tissue because it 
prevents fiber compression and therefore better represents tissue in situ strains (Figure 
4-1B). 
 
 
Figure 4-1 Boundary conditions for A) uniaxial and B) biaxial tension testing.  
Tissue clamps are shown in dark blue, applied loads represented as blue arrows.  
Unconstrained edges in uniaxial tension permit contraction on the lateral edges of 
the sample (black arrows), while all edges are constrained in biaxial tension.   
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Planar biaxial tension has been conducted on numerous fiber-reinforced tissues 
including skin, cardiac, aortic, lung, annulus fibrosus, tendon, and ligament, as well as 
tissue analogs.  In contrast to uniaxial tension, biaxial tension produces many challenges 
in both the implementation of the experimental loading and the interpretation of the 
results.  Especially problematic to the biaxial loading modality is the influence of the 
experimental boundary conditions, such as gripping method, sample geometry, and tissue 
anisotropy, on the stress-strain distributions throughout the tissue specimen (Figure 4-2).   
 The most common method of loading is to attach several sutures or wire rakes to 
each edge of a square tissue sample (Figure 4-2A).  Typically, 4-16 sutures or rakes are 
applied per edge.  This technique is useful because it allows for each edge to be 
compliant transverse to its loading axis which allows for the whole sample to strain 
biaxially.  However, the use of sutures and rakes introduces several problems.  In 
particular, sutures do not fully constrain the entire edge of the sample and the spaces 
between individual sutures are not fully loaded.  For fibrous tissues, this can result in 
fibers that are not stretched during loading.  Additionally, each suture is in nature a 
point-load.  Although this is not always problematic for some compliant tissues, for 
stiffer fibrous tissues the point loads may cause sutures to tear away from the sample.  
Further, any non-uniformity in the placement or spacing of sutures disrupts the 
homogeneity of the loads and deformations throughout the sample (Eilaghi, Flanagan et 
al. 2009).  Importantly, the combination of point loading at the specimen edges and the 
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effects of irregularities in suture placement prevents one from being able to determine 
the stresses within the ROI.  
 As an alternate loading mechanism, clamps, similar to those used in uniaxial 
tension, may be used  (Figure 4-2B).  Clamps are beneficial in that they apply a uniform 
load across the entire edge, ensuring that all fibers are stretched during the experiment.  
However, the use of clamps redistributes part of the applied load around the edges of the 
sample, away from the ROI, effectively stress-shielding the ROI (Sun, Sacks et al. 
2005).  This may cause difficulties in interpreting experimental data, as the applied loads 
may be higher than those reached in the ROI and the stresses in the ROI cannot be 
precisely determined.  This can result in artificially high modulus calculations (Eilaghi, 
Flanagan et al. 2009).  Experimentally, clamps were shown to nearly double the reported 
modulus of bovine pericardium tissue compared to sutures, although no tests were 
performed to determine if this was a result of clamp-induced stress-shielding or due to 
fibers that were not stretched in the sutured samples (Waldman and Michael Lee 2002).   
 As an alternate to the commonly used square geometry, a cruciform shape is 
sometimes utilized  (Figure 4-2C).  This geometry is thought to benefit from the usage of 
clamps yet prevent some of the load redistribution and stress-shielding observed in 
square samples.  Although each of the four edges are clamped, allowing for all fibers on 
each edge to be engaged, the cruciform geometry does not have any tissue directly 
spanning the area between clamps.  Thus, more of the applied load transmits to the ROI.  
However, FE studies confirm that stress concentrations still occur at the corners where 
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the horizontal and vertical arms intersect, which may prevent a portion of the applied 
load from reaching the ROI (Sun, Sacks et al. 2005).  In addition, many tissue sources 
may not be large enough to provide a sample with a cruciform geometry. 
 
 
Figure 4-2 Heterogeneous load distributions in biaxial tension due to various 
boundary conditions.  A) Effect of sutures - adapted from (Eilaghi, Flanagan et al. 
2009) B-C) Effect of clamps on square and cruciform geometry - adapted from (Sun, 
Sacks et al. 2005) 
 
4.1.1 Objective 
The primary objective of the study presented in this chapter is to determine the 
material parameters (c4, c5) needed for the annulus fibrosus fiber populations in the disc 
FE model.  This was accomplished through two sub-objectives.  The first was to 
determine fiber parameters for annulus fibrosus using fits to uniaxial stress-stretch data.  
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The second was to determine if biaxial tensile data may be used to more appropriately 
represent AF properties.  Because prior experimental and modeling studies have 
confirmed that biaxial boundary conditions lead to erroneous material properties 
(Waldman and Michael Lee 2002; Sun, Sacks et al. 2005; Waldman and Lee 2005; 
Eilaghi, Flanagan et al. 2009), while none have established a method to correct for these 
behaviors, finite element analysis to was used to quantify stress-shielding in biaxial 
tension and to formulate a correction factor which can be used to determine the stresses 
in the tissue ROI based on the applied loads at the sample grips.  This FE model can 
therefore be used to quantify the impact of sample geometry, material anisotropy, and 
tissue orientation on the correction factor.    
4.2 Methods 
 A primary difficulty in interpreting experimental studies in planar biaxial tension 
remains the inability to quantify the loads in the ROI.  Applied loads at the sample edges 
are recorded using load cells, yet the boundary conditions influence the force distribution 
throughout the sample and result in a shielding of stress in the ROI.  The purpose of this 
study is to quantify the relationship between the forces at the load cell, which are 
measured experimentally, and the actual stress experienced in the ROI.  An FE-based 
approach to solving this problem is ideal, as stress distributions can be quantified 
throughout the tissue, thus a relationship between the experimentally-measured forces 
and the stresses in the ROI can be developed.  
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 FE simulations of biaxial tension were conducted with both square and cruciform 
geometries.  For each geometry, multiple levels of material anisotropy were tested 
including isotropic (ISO), transversely isotropic (XISO), and orthotropic (ORTH).  All 
FE simulations were performed using the finite element package FEBio (Maas, Ellis et 
al. 2012).  Square geometries had dimensions of 10x10 mm2 consisting of 7779 elements 
while cruciform geometry had arm lengths of 7 x 21 mm and consisted of 3028 
elements.  Sample size was selected based on previous experimental studies of human 
intervertebral disc (O'Connell, Sen et al. 2012).  Symmetry conditions were imposed 
about the Y-axis, therefore only the right half of each geometry was modeled (Figure 
4-4A and B).  Loading clamps, simulated as rigid bodies, were connected to the tissue 
through a rigid body interface between the element faces of the clamps and adjacent 
tissue.  Biaxial tension was applied by prescribing displacements to the loading clamps.  
4.2.1 Constitutive Models 
  The strain-energy function for the ISO material (ΨISO) was described using the 
Holmes-Mow formulation that was implemented in Chapter 3.2.1 to model the solid 
matrix of the intervertebral disc soft tissue.   
 Anisotropic materials were modeled by adding a fiber strain energy formulation 
(Ψf) to the ISO material to create the XISO (1 fiber population) and ORTH (2 fiber 
populations) materials.  The framework for the fiber model was based on the work of 
Spencer (Spencer 1972), wherein the fiber strain energy term for each population of 
fibers is described by an exponential stress-stretch relationship,  
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   Ψf =
c4
2c5
(ec5(Iα−1)
2
− 1). (4-1) 
Material properties c4 (MPa) and c5 (unitless) represent fiber stiffness and nonlinearity, 
and invariant Iα is the fiber stretch squared,   
 Iα = α ∙ C ∙ α, (4-2) 
where C is the right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor and the unit vector α represents 
the fiber direction in the reference configuration.   
 A more general representation for fiber-reinforced anisotropy has been shown to 
include additional terms incorporating invariants related to C2 (Zheng 1994; Bassani and 
Haizhen 2012), 
 Iα+1 = α ∙ 𝑪2 ∙ α. (4-3) 
Indeed, such terms have been implemented in AF models to describe the shear 
interactions between the collagen fibers and the ground matrix (O'Connell, Guerin et al. 
2009),  
 
  Ψinteractions = c6 (
Iα
I3
(Iα+1 − I1Iα + I2
 ) − 1)
2
. 
(4-4) 
However, AF tensile data were well described without incorporating parameters related 
to C2 , therefore, in order to simplify the constitutive equations, reduce the number of 
necessary material parameters, and minimize experimental tissue testing, the fiber 
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energy model for this dissertation was represented by Equation 4-1 alone.   The complete 
description for the XISO and ORTH materials was therefore described as, 
 ΨXISO = ΨISO +
c4
2c5
(ec5(I4−1)
2
− 1) (4-5) 
 
 ΨORTH = ΨISO +
c4
2c5
(ec5(I4−1)
2
+ ec5(I5−1)
2
− 2). (4-6) 
 Because the XISO and ORTH materials have the identical matrix strain energy 
function as the ISO material, any difference in mechanical response between these 
materials and the ISO material is a result of the increasing level of anisotropy due to the 
fibers.  Fibers were initially aligned parallel to the X-loading axis for the XISO material 
and parallel to the X and Y-loading axes for the ORTH material (Figure 4-5A).  The role 
of fiber orientation compared to the loading direction was also determined by modifying 
the XISO material such that the fiber population was +25 degrees to the X-loading axis 
and by modifying the ORTH material to align the fibers ±25 degrees to the X-loading 
axis (Figure 4-6A). 
4.2.2 Material Properties 
 Initial material properties for all of the material symmetry conditions simulated 
were based on re-analysis of human annulus fibrosus stress-strain data using the 
hyperelastic continuum models described above.  Fiber properties, which were c4=0.296 
MPa and c5=65 (unitless), were calculated from uniaxial tensile stress-strain data (Figure 
4-3A) (O'Connell, Guerin et al. 2009).  The average response of five samples was 
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determined and fit using the fmincon function in Matlab (MathWorks, Inc, Natick, MA).  
To confirm that these material properties were fit correctly and that the constitutive 
equations were properly input into the FEBio model, the uniaxial tension experiment 
was simulated in FEBio using the these material properties.  The FE-predicted stress-
strain response matched the average experimental response with excellent agreement 
(Figure 4-3B).   
 
 
Figure 4-3 A)Uniaxial tension stress-strain data from O’Connell 2005.  Filled circles 
are individual sample responses while the open circles and solid line represents the 
average of the experimental dataset (n=5).  B)  Average experimental stress-strain 
curve from (A) with Matlab fit and FEBio prediction demonstrating excellent 
agreement between experimental data and FE prediction for the uniaxial response. 
 
4.2.3 Data Analysis 
 Experimental stresses in biaxial tension are usually calculated by dividing the 
forces at the load cell by the tissue cross-sectional area.  To create an analogous stress 
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measure for the FE simulations, clamp reaction forces, as output from FEBio, were 
divided by the reference cross-sectional area to create a first Piola-Kirchhoff stress 
measurement which is called the “clamp stress”.   
 The ROI for this study was defined to be the central 25% of the tissue, 
corresponding to the region where strain is often experimentally measured using optical 
methods.  Cauchy stress and Lagrange strain of the elements within this region were 
averaged to represent the ROI properties.  Cauchy stress was converted to first Piola-
Kirchhoff stress for comparison to clamp stress, and this is called the “ROI stress”.  The 
percentage of stress transferred to the ROI was calculated by dividing the clamp stress 
by the ROI stress.  Stress concentrations throughout the tissue were computed by 
dividing the stress in each element by the ROI stress. 
4.2.4 Correction Factor 
 A significant challenge for interpreting a biaxial test is that experimental devices 
cannot record the actual ROI loads, which are much lower than the applied loads 
recorded by the load cells.  In contrast, optical imaging methods are routinely used to 
determine experimental ROI strain.  Therefore, the FE results from the current study 
were used to calculate a correction factor, which can be used to calculate the 
experimental ROI stresses from the applied loads.  This was accomplished by plotting 
the ROI stress versus the clamp stress over the entire loading duration and applying a 
least-squares linear regression to determine an equation of the form y=mx.  The slope of 
the regression, which can be used to relate the ROI stress to the clamp stress, was called 
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a correction factor.  For anisotropic materials, this process was repeated for both axes, 
comparing the X ROI stress to the X clamp stress and the Y ROI stress to the Y clamp 
stress. 
4.2.5 Sensitivity 
 The correction factors determined above were calculated using an initial set of 
matrix and fiber material properties obtained from the average material response of 
human annulus fibrosus.  To test the dependence of the correction factor on the initial 
choice of material properties, FE simulations were repeated using a range of material 
properties that span the experimental dataset.  The correction factor analysis was 
repeated for each set of material properties.  Matrix properties were evaluated using the 
ISO material, with material properties ranging from 0.4 to 1.8 times the initial input 
choice.  For XISO and ORTH materials, fiber modulus c4 was varied between 0.015 to 
2.4 times the original value determined for the average material value in uniaxial tension 
(Table 4-1).  Similarly, fiber nonlinearity c5 was varied between 0.2 to 2.5 times the 
average value.  Matrix properties were not varied for XISO and ORTH materials as they 
were evaluated for the ISO material.         
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Material Parameter Initial 
Value 
Sensitivity 
Range 
Sensitivity Factor 
Range 
E – Modulus (MPa) 0.0758 0.00758 – 7.58 0.1X – 10X 
ν - Poisson’s ratio (unitless)  0.22 0.1 – 0.4 0.4X – 1.8X 
c4 - Fiber modulus (MPa) 0.296 0.004 – 0.7 0.015X – 2.4X 
c5 - Fiber nonlinearity (unitless) 65 13 – 161 0.2X – 2.5X 
Table 4-1 Material parameter inputs for sensitivity study including initial value and 
the range of values tested in absolute and factor scales 
 
4.3 Results 
4.3.1 Material Response - Isotropic  
 Biaxial tension simulations of the ISO material exhibited regions of large stress 
concentrations for both the square and cruciform geometries (Figure 4-4).  For the 
square geometry, stress concentrations were primarily localized in the regions of tissue 
which span the area between the loading clamps (Figure 4-4A, arrows).  In this region, 
peak stresses reached up to 10 times the average stress in the ROI.  For the cruciform 
geometry the predominate location of stress concentration was at the intersection of the 
cruciform arms, where peak stresses reached 3 times the average ROI stress (Figure 
4-4B, arrows).   
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Figure 4-4 Biaxial tension response for isotropic material.  A) Square and B) 
Cruciform color map of von Mises stress concentration with color scale representing 
the ratio of stress to the average ROI stress.  Internal arrows point to regions of 
peak stress concentration.  The ROI is denoted by a dotted square, bold arrows 
indicate loading boundary conditions at the clamps and the vertical hash line 
represents the symmetry implemented in the FE simulations.  C)  Stress-strain 
curve for the loading clamp (square and cruciform) and ROI with all responses 
plotted against the ROI Lagrange strain.  Lower stresses are experienced in the ROI 
than applied at the clamp for both square and cruciform geometries.  D)  Stress 
transfer to the ROI as a percentage of the total stress at the loading clamp for both 
square and cruciform geometries. 
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 High stress concentrations in both the square and cruciform geometry 
redistributed part of the applied loads away from the ROI, resulting in a ROI stress-
shielding effect.  Thus, forces applied at the loading clamps, which are measured 
experimentally by the load cells, did not fully transmit to the central ROI, as is typically 
assumed in an experiment.  This resulted in ROI stress-strain relationships that are lower 
than the measured clamp stress-strain (Figure 4-4C).  This was particularly true for the 
square geometry where stress-shielding led to average ROI stress transfer of 37 percent 
of the applied experimental clamp stress.  The cruciform geometry exhibited less stress-
shielding, with 73% of applied clamp stress transferring to the ROI (Figure 4-4D).   
4.3.2 Material Response – Transversely Isotropic and Orthotropic 
 The inclusion of reinforcing fibers lowered the concentrations of peak stresses 
for the XISO and ORTH materials compared to the ISO material (Figure 4-5).  For the 
XISO material with square geometry, peak stress concentrations were 1.9 times higher 
than the average ROI stress (Figure 4-5B).  Similar to the ISO material, stress 
concentrations were lower for the cruciform geometry than for the square geometry for 
all levels of anisotropy (Table 4-2). 
Also similar to the ISO material, stress concentrations led to ROI stress shielding 
in both the square and cruciform geometries. 
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Figure 4-5 XISO (top) and ORTH (bottom) response for square geometry.  A) 
Diagram of fiber orientations with solid lines representing fibers. B) Von Mises 
stress concentration, color map depicts ratio of stress to ROI stress. C) Plot of ROI 
stress versus clamp stress for the complete FE simulation, with all stress values 
normalized to peak clamp stress.  The solid line is obtained through linear 
regression and the correction factor is the corresponding slope of the regression.  
Correction factors closer to 1 indicate ROI stresses that are more similar to the 
applied clamp stresses. 
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 Square Cruciform 
Material Stress Concentration Stress Concentration 
ISO 10X 3X 
XISO 1.9X 1.4X 
ORTH 9.6X 1.7X 
Table 4-2 Peak von Mises stress concentration, defined as peak specimen stress 
divided by average ROI stress 
 
4.3.3 Correction Factor 
 A correction factor was calculated for each combination of sample geometry and 
material anisotropy.  ROI stress was plotted versus clamp stress and a regression 
analysis was applied to calculate their relationship (Figure 4-5C).  The linear relationship 
facilitates an easy implementation of the correction factor, where ROI stresses may be 
determined by multiplying the clamp stresses by the correction factor.  Correction 
factors closer to 1 indicate ROI stresses that are more similar to the applied experimental 
stresses. 
 The correction factor was dependent on sample geometry (Table 4-3).  For each 
material model tested, the cruciform geometry was closer to unity (ROI stresses more 
similar to clamp stresses) than the square geometry.  For example, the ISO correction 
factor was 0.40X for the square geometry and 0.76X for the cruciform geometry.   
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 The correction factor was dependent on anisotropy, with correction factors closer 
to unity in the axes that were reinforced by fibers (XISO-X, ORTH) than for axes 
without fibers (ISO, XISO-Y) (Figure 4-5C, Table 4-3).  The square XISO-Y correction 
factor exhibited slight tapering (nonlinearity) towards the end of the curve.  This is likely 
a result of a mechanical coupling effect between the X-axis, which is very stiff, and the 
Y-axis, which only contains isotropic matrix and is much less stiff.  This phenomenon 
has been previously described (Mayne, Christie et al. 1989; Billiar and Sacks 2000; 
Billiar and Sacks 2000).  While this effect may limit the utility of the correction factor 
for XISO-Y at the end of the curve, at large stresses, the mechanics in the direction 
perpendicular to the fibers is less important because these matrix properties can be 
directly measured in other loading modalities (Cortes and Elliott 2012) and the 
contribution of non-fiber-reinforced matrix to the strain energy of a tissue is quite minor 
compared to that of the fibers (Lynch, Johannessen et al. 2003; Guerin and Elliott 2005; 
Guerin and Elliott 2006; O'Connell, Guerin et al. 2009; O'Connell, Sen et al. 2012).      
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 Square Cruciform 
Material Correction 
Factor 
R2 Correction 
Factor 
R2 
ISO 0.40 1 0.76 1 
XISO-X 0.87 1 0.97 1 
XISO-Y 0.27 0.94 0.59 1 
ORTH-X 0.77 1 0.94 1 
ORTH-Y 0.77 1 0.94 1 
Table 4-3 Correction factor for square and cruciform geometries at all levels of 
anisotropy.  For XISO and ORTH materials, a -X or -Y indicates the correction 
factor for the respective loading axis. 
 
4.3.4 Fiber Orientation 
 The effect of fiber orientation relative to the loading direction was quantified by 
rotating the fiber orientation in the FE simulations to +25° to the X-axis for the XISO 
material (Figure 4-6A top) and by rotating the fibers in the ORTH material to ±25° to the 
X-axis (Figure 4-6A bottom).  This is analogous to experimentally rotating the tissue 
specimen such that its material axis is no longer parallel with the experimental loading 
axis.  The ORTH ±25° material represents the specific case of the annulus fibrosus.  For 
both the rotated XISO and ORTH (annulus fibrosus) materials, a large increase in the 
stress concentrations was observed (Figure 4-6B).  Further, it limited the range of strains 
over which the correction factor could be determined using a linear fit (Figure 4-6C).  
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This likely indicates that stresses near the loading clamps are increasing exponentially 
faster than within the ROI.  This phenomenon is likely due to the fibers directly 
spanning between the clamps, where the greatest tissue strain occurs.  This causes fiber 
stretch between the clamps to be much greater than fiber stretch within the ROI.  
Because the fiber strain energy increases exponentially with fiber stretch (Equation 4), 
the disparity between clamp stress and ROI stress is magnified in this orientation and 
becomes highly nonlinear (Figure 4-6C). 
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Figure 4-6 Effect of fiber angle.  XISO with fibers oriented 25° to the X loading axis 
(top) and ORTH with fibers aligned ±25° to the X and Y axes (bottom). A) Diagram 
of fiber orientation with solid lines representing fibers.  B) Color map of von Mises 
stress concentration: color map depicts ratio of stress to ROI stress.  C)  Plot of ROI 
stress versus clamp stress for the complete FE simulation, with all stress values 
normalized to peak clamp stress. 
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4.3.5 Sensitivity to Initial Material Properties 
 To test the dependence of the correction factor on the initial choice of material 
properties, FE simulations were repeated using a range of material properties. The 
correction factor for the ISO material was insensitive to the initial choice of modulus 
(Figure 4-7).  Thus, the correction factor determined from biaxial simulations would be 
the same for any matrix modulus value within the entire range of observed experimental 
modulus values (0.007 to 7.58 MPa).  The ISO material was somewhat dependent on the 
initial choice of Poisson ratio (Figure 4-7A). However, the dependence on varied by 
less than 20% over most of the range of  tested (0.1 to 0.4).  This dependence may not 
be problematic as Poisson’s ratio can be determined in other loading modalities prior to 
loading the tissue in biaxial tension.   
 For anisotropic materials, the correction factor along the fiber direction (XISO-
X, ORTH) did not change with variations in fiber modulus (c4), except for the lowest 
value tested, c4=0.004, which is outside the range of common experimental values for 
annulus fibrosus.  Similarly, along the fiber direction, no change was observed for fiber 
nonlinearity (c5) (Figure 4-7B AND 5D).  The correction factor transverse to the fiber 
direction (XISO-Y, Figure 4-7C) exhibited large relative dependence on changes in both 
c4 and c5. However, the load magnitude in this direction is much smaller than the fiber-
aligned X-axis, which amplifies percent changes.  Further, the tissue properties of this 
loading direction are assumed to consist only of ISO matrix, which has a low 
contribution to the total strain energy of the tissue (Lynch, Johannessen et al. 2003; 
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Guerin and Elliott 2005; Guerin and Elliott 2006; O'Connell, Guerin et al. 2009; 
O'Connell, Sen et al. 2012).    
 
Figure 4-7 Sensitivity of correction factor to the initial choice of material properties.  
X-axis is the factor change in initial material property and Y-axis is the resulting 
factor change in correction factor (new correction factor ÷ initial correction factor).  
A) Correction factor for ISO material is independent of modulus (square) and 
dependent on Poisson ratio (diamond). B) Correction factor for XISO-X is 
independent of fiber modulus c4 (square) and fiber nonlinearity c5 (triangle). C) 
Correction factor for XISO-Y is linearly dependent on both fiber modulus c4 
(square) and nonlinearity c5 (triangle). D) Correction factor for ORTH is 
independent of fiber modulus c4 (square) and nonlinearity c5 (triangle) 
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4.4 Discussion 
This studied reviewed the tensile biaxial literature over the last ten years, noting 
experimental and analysis challenges relating to stress-shielding and dependence on 
sample geometry and material anisotropy.  In response to these challenges, this study 
used finite element simulations to quantify stress-shielding in biaxial tension and to 
formulate a correction factor which can be used to determine ROI stresses.  Additionally, 
the impact of sample geometry, material anisotropy, and tissue orientation on the 
correction factor were determined. Large stress concentrations were evident in both 
square and cruciform geometries and for all levels of anisotropy (Figure 4-4A, Figure 
4-4B, Figure 4-5B), which is consistent with previous FE studies (Sun, Sacks et al. 
2005).  In general, stress concentrations were greater for the square geometry than the 
cruciform geometry.  For both square and cruciform geometries, materials with fibers 
aligned parallel to the sample loading axes reduced stress concentrations compared to 
the isotropic response, resulting in more of the applied load being transferred to the ROI 
(Figure 4-5B).  In contrast, fiber-reinforced specimens rotated such that the fibers were 
aligned at an angle to the loading axes produced very large stress concentrations across 
the clamps and shielding in the ROI (Figure 4-6B).   
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 Stress concentrations around the loading clamps redistribute the applied loads, 
giving rise to a stress-shielding phenomenon wherein the ROI stresses are up to 50% 
lower than the applied clamp loads.  This is problematic when determining material 
properties because measurement techniques do not currently exist to directly measure the 
ROI stresses.  Therefore, in current practice, the applied loads are divided by sample 
cross-sectional area to calculate experimental stresses.  This practice employs the 
assumption that loads applied at the clamps are fully transferred to the ROI, which is 
shown in this and previous studies (Waldman and Michael Lee 2002; Sun, Sacks et al. 
2005; Waldman and Lee 2005) to be an inaccurate assumption (Figure 4-4C).  When 
applied stresses are plotted against strain measured directly in the ROI, an artificially 
stiffer material response is recorded.  This phenomenon has previously been recognized 
(Waldman and Michael Lee 2002; Sun, Sacks et al. 2005; Waldman and Lee 2005; 
Eilaghi, Flanagan et al. 2009), however, a compensatory method to correct for these 
effects has not previously been proposed.  
 In this study, an FE approach was used to develop a correction factor that can be 
used to correct for the ROI stress-shielding induced by the biaxial boundary conditions 
(Table 4-3).  The correction factor incorporates the relationship between the clamp 
stress, which is the stress that would be obtained experimentally, and ROI stress, which 
is the stress measurement desired during an experiment but which is not readily 
available.  Thus, by applying the correction factor to the experimental clamp stresses, 
one can obtain a suitable estimation of the stresses in the ROI.  The ROI stress would 
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otherwise remain unknown.  This allows for material properties to be calculated by 
fitting a constitutive equation to a stress-strain curve of ROI values.   
 The correction factor was dependent on sample geometry and was closer to unity 
for the cruciform geometry than for the square geometry (Table 4-3).  This result, 
coupled with the reduced stress concentrations observed for the cruciform geometry 
discussed above, provides an indication that the cruciform geometry may be better suited 
for planar biaxial tension than the square geometry.  However, for many fibrous 
biological tissues, the size requirements of the cruciform geometry are prohibitive. 
 The correction factor was also dependent on anisotropy and on fiber orientation 
relative to the loading direction (Table 4-3).  When fibers are aligned parallel to a 
loading axis, more of the stress transfers to the ROI compared to the isotropic case.  This 
produces ROI stresses that are similar to the applied clamp stresses and therefore in 
correction factors that are closer to unity.  
 Sensitivity analysis showed that the correction factor was independent on the 
initial choice of modulus for the ISO material (Figure 4-7A).  Some dependency exists 
on Poisson’s ratio, however, it was within 20% for most  and this material property can 
be determined experimentally using an alternate loading. For the XISO and ORTH 
materials, the correction factor was independent of c5 and exhibited only slight 
dependence on c4 (Figure 4-7B, Figure 4-7C, Figure 4-7D).  Because the dependence on 
c4 is linear, it is likely that an iterative scheme can used to converge on a correction 
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factor when c4 is not known a-priori.  The sensitivity of the correction factor to other 
constitutive models, such as the Fung type phenomenological model or structural models 
with different matrix and fiber formulations, was not determined.  It is unlikely that the 
results presented within this study are directly transferrable to other constitutive models.    
The general procedure for obtaining a unique correction factor may be repeated as 
needed for any constitutive model which best suits a particular tissue being tested in 
biaxial tension. 
In summary, planar biaxial tension remains a critical loading modality for fibrous 
soft tissue and is widely used to characterize tissue mechanical response, evaluate 
treatments, develop constitutive formulas and obtain material properties for use in finite 
element studies.  While many of the technical complications related to conducting the 
physical experiment have been overcome, there remains a continued need to address the 
interpretation of experimental results.  Unlike uniaxial testing, the applied forces at the 
loading clamps do not transmit fully to the ROI, which may lead to improper material 
characterization if not accounted for.  In this paper FE simulations were used to quantify 
stress distributions throughout square and cruciform biaxial specimens with multiple 
levels of anisotropy.  A correction factor technique was introduced which can be used to 
calculate the stresses in the ROI from the measured experimental loads at the clamps.   
Application of a correction factor technique to experimental biaxial results may 
lead to more accurate representation of the mechanical response of fibrous soft tissue.  
However, one of the worse cases occurred for the ORTH ±25° material, which is 
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representative of the annulus fibrosus.  The fibers were oriented such that they spanned 
between adjacent loading clamps (Figure 4-6A), and experienced much larger stretch 
than the fibers in the ROI.  Because the fiber strain energy is an exponential function of 
the fiber stretch (Equation 4), the strain energy in these regions increases much more 
rapidly in these areas than in the ROI.  This causes a breakdown of the linear relationship 
between the ROI and clamp stresses (Figure 4-6C).  For these cases, the correction factor 
technique is not recommended outside of the limit of small strains where the linear 
relationship exists.  In the actual experiments it is likely that yield or failure will occur, 
although this was not modeled in this study.  Because the annulus has two fiber 
populations at ±25°, other orientations exhibited similar problems.  These cases 
demonstrate the importance of the orientation of the biological tissue within the biaxial 
loading device and also highlight the utility of an FE technique to guide experimental 
design.  Common assumption is that biaxial tension is more appropriate for testing 
fibrous materials such as the annulus fibrosus because, on the surface, the boundary 
conditions mimic the native tissue constraints.  However, the work presented in this 
chapter does not indicate the use of biaxial tension for annulus fibrosus.  The pair of fiber 
families, each orientated oblique to the circumferential loading axis, generate high loads 
at the loading clamps and minimal loads in the ROI where strain is measured.  This is 
problematic when fitting for material properties and may lead to artificially high material 
parameters.  Therefore, it was concluded that fiber properties for the future FE studies in 
this dissertation, would be taken from uniaxial tension.     
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CHAPTER 5 Intervertebral Disc Finite Element Model 
5.1 Introduction 
Finite element (FE) models are advantageous in the study of intervertebral disc 
mechanics as the stress-strain distributions can be determined throughout the disc and the 
applied loading and material properties can be controlled and modified.   Experimental 
studies are unable to isolate and quantify the role of individual tissues or specific factors 
correlated with aging and degeneration without invasive procedures such as nucleotomy 
(Johannessen, Cloyd et al. 2006), needle puncture (Martin, Gorth et al. 2013), and 
enzymatic digestions (Boxberger, Sen et al. 2006; Jacobs, Smith et al. 2011), which 
induce structural and biochemical changes throughout the disc and obfuscate the 
interpretation of results.  FE models have therefore been used to complement 
experimental studies and quantify critical elements intrinsic to both the healthy and 
degenerate disc that are otherwise unavailable or hard to control.  FE studies have, for 
example, calculated the stresses experienced by annulus fibrosus (AF) fibers (Schroeder, 
Wilson et al. 2006).  The importance of hydration (Costi, Hearn et al. 2002) and 
geometry have also been established (Noailly, Wilke et al. 2007; Galbusera, Schmidt et 
al. 2011; Niemeyer, Wilke et al. 2012).  Importantly, mechanical changes with disc 
degeneration have been identified, including increased range of motion and stress in 
compression, bending, axial rotation, and flexion/extension (Ruberte, Natarajan et al. 
2009).  FE studies have identified that failure initiates at the end plates in compressive 
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and bending loads, and that AF tears are unlikely to occur in compression-only loading 
(Natarajan, Ke et al. 1994).  However, despite the utility of FE studies, the complicated 
nature of the disc presents a challenge in developing an accurate and predictive disc 
model, which has led to limitations in FE geometry, material models, and model 
validation.   
Intervertebral disc geometry is commonly represented in FE models using an 
idealized ‘kidney-bean’ profile (Figure 5-1A-B) (Schroeder, Wilson et al. 2006; Little, 
Pearcy et al. 2007; Magnier, Boiron et al. 2009; Stokes, Laible et al. 2011; Motaghinasab, 
Shirazi-Adl et al. 2012).  Typically, the 3D shape is developed by taking multiple 
measurements, such as an average disc height, anterior-posterior distance, and lateral 
width, and extrapolating the remaining shape. This approach facilitates a geometry that is 
representative of a group of discs being tested because average measurements from all 
discs are used, however, it is often impractical to manually measure sufficient locations 
throughout the disc to capture its intricate 3D geometry and it is commonplace for these 
models to implement assumptions, such as constant disc height, to simplify the process.  
Yet, the importance of accurate geometry has been demonstrated; disc height and 
endplate dimensions affect intradiscal pressure and range of motion (Niemeyer, Wilke et 
al. 2012), while other changes in disc geometry alter the internal stress and strain 
distributions (Noailly, Wilke et al. 2007).  FE models seeking increased geometrical 
accuracy have therefore used sample-specific MR or CT imaging (Figure 5-1C) (del 
Palomar, Calvo et al. 2008).  These techniques offer superior detail and spatial resolution, 
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however, their geometry does not represent a group average; typically, representative 
samples are chosen to represent the group.  Their specificity thus limits their application 
to the general population.  There remains a need for an analytically-based geometry that 
is representative of a human population. 
 
 
 
Figure 5-1 Examples of current FE disc meshes from the literature.  A-B) FE 
meshes created from “idealized” disc profiles. Adapted from (Schroeder, Wilson et 
al. 2006; Ehlers, Karajan et al. 2009) C) Sample-specific FE mesh generated from 
CT/MR images.  Adapted from (del Palomar, Calvo et al. 2008) 
 
Recently, the method of signed distance functions has been applied to quantify 
intervertebral disc shape (Peloquin, Yoder et al. 2014).  This technique uses high 
resolution 3D MR images of multiple discs to create a mean geometry wherein every 
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point in 3D space is an average of all the discs from the group of interest.  The resulting 
shape is therefore fully determined and representative of the group-set that was imaged.  
This effectively combines the high resolution advantage of image-based geometry with 
the abilities to represent the mean shape of a group-set, where idealized geometries have 
previously excelled.  This technique has not previously been applied to FE models of 
intervertebral disc. 
There is great diversity in the material models used in FE studies of the disc.  The 
AF is often modeled as a solid matrix reinforced with discreet cable/rebar or non-linear 
spring elements.  However, AF composition and microarchitecture is complex, requiring 
a constitutive formulation that reflects AF anisotropy, nonlinearity, and inhomogeneity.  
Likewise, the nucleus pulposus (NP) is frequently modeled as a pressurized 
incompressible fluid or isotropic hyperelastic material.  This approach captures the 
primary NP mechanical function, which is to expand laterally in compression and place 
the AF in circumferential tension, but is unable to quantify the impact of biological and 
structural changes, such as reduced fixed charge density, on disc mechanical function.   
The utilization of biphasic-swelling theory using structural continuum models is 
becoming more prevalent (del Palomar, Calvo et al. 2008; Malandrino, Planell et al. 
2009; Schroeder, Huyghe et al. 2010; Stokes, Laible et al. 2011).  However, the elastic 
and permeability properties of the CEP have only recently been determined through 
experimental tissue tests.  Additionally, the permeability properties for the NP are sparse, 
and the reported values for AF permeability span several orders of magnitude, likely due 
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to the initial conditions of the tissue and different testing protocols.  Additionally, recent 
work has demonstrated that fitting material parameters to the standard biphasic model 
(without swelling) provides a different set of elastic and permeability parameters 
compared to the biphasic-swelling model (Cortes et al., 2014).  Therefore, when 
constructing a biphasic-swelling disc model, it may be inappropriate to use the elastic and 
permeability parameters from the standard biphasic model and append an osmotic 
pressure contribution.  In response to the aforementioned limitations, a new set of 
biphasic-swelling material parameters has recently been obtained (Chapter 3,4) (Jacobs, 
Cortes et al. 2013; Cortes, Jacobs et al. 2014), wherein all of the disc soft tissues, 
including the CEP, were tested using a consistent protocol, and with initial conditions 
that would be similar to those of the FE disc model.    
Validation is critical in order to confidently apply the findings of disc FE models.  
Validation is frequently performed only at the end-points of loading and include global 
disc metrics such as total disc displacement, intradiscal pressure, and bulge.  The reported 
values in experimental motion segment testing have large variability and are thus easily 
matched within a standard deviation.  Especially problematic, this approach neglects the 
nonlinearity of disc stress-strain behavior and the time-dependent response, both essential 
to disc function.  Calibration methods have been used to tune the material parameters of 
FE models, especially those of the AF fibers, in order for FE results to fit experimental 
data (Schmidt, Heuer et al. 2006; Schmidt, Heuer et al. 2007; Malandrino, Noailly et al. 
2013).  Many studies that do include validation of the nonlinear stress-strain response use 
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a similar procedure to calibrate or tune their material parameters (Noailly, Planell et al. 
2011).  Recently, the nonlinear response of a cervical disc was validated in flexion and 
extension without tuning or altering material parameters, but only for quasi-static loading 
(del Palomar, Calvo et al. 2008).  
The objective of this study was to develop a new FE model of the intervertebral disc 
utilizing an analytically based geometry, with material properties obtained from tissue-
tests fit to biphasic-swelling theory, and to validate the model’s nonlinear and time-
dependent responses without tuning or calibration. 
5.2 Methods 
5.2.1 Finite Element Mesh 
 In order to obtain the disc geometry for the FE simulations, 7 human L4/L5 
intervertebral discs with a degeneration score of 3 were imaged using a high-resolution 
(200 μm isotropic) 3D MR sequence.  The volumetric shape of each disc was averaged 
using signed distance functions following the methods outlined in (Peloquin, Yoder et al. 
2014) (Tsai, Wells et al. 2003; Tsai, Yezzi et al. 2003) and resulting in an analytically-
based 3D geometry that represented the mean shape of the group of discs imaged (Figure 
5-2).   
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Figure 5-2 Mean shape (not-meshed) of L4/L5 human disc based on principal 
components analysis of high resolution MRI (200 um isotropic) of seven human 
discs. 
 
The mean disc shape was processed using a custom Matlab (MathWorks MA) 
routine to generate the FE mesh (Figure 5-3).  An intermediate 2D quad mesh of the 
disc's axial silhouette was created, formed using a combination of concentric contours of 
quad elements and a central rectangular grid (Figure 5-3B).  This arrangement of 
concentric contours allowed the AF elements to be aligned with the disc's circumferential 
axis, such that each element's local coordinate frame could be used to define the local 
collagen fiber direction, which was oriented at ±25° to the disc circumferential axis 
(Guerin and Elliott 2006).  The NP encompassed 31% of the disc axial area and the 
center of the NP positioned with a posterior offset equal to 10% of disc anterior-posterior 
length (O'Connell, Vresilovic et al. 2007).  
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The 3D mesh (Figure 5-3C) was composed of 8-node hexahedral elements (5,625 
elements, 6,136 nodes), created initially by stacking copies of the 2D quad mesh in 
vertical layers along the axis of the disc height and subsequently projecting the surface 
nodes to the boundary of the average human disc geometry.  The cartilage and bony 
endplates were then created by extruding the superior and inferior element layers of the 
disc by 500 µm and subdividing into 3 element layers.  A similar process was used to 
create the vertebral bodies, with a height of 0.5 mm and 3 element layers.  In order to 
establish the final geometry, hydration for 24 hours in PBS was simulated.  During this 
time the vertebral bodies were constrained, causing the disc to pressurize and bulge 
outwards, achieving its final geometry (Figure 5-3D). 
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Figure 5-3 Figure 2: A) Axial view of mean disc geometry. B) 2D mesh created using 
axial silhouette of mean disc geometry. C) Mid-sagittal plane-cut of complete 
vertebra-disc-vertebra segment after 3D extrusion. D) Final mesh after simulated 
equilibration in PBS solution for 24 hours. Swelling disc tissues has induced 
characteristic bulge of NP and AF. Colors: Orange = vertebral bone, aqua = bony 
endplate, pink = cartilaginous endplate, green = outer annulus fibrosus, purple = 
inner annulus fibrosus, blue = transition region between nucleus and inner annulus 
and yellow = nucleus pulposus 
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5.2.2 Constitutive Models 
Structurally based hyperelastic continuum models were used to represent the 
intervertebral disc.  NP, CEP, and AF properties were developed in Chapters 3 and 4 and 
a summary of the properties is listed in Table 5-1.   
 
Material 
Property 
NP CEP OAF IAF 
E (kPa) 64.9 305 18 26 
ν (unitless) 0.24 0.18 0.24 0.16 
β (unitless) 0.95 0.29 3.4 2.1 
k0 x10
-16 (m4/Ns) 5.5 5.6 47 25 
M (unitless) 1.92 3.79 5.75 3.5 
FCD (mM) 379 248 44 55 
Initial Porosity 0.79 0.6 0.77 0.77 
c4 (kPa) N/A N/A 296  796 
c5 (unitless) N/A N/A 65 2 
Table 5-1 Material properties used for each of the disc soft tissues.  OAF: outer 
annulus fibrosus, IAF: inner annulus fibrosus, NP: nucleus pulposus, CEP: 
cartilaginous endplate, E: modulus, ν: Poisson’s ratio, β: non-linear parameter of 
the Holmes-Mow model, c4: AF fiber stiffness, c5: AF fiber non-linear parameter, 
k0: hydraulic permeability at reference configuration, M: non-linear parameter of 
the permeability, FCD: fixed charge density.  Mean parameter values taken from 
(Jacobs, Cortes et al. 2013; Cortes, Jacobs et al. 2014). 
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In order to complete the disc motion-segment, vertebral bodies were modeled 
using a Neo-Hookean material, 
 
𝑊𝑉𝐵 =
µ
2
(𝐼1 − 3) − µ𝑙𝑛𝐽 +
𝜆
2
(𝑙𝑛𝐽)2), 
(5-1) 
 
where µ and λ are the lame’ parameters and J is the determinate of the deformation 
gradient F.  Material properties E (10 GPa) and 𝜈 (0.3) were taken from (Hussain, 
Natarajan et al. 2011) and converted to µ and λ through the transformation equation 
 
𝜆 =
𝜈𝐸
(1 + 𝜈)(1 − 2𝜈)
, µ =
𝐸
2(1 + 𝜈)
 
(5-2) 
Vertebral bodies, which undergo very small deformations in the simulations performed in 
this study, were prescribed a constant permeability value (Hussain, Natarajan et al. 2011) 
k=0.17. 
5.2.3  Loading Protocol and Boundary Conditions 
 As described in the FE mesh section, prior to loading, a hydration simulation was 
performed wherein the disc model was introduced to an external saline bath and allowed 
to equilibrate 24 hours while the vertebral bodies were constrained.  This follows 
experimental procedure and allows the FE disc model to pressurize, with the osmotic 
loading causing the disc to swell outward, inducing the characteristic bulge of the outer 
AF. 
The FE model was then used to simulate the quasi-static and time-dependent 
response of the intervertebral disc in axial compression (Figure 5-4), following 
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established protocols from (O'Connell, Jacobs et al. 2011; Peloquin, Yoder et al. 2014).  
All simulations were performed in FEBio (Maas, Ellis et al. 2012).  The disc quasi-static 
response was quantified during a 2000 N slow-loading ramp at 1 N/s while displacement 
of the superior vertebral body was measured (Figure 5-4A).  The time-dependent 
response was quantified through two loading protocols: creep and stress-relaxation.  For 
the creep protocol, a 1000 N load was applied in 1.5 s and held for 4 hours (Figure 5-4B).  
Time-displacement data were measured.  For stress-relaxation, a 5% compression was 
applied in 10 s and held for 1 hour, while the time-force data were recorded (Figure 
5-4C).   
During each protocol the nodes on the inferior surface of the inferior vertebra 
were constrained in all directions.  Loads were applied to a rigid body affixed to the 
nodes along the superior surface of the disc superior vertebra.  The rigid body was 
constrained such that no rotations or displacements were allowed other than in the 
loading axis.  A zero-fluid pressure boundary condition was applied to the peripheral 
surfaces of the disc, allowing free fluid flow into and out of the disc in response to 
osmotic and applied loads.       
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Figure 5-4 Protocol for the three loading modalities simulated. A) Slow Ramp: a 
quasi static ramp to 2,000 N applied at 1 N/s, B) Creep: 1,000 N applied in 1.5 sec 
and held for 4 hr creep, C) Stress Relaxation: 5% nominal strain applied in 10 sec 
and held for 1 h 
 
5.2.4 Validation Dataset 
For purposes of model validation, the FE disc response was plotted against an 
experimental window consisting of the mean +/- 95% confidence interval (CI) of the 
experimental results (O'Connell, Jacobs et al. 2011; Peloquin, Yoder et al. 2014).  The 
experimental data used for the validation consisted only of discs with grade 3 
degeneration in order to provide consistency between the degeneration grades in the discs 
used for geometry, those used for tissue testing for material parameters, and those used in 
experimental motion segment testing.  Importantly, no tuning or adjustment of material 
parameters was used to improve the FE fit. 
The testing included (1) slow axial compressive ramp to 2000 N; (2) an extended 
four hour (h) creep experiment at 1000 N; and (3) a 1 h stress-relaxation experiment at 
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5% nominal strain.  Together, these represent the three primary axial compression 
loading scenarios of the disc.  
5.3 Results 
In this study, a new FE model of the intervertebral disc bone-disc-bone motion 
segment was presented and validated.  The FE geometry was created from the average 
shape of a group of human intervertebral discs and relied on the osmotic swelling 
properties of the model to producing the internal swelling pressure and characteristic 
outward bulge of the intervertebral disc shape (Figure 5-3).    In addition to providing the 
characteristic shape of the geometry, the swelling induced physiological levels of fluid 
pressure within disc in response to hydration, loading (Figure 5-5). 
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Figure 5-5 Fluid pressure (MPa) and the end of the 24 h hydration (A), immediately 
following the application of the 1,000 N step-load (B), and after 4 h of creep (C). 
 
The FE model predictions for slow ramp, creep, and stress-relaxation simulations fit 
well within the experimental range (Figure 5-6A-C).  
  
 
Figure 5-6 Validation of finite element models showing experimental 95% 
confidence internal (shaded blue) and FE model simulation (red line).  A) Slow 
ramp, B) Creep, and C) Stress Relaxation. 
 
Importantly, the full nonlinear response was plotted for both the FE model and the 
experimental window and multiple loading configurations were simulated.  A critical 
detail to note is that these simulations comprise a true predictive validation of the disc 
model as the loading configurations simulated were not used to obtain material properties 
for the disc model.  
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Internal stress-strain distributions in response to hydration and loading were as-
expected (Figure 5-7).   
 
 
Figure 5-7 Axial Lagrange strain (Ezz: A,B) and Cauchy stress (σzz: C,D, MPa) after 
24 hour hydration (A,C) and at the end of 4 hour creep at 1000 N (B,D) 
 
5.4 Discussion  
A new FE model of the intervertebral disc has been created using structural 
hyperelastic continuum models.  The new model is the first to use an average shape of the 
intervertebral disc to predict the average mechanical response of the disc, is the first to 
include a complete set of experimentally measured biphasic-swelling parameters for the 
NP, CEP, and AF, and is the first to validate the model response to a set of multiple 
loading conditions without tuning or calibration of material parameters to align the model 
behavior with experimental results. 
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This study implemented for the first time a sophisticated approach to generating 
the geometry for the disc model.  Most commonly, disc studies use either of two 
methods.  In the first, a generic kidney-bean profile is used based on key measurements 
such as lateral width and anterior-posterior distance, as well as disc-height (Schroeder, 
Wilson et al. 2006; Little, Pearcy et al. 2007; Magnier, Boiron et al. 2009; Stokes, Laible 
et al. 2011; Motaghinasab, Shirazi-Adl et al. 2012).  This method is easy to implement 
and offers a reasonable approximation of disc geometric properties, however, it precludes 
many key features common to intervertebral disc.  In the alternate approach, a subject-
specific disc is imaged, commonly with MR, and a finite element mesh applied.  These 
methods are ideal for the study of future subject-specific treatments, however, their 
application to the general population is limited.  The construction of a mean geometry 
from a population of discs through signed distance functions offers an ideal solution.  
Critical features common to most discs are captured, however, unique features specific to 
a specific disc are avoided.  Most importantly, it offers the ability to quantitatively 
establish additional geometries based on the statistical variance of key structural 
measures. 
The model utilizes biphasic-swelling theory to describe the elastic and permeability 
(time-dependent) properties of the disc, as well as an osmotic swelling pressure term that 
handles the osmotic loading experienced by the disc as a result of the negative fixed 
charge density from the proteoglycan, which is ultimately responsible for disc hydration.  
Although a few recent intervertebral disc FE models have used biphasic-swelling theory 
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(del Palomar et al., 2008; Malandrino et al., 2009; Schroeder et al., 2010; Stokes et al., 
2011), the required set of material parameters were unavailable.  Properties from the 
standard-biphasic model were therefore used and swelling properties were added.  In 
Chapter 3, the elastic properties from the standard-biphasic model were shown to be 
significantly higher than the biphasic-swelling model, therefore the previous 
implementations of biphasic-swelling theory likely lead to overestimation of the material 
behavior of the disc.  Indeed, in order for previous FE models to recapitulate the stress-
strain response of experimental loading, several of the initial material parameters needed 
tuning or calibration (Schmidt, Heuer et al. 2006; Schmidt, Heuer et al. 2007; Stokes, 
Laible et al. 2011; Wagnac, Arnoux et al. 2011; Malandrino, Noailly et al. 2013).  The 
tuning procedure is essentially a process to modify individual material parameters until a 
convergence of the FE and experimental results is obtained.  Although this technique 
allows the FE model to fit experimental behavior for a particular loading regime, it 
significantly reduces confidence that the FE model may be used to successfully predict 
the mechanical response of the disc in new loading configurations, hindering the overall 
utility of the model. 
In order to address the previous limitations in available material parameters, the 
material coefficients for each of the disc soft tissues were calculated in Chapters 3-4 from 
previous tissue tests in confined compression (matrix parameters: E, v, B, k0, M. tissues: 
outer AF, inner AF, NP, CEP) and uniaxial tension (fiber parameters c4, c5, tissues: outer 
AF, inner AF).  Importantly, FE simulations of the individual tissue tests were performed 
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to verify that the FE model, as well as material coefficients obtained, successfully 
represented the mechanical behavior of the isolated disc tissues.  While this step does not 
validate the predictive ability of the FE model, it ensures proper implementation and 
behavior of the FE model and adds to confidence. 
  The disc model was thereafter validated by comparing the full non-linear 
response of a disc motion segment in 3 critical loading modalities: quasi-static slow 
ramp, constant-load creep, and stress-relaxation.  In all cases, the FE model response was 
well within the range of experimental disc response.  Critically, the tissue-level material 
properties did not need adjustment or calibration in order to allow the disc model to fall 
within the experimental range.  In contrast to the model verification at the tissue-level, 
this can be considered a predictive validation, as the loading modalities that were used at 
the full-disc level were different from those used to obtain tissue material parameters.    
This study included a more complete validation than most disc-FE studies, which often 
compare only one loading modality and typically use only the endpoints of loading for 
validation metrics, as opposed to the full nonlinear response (Renner, Natarajan et al. 
2007).     
 Although this study presents a strong validation and novel geometry, there are 
limitations.  A key approach in this study was the FE verification of the tissue mechanics, 
however, due to the difficulty in obtaining very healthy cadaver discs (grade 1) as well as 
the difficulty in excising and testing severely degenerate tissue (grade 4, 5), which often 
deteriorates prior to the completion of the material testing, material properties for this 
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study were from grade 2 and grade 3 discs only.  Parametric analysis of material 
properties may be used in future studies to predict the impact of alterations in tissue 
properties on disc mechanics, however proper validation of the degenerative state has not 
been addressed.  Finally, while torsion and bending, are important to the physiological 
disc loading, they were not included in this study.  Future experimental motion-segment 
testing may yield the dataset necessary to validate the disc FE model in these additional 
loading modalities. 
 In conclusion, a novel FE model of the disc was developed and validated.  This 
model was developed using structural hyperelastic constitutive models capable of 
capturing the impacts of structural changes on the disc mechanical response.  The model 
utilized the mean geometry of a population of human L4/L5 discs.  Comprehensively 
validated disc models will provide quantitative insight into the internal mechanics and 
stress-strain distributions of the intervertebral disc; and will also provide a means for 
predicting the impact of potential therapeutics on restoring native function.   
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CHAPTER 6 Role of Nucleus Pulposus and Cartilaginous 
Endplate 
6.1 Introduction 
Experimental testing of the intervertebral disc is encumbered by numerous 
challenges.  In addition to limited overall availability of cadaver spines, large population 
variance, and difficulty in recapitulating the in situ boundary conditions, healthy discs are 
difficult to acquire.  Cadaver donations tend to originate from an aged population wherein 
degeneration is prevalent.  This is a multifaceted problem as healthy, nondegenerated 
motion segments are not commonly available for testing and tissue from severely 
degenerated discs has limited structural integrity and is difficult to test.  The degenerated 
AF oftentimes has tears which inhibit tissue testing, the NP becomes fibrotic, and the 
AF/NP boarder becomes obscure.  This presents a challenge to disc research in obtaining 
tissue and motion segment data across a wide range of degeneration. Frequently, the 
complete tissue to full disc process presented in Chapters 3-5 is only possible for mildly 
degenerated discs which are both accessible and have enough structural integrity to 
permit tissue testing.   
To surmount these obstacles, researchers often turn to various laboratory models of 
degeneration.  Biological alterations of the tissue extracellular matrix are commonly 
hypothesized to occur during the first processes of the degenerative cascade.  In 
particular, reduced glycosaminoglycan (GAG) content is observed.  GAG is critical to the 
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hydration and permeability of the tissue, and also potentially important to the force-
transfer mechanisms between AF collagen fibers in tension.  In order to quantify the 
effect of reduced GAG content, enzymatic digestion is often used, typically with 
Chondroitinase ABC (Boxberger, Sen et al. 2006; Jacobs, Smith et al. 2011).  Enzymatic 
digestion is, however, difficult to interpret.  The process requires extended soaking and 
soaked control samples (soaked in saline without enzyme) show pronounced changes in 
mechanics (Han, Nerurkar et al. 2012).    Experiments performed on bovine annulus 
fibrosus tissue showed that Chondroitinase ABC treatment increased the tissue’s shear 
modulus.  However, both biochemistry and histology confirmed that GAG content 
between ChABC treatment and PBS control samples was not significantly different, 
obscuring the interpretation of the effects on modulus (Jacobs, Smith et al. 2011).  
 At the disc level, the models of degeneration are equally equivocal.  To replicate 
the depressurization of the NP, nucleotomy procedure is often surgically performed.  In 
this process, incisions are created either in the AF sidewall or through the CEP 
(Johannessen, Cloyd et al. 2006) and the NP is removed using surgical instruments.  
These techniques are successful in reducing the swelling pressure of the NP, however, the 
aggressive measures taken increase the difficulty in interpretation of results.  Other 
techniques used at the motion segment level involve needle puncture to reduce NP 
pressure (Martin, Gorth et al. 2013), injections of ChABC to digest GAG, and injections 
of genipen to induce crosslinking.  Finally, at the disc level, few models exist for 
degenerative changes in CEP.   
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 Finite element models offer an ideal alternate approach to circumvent the 
difficulties in assessing the impact of specific tissues on motion segment mechanics.  
Provided that they are formulated using structural models, FE models can be used to 
modify specific material properties.  In this chapter, the FE model introduced in Chapter 
5 is used to investigate the role of the NP and CEP tissues on the slow-ramp, creep, and 
stress-relaxation mechanics of the interevertebral disc in axial compression.    It is 
hypothesized that reduction of the material parameters of the nucleus will lengthen the 
toe-region displacement of the 2000 N slow ramp and increase the initial and final creep 
displacement.  Finally it is hypothesized that lowered NP properties will reduce the peak 
stress and increase the rate of stress dissipation in the stress-relaxation simulation.     
6.2 Methods 
The role of the NP and CEP in compression was investigated to determine the 
impact of each tissue on disc mechanics.  The NP and CEP were selected because early 
biochemical changes in these tissues are frequently observed in conjunction with aging 
and degeneration.  A set of high and low parameters for each tissue, shown in Table 6-1, 
were selected from the tissue confined compression data by fitting the individual samples 
whose load response most closely matched the experimental high and low standard 
deviation (Cortes, Jacobs et al. 2014).  The FE model’s NP parameters were then 
replaced with the high and subsequently the low tissue NP parameters and the slow ramp, 
creep and stress-relaxation simulations were repeated.  The procedure was repeated for 
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the CEP high and low parameters.  In order to isolate the role of the individual tissue, the 
remaining disc properties were not altered (Table 6-1).   
6.3 Results 
This study elucidated the impact of the NP and CEP on the disc nonlinear response.  
The validated full disc FE model presented in Chapter 5 was implemented to re-simulate 
the three axial loading modalities.  For each simulation, the material parameters of one 
tissue were altered while the remaining tissues were set to the same properties used for 
model validation.    
6.3.1 Nucleus Pulposus 
For the slow ramp, using the higher NP material properties had minimal impact 
on the disc response, however, the lower NP properties response decreased the initial toe-
region stiffness.  Final stiffness was unchanged regardless of the alteration in NP 
property.  For creep, the higher and lower NP properties resulted in responses that were 
nearly identical, both exhibiting slight increases in creep displacment.  For stress-
relaxation, the lower NP properties resulted in reduced peak and equilibrium loads 
(Figure 6-1,A-C).   
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 NP CEP 
Material 
Property 
High Low High Low 
E (kPa) 96 27 784 227 
ν (unitless) 0.42 0 0.34 0 
β (unitless) 3.9 0 0 0.74 
k0 x10
-16 (m4/Ns) 7 3 4 6 
M (unitless) 1.4 3.1 8.0 1.7 
FCD (mM) 379 141 255 312 
Table 6-1. Material parameters from fits to individual tissues whose response was 
similar to the high and low standard deviation of the NP mean response.   
6.3.2 Cartilaginous Endplate 
For the slow ramp, the set of high CEP material parameters reduced neutral-zone 
displacement, but, like the NP, did not affect the linear-region response.  In contrast to 
the NP, the set of high CEP material properties reduced creep displacement.  The high 
and low sets of CEP properties did not significantly alter the disc stress-relaxation 
response (Figure 6-1, D-F).     
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Figure 6-1 Effect on load-displacement response for alterations in NP (A-C) and 
CEP (D-F) material parameters.  Experimental response (95% confidence interval), 
and FE mean response shown as in Figure 4 under same loading conditions of slow 
ramp, creep, and stress relaxation.  The green “+” symbol represents the response 
with the higher NP or CEP material properties and the black “-” symbol represents 
the response with the lower NP or CEP material properties.   
 
6.4 Discussion 
As hypothesized, lowering the NP properties reduced the toe-region stiffness and 
caused an increase in toe-region displacement of the 2000 N slow ramp, with no 
observable effect on final stiffness.  Similar behavior was observed for both the high and 
low CEP response in the slow-ramp loading.  These findings are in line with other 
experimental studies (Virgin 1951; Markolf and Morris 1974; Shea, Takeuchi et al. 1994; 
Johannessen, Vresilovic et al. 2003).   
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    Additionally, as hypothesized, lower NP properties increased the total creep 
displacement.  These results are congruent with experimental studies which have shown 
that disc degeneration is associated with an increased rate of creep or stress-relaxation 
(Kazarian, 1975; Keller et al., 1987; Li et al., 1995; Pollintine et al., 2010).  Additionally, 
trans-endplate nucleotomy increases neutral zone displacement and total range of motion 
as well as initial creep displacement, creep rate, and total creep, but not the cyclic or 
compressive tensile stiffness at 1.0 Hz.  In contrast to this study, a slow load ramp 
exhibited 25% stiffness reduction for nucleotomy samples.   
In the current study, the initial creep displacement was not changed and, 
interestingly, the high NP response also exhibited more total creep displacement than the 
FE model that was used for model validation.  This result is less intuitive.  The material 
parameters used in this study to represent the high NP response originate from a fit to an 
individual NP sample that produced a higher force response than average in the confined 
compression study.  One would thus expect this material to be stiffer than the mean 
material and to therefore have lower displacement than the mean material properties.  
Careful inspection of each of the material properties reveals that although the high NP 
material has an elastic modulus roughly 30% higher than the mean material, and 3X as 
large as the low response, it also has a higher reference permeability, k0, and lower 
nonlinear permeability stiffening (M).  This may allow fluid to exude out of the disc 
faster than the simulations using the mean or low NP materials, especially at higher 
strains.  The confined compression tests had controlled displacements that were uniform 
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for every sample, so these types of behaviors would not have influenced the tissue 
responses in confined compression as greatly.   
 In stress-relaxation, the low NP response showed significantly less peak and 
equilibrium stress than either the high or the mean NP materials, but again, the material 
properties from the high NP response had less peak and equilibrium stress than the disc 
FE model used for validation.  These initially counter-intuitive results are evidence of the 
multiple levels of structure-function of the disc.  Each specific tissue may contribute to 
only parts of specific loading (the toe-region of a slow ramp, but not the linear region), or 
may play very little role at all (CEP in stress-relaxation).  Further, each material has three 
distinct mechanisms that affect the material response, including the elastic, permeability, 
and swelling properties.  As observed for NP in creep, high elastic properties may be 
counter-balanced by high permeability.   
Among the different disc tissues explored within this study, the NP is perhaps the 
tissue of greatest current clinical significance.  Experimental and clinical evidence 
suggests that the degenerative cascade of the intervertebral disc initiates in the NP.  
Furthermore, such changes are readily apparent through clinically available imaging 
modalities, such as MR imaging, and are quantifiable through advanced imaging 
techniques.   Finally, current translational research has placed a focus on the NP for early 
treatment of disc degeneration, primarily through procedures such as injectable hydrogel 
materials to restore disc height or injectable cell-seeded biopolymers that have the 
potential to restore glycosaminoglycan content of the NP. 
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The parametric study presented here contains a small number of material 
variations.  The intent was to provide a sense of the mechanical contributions of the NP 
and CEP to the full disc response.  Full characterization will require future study, with 
statistically driven variations of both individual material parameters and groups of 
parameters for each tissue, including the AF, which was not addressed in this preliminary 
study.  However, even from the limited variations presented here, there are several 
important observations.  In addition to those discussed above, the necessity of validating 
disc FE models using the complete nonlinear response of the disc (as done in Chapter 6) 
is manifest.  Evaluating only the endpoint metrics may permit disc models to match the 
experimental response even when individual tissue parameters, such as the NP or CEP, 
are in fact significantly deviated from the average tissue parameters.   
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CHAPTER 7 Summary and Future Directions 
The goal of this dissertation was to develop and validate a new FE model of the 
intervertebral disc based on structural constitutive models of the individual disc tissues.  
This was accomplished through a cohesive series of studies wherein tissue properties 
were first calculated from experimental tissue tests, an experimental motion-segment 
dataset was created for purposes of model validation, and finally the full disc model was 
developed and validated against the experimental motion-segment dataset using the tissue 
properties from the tissue tests.   
The significance of this new disc model is threefold.  First, an extensive 
validation was performed using the full nonlinear response of the intervertebral disc in 3 
different loading modalities, including slow-loading ramp, creep, and stress-relaxation.  
Second, the validation performed was a predictive validation; no material parameters 
were determined by fitting to any motion-segment data.  All parameters were obtained 
from fits to the individual tissue responses.  Furthermore, the loading mechanisms tested 
at the tissue level (confined compression, uniaxial tension) are different than those 
implemented at the full disc scale (quasi-static slow ramp, creep, stress-relaxation).  
Lastly, model validation was accomplished without any “tuning” or adjustment of the 
material parameters in order to force agreement between the FE and experimental 
responses. 
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The intervertebral disc exhibits multi-scale structure-function relationships.  At a 
primitive scale, the material response of each of the disc’s tissue constituents is a function 
of its composition and the architecture of its macromolecular components.  
Concomitantly, the disc’s overall motion segment mechanics are related not only to each 
tissue’s intrinsic properties, but also upon the manner in which these tissues are arranged 
together (Chapter 2).  
 In order to successfully predict the multi-tier mechanisms of disc function, 
detailed structural constitutive models were utilized within this work (Chapter 3).  In 
particular, the biphasic-swelling model chosen for this dissertation accounts for the disc’s 
primary mechanical phenomenon, including: nonlinear stress-strain behavior, osmotic 
loading due to negative fixed charge density, and fluid-flow.  Material parameters for the 
biphasic-swelling model were determined for each of the disc’s tissues and were 
calculated both by fits to the tissue’s mean response as well as by fits to the mechanical 
response of the individual samples for every tissue.  In addition to obtaining accurate 
ground matrix properties for the NP, CEP, and AF, the anisotropy of the AF was 
considered in Chapter 4 through the incorporation of two fiber families oriented 
appropriately at oblique angles to the circumferential axis of the disc.   
Finite element models have immense potential, but are worthwhile only when 
they can be shown to accurately predict the behavior of the disc.  To this end, 
experimental disc studies were used to create a validation dataset for the new disc FE 
model.  The mean disc response and a corresponding window enveloping the 95% 
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confidence interval of the experimental response was calculated for the disc in multiple 
loading configurations.  In Chapter 5, the new disc finite element model was at last 
constructed and used to simulate the experimental loading conditions tested 
experimentally.  The finite element model response lies well within the experimental 
window for each loading type with no alterations of the material properties from those 
found in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4.  
Successful validation of a new disc model is truly only the first step to its utility.  
The motivation behind the development of disc finite element models lies in the ability to 
test scenarios that are experimentally difficult.  A first analysis of this type is presented in 
Chapter 6. in the form of a parametric analysis of the NP and CEP materials.  Reduced 
NP values extended the toe-region response in slow-loading, caused greater total creep 
displacement, and lowered peak and equilibrium stress for stress-relaxation.  Future 
development of this study will rigorously vary each of the material properties for all the 
disc tissues in order to further measure the specific impacts on the full disc response.  
Loading mechanisms and validation will also be expanded to new loading modalities 
such as torsion and bending, which have not yet been tested or validated with this model. 
In conclusion, the nonlinear, anisotropic, and time-dependent mechanics of the 
intervertebral disc present a formidable challenge to the creation of successful finite 
element models.  Nevertheless, this dissertation presents a new finite element model that 
is capable of predicting the disc axial response to multiple loading modalities and which 
can be used to study disc structure-function and degeneration.  
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Appendix A: FEBio Code For Confined Compression 
Optimization 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?> 
<febio_optimize> 
  <Model>CC.feb</Model> 
  <Options> 
    <obj_tol>0.001</obj_tol> 
    <f_diff_scale>0.000001</f_diff_scale> 
  </Options> 
  <Function> 
    <fnc lc="1">Platen.Fz</fnc> 
  </Function> 
  <Parameters> 
   <param name="AF.solid.matrix.E">0.075, 0.01, .2,.075</param>  
   <param name="AF.solid.matrix.v">0.075, 0, .45,.075</param>  
   <param name="AF.solid.matrix.beta">0.75, 0.01, 11,.75</param>  
   <param name="AF.permeability.perm">0.003, 0.002, 0.006,0.0023</param> 
   <param name="AF.permeability.M">6, 0,9 ,1</param>  
   </Parameters> 
  <LoadData> 
    <loadcurve id="1"> 
// (Experimental Time-Force Curve Pasted Here, Format: “<point> time, load </point>” // 
   </loadcurve> 
  </LoadData> 
</febio_optimize>  
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Appendix B: FEBio Code For Confined Compression 
Simulations 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?> 
<febio_spec version="1.2"> 
 <Globals> 
  <Constants> 
   <T>298</T> 
   <R>8.315e-006</R> 
   <Fc>0</Fc> 
  </Constants> 
 </Globals> 
 <Material> 
  <material id="1" name="Platen" type="rigid body"> 
   <density>1</density> 
   <center_of_mass>0,0,0</center_of_mass> 
  </material> 
  <material id="2" name="AF" type="biphasic"> 
   <phi0>0.179</phi0> 
   <solid type="solid mixture"> 
    <solid name="matrix" type="Holmes-Mow"> 
     <density>1</density>      
     <E>0.0333127</E> 
     <v>0</v> 
     <beta>  4.2409</beta>      
    </solid> 
    <solid type="fiber-exp-pow"> 
     <alpha>65</alpha> 
     <beta>2</beta> 
     <ksi>0.296</ksi> 
     <theta>25</theta> 
     <phi>90</phi> 
    </solid> 
    <solid type="fiber-exp-pow"> 
     <alpha>65</alpha> 
     <beta>2</beta> 
     <ksi>0.296</ksi> 
     <theta>-25</theta> 
     <phi>90</phi> 
    </solid> 
 
    <solid type="Donnan equilibrium"> 
     <phiw0>0.821</phiw0> 
     <cF0 lc="2">44</cF0> 
     <bosm>300</bosm> 
    </solid> 
 
   </solid> 
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   <permeability type="perm-Holmes-Mow"> 
    <perm>0.003279</perm> 
    <M>6.4627</M> 
    <alpha> 2</alpha> 
   </permeability> 
     
  </material> 
 </Material> 
 <Geometry> 
  <Nodes> 
   <node id="1">-1.7724500e+000,-1.7724500e+000, 0.0000000e+000</node> 
   <node id="2">-1.7724500e+000,-1.7724500e+000, 1.3071414e-001</node> 
   <node id="3">-1.7724500e+000,-1.7724500e+000, 2.5097115e-001</node> 
   <node id="4">-1.7724500e+000,-1.7724500e+000, 3.6160760e-001</node> 
   <node id="5">-1.7724500e+000,-1.7724500e+000, 4.6339314e-001</node> 
   <node id="6">-1.7724500e+000,-1.7724500e+000, 5.5703583e-001</node> 
   <node id="7">-1.7724500e+000,-1.7724500e+000, 6.4318710e-001</node> 
   <node id="8">-1.7724500e+000,-1.7724500e+000, 7.2244628e-001</node> 
   <node id="9">-1.7724500e+000,-1.7724500e+000, 7.9536472e-001</node> 
   <node id="10">-1.7724500e+000,-1.7724500e+000, 8.6244968e-001</node> 
   <node id="11">-1.7724500e+000,-1.7724500e+000, 9.2416785e-001</node> 
   <node id="12">-1.7724500e+000,-1.7724500e+000, 9.8094856e-001</node> 
   <node id="13">-1.7724500e+000,-1.7724500e+000, 1.0331868e+000</node> 
   <node id="14">-1.7724500e+000,-1.7724500e+000, 1.0812460e+000</node> 
   <node id="15">-1.7724500e+000,-1.7724500e+000, 1.1254605e+000</node> 
   <node id="16">-1.7724500e+000,-1.7724500e+000, 1.1661378e+000</node> 
   <node id="17">-1.7724500e+000,-1.7724500e+000, 1.2035609e+000</node> 
   <node id="18">-1.7724500e+000,-1.7724500e+000, 1.2379902e+000</node> 
   <node id="19">-1.7724500e+000,-1.7724500e+000, 1.2696651e+000</node> 
   <node id="20">-1.7724500e+000,-1.7724500e+000, 1.2988060e+000</node> 
   <node id="21">-1.7724500e+000,-1.7724500e+000, 1.3256157e+000</node> 
   <node id="22">-1.7724500e+000,-1.7724500e+000, 1.3502806e+000</node> 
   <node id="23">-1.7724500e+000,-1.7724500e+000, 1.3729723e+000</node> 
   <node id="24">-1.7724500e+000,-1.7724500e+000, 1.3938486e+000</node> 
   <node id="25">-1.7724500e+000,-1.7724500e+000, 1.4130549e+000</node> 
   <node id="26">-1.7724500e+000,-1.7724500e+000, 1.4307246e+000</node> 
   <node id="27">-1.7724500e+000,-1.7724500e+000, 1.4469808e+000</node> 
   <node id="28">-1.7724500e+000,-1.7724500e+000, 1.4619365e+000</node> 
   <node id="29">-1.7724500e+000,-1.7724500e+000, 1.4756957e+000</node> 
   <node id="30">-1.7724500e+000,-1.7724500e+000, 1.4883542e+000</node> 
   <node id="31">-1.7724500e+000,-1.7724500e+000, 1.5000000e+000</node> 
   <node id="32">-1.7724500e+000, 1.7724500e+000, 0.0000000e+000</node> 
   <node id="33">-1.7724500e+000, 1.7724500e+000, 1.3071414e-001</node> 
   <node id="34">-1.7724500e+000, 1.7724500e+000, 2.5097115e-001</node> 
   <node id="35">-1.7724500e+000, 1.7724500e+000, 3.6160760e-001</node> 
   <node id="36">-1.7724500e+000, 1.7724500e+000, 4.6339314e-001</node> 
   <node id="37">-1.7724500e+000, 1.7724500e+000, 5.5703583e-001</node> 
   <node id="38">-1.7724500e+000, 1.7724500e+000, 6.4318710e-001</node> 
   <node id="39">-1.7724500e+000, 1.7724500e+000, 7.2244628e-001</node> 
   <node id="40">-1.7724500e+000, 1.7724500e+000, 7.9536472e-001</node> 
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   <node id="41">-1.7724500e+000, 1.7724500e+000, 8.6244968e-001</node> 
   <node id="42">-1.7724500e+000, 1.7724500e+000, 9.2416785e-001</node> 
   <node id="43">-1.7724500e+000, 1.7724500e+000, 9.8094856e-001</node> 
   <node id="44">-1.7724500e+000, 1.7724500e+000, 1.0331868e+000</node> 
   <node id="45">-1.7724500e+000, 1.7724500e+000, 1.0812460e+000</node> 
   <node id="46">-1.7724500e+000, 1.7724500e+000, 1.1254605e+000</node> 
   <node id="47">-1.7724500e+000, 1.7724500e+000, 1.1661378e+000</node> 
   <node id="48">-1.7724500e+000, 1.7724500e+000, 1.2035609e+000</node> 
   <node id="49">-1.7724500e+000, 1.7724500e+000, 1.2379902e+000</node> 
   <node id="50">-1.7724500e+000, 1.7724500e+000, 1.2696651e+000</node> 
   <node id="51">-1.7724500e+000, 1.7724500e+000, 1.2988060e+000</node> 
   <node id="52">-1.7724500e+000, 1.7724500e+000, 1.3256157e+000</node> 
   <node id="53">-1.7724500e+000, 1.7724500e+000, 1.3502806e+000</node> 
   <node id="54">-1.7724500e+000, 1.7724500e+000, 1.3729723e+000</node> 
   <node id="55">-1.7724500e+000, 1.7724500e+000, 1.3938486e+000</node> 
   <node id="56">-1.7724500e+000, 1.7724500e+000, 1.4130549e+000</node> 
   <node id="57">-1.7724500e+000, 1.7724500e+000, 1.4307246e+000</node> 
   <node id="58">-1.7724500e+000, 1.7724500e+000, 1.4469808e+000</node> 
   <node id="59">-1.7724500e+000, 1.7724500e+000, 1.4619365e+000</node> 
   <node id="60">-1.7724500e+000, 1.7724500e+000, 1.4756957e+000</node> 
   <node id="61">-1.7724500e+000, 1.7724500e+000, 1.4883542e+000</node> 
   <node id="62">-1.7724500e+000, 1.7724500e+000, 1.5000000e+000</node> 
   <node id="63"> 1.7724500e+000,-1.7724500e+000, 0.0000000e+000</node> 
   <node id="64"> 1.7724500e+000,-1.7724500e+000, 1.3071414e-001</node> 
   <node id="65"> 1.7724500e+000,-1.7724500e+000, 2.5097115e-001</node> 
   <node id="66"> 1.7724500e+000,-1.7724500e+000, 3.6160760e-001</node> 
   <node id="67"> 1.7724500e+000,-1.7724500e+000, 4.6339314e-001</node> 
   <node id="68"> 1.7724500e+000,-1.7724500e+000, 5.5703583e-001</node> 
   <node id="69"> 1.7724500e+000,-1.7724500e+000, 6.4318710e-001</node> 
   <node id="70"> 1.7724500e+000,-1.7724500e+000, 7.2244628e-001</node> 
   <node id="71"> 1.7724500e+000,-1.7724500e+000, 7.9536472e-001</node> 
   <node id="72"> 1.7724500e+000,-1.7724500e+000, 8.6244968e-001</node> 
   <node id="73"> 1.7724500e+000,-1.7724500e+000, 9.2416785e-001</node> 
   <node id="74"> 1.7724500e+000,-1.7724500e+000, 9.8094856e-001</node> 
   <node id="75"> 1.7724500e+000,-1.7724500e+000, 1.0331868e+000</node> 
   <node id="76"> 1.7724500e+000,-1.7724500e+000, 1.0812460e+000</node> 
   <node id="77"> 1.7724500e+000,-1.7724500e+000, 1.1254605e+000</node> 
   <node id="78"> 1.7724500e+000,-1.7724500e+000, 1.1661378e+000</node> 
   <node id="79"> 1.7724500e+000,-1.7724500e+000, 1.2035609e+000</node> 
   <node id="80"> 1.7724500e+000,-1.7724500e+000, 1.2379902e+000</node> 
   <node id="81"> 1.7724500e+000,-1.7724500e+000, 1.2696651e+000</node> 
   <node id="82"> 1.7724500e+000,-1.7724500e+000, 1.2988060e+000</node> 
   <node id="83"> 1.7724500e+000,-1.7724500e+000, 1.3256157e+000</node> 
   <node id="84"> 1.7724500e+000,-1.7724500e+000, 1.3502806e+000</node> 
   <node id="85"> 1.7724500e+000,-1.7724500e+000, 1.3729723e+000</node> 
   <node id="86"> 1.7724500e+000,-1.7724500e+000, 1.3938486e+000</node> 
   <node id="87"> 1.7724500e+000,-1.7724500e+000, 1.4130549e+000</node> 
   <node id="88"> 1.7724500e+000,-1.7724500e+000, 1.4307246e+000</node> 
   <node id="89"> 1.7724500e+000,-1.7724500e+000, 1.4469808e+000</node> 
   <node id="90"> 1.7724500e+000,-1.7724500e+000, 1.4619365e+000</node> 
   <node id="91"> 1.7724500e+000,-1.7724500e+000, 1.4756957e+000</node> 
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   <node id="92"> 1.7724500e+000,-1.7724500e+000, 1.4883542e+000</node> 
   <node id="93"> 1.7724500e+000,-1.7724500e+000, 1.5000000e+000</node> 
   <node id="94"> 1.7724500e+000, 1.7724500e+000, 0.0000000e+000</node> 
   <node id="95"> 1.7724500e+000, 1.7724500e+000, 1.3071414e-001</node> 
   <node id="96"> 1.7724500e+000, 1.7724500e+000, 2.5097115e-001</node> 
   <node id="97"> 1.7724500e+000, 1.7724500e+000, 3.6160760e-001</node> 
   <node id="98"> 1.7724500e+000, 1.7724500e+000, 4.6339314e-001</node> 
   <node id="99"> 1.7724500e+000, 1.7724500e+000, 5.5703583e-001</node> 
   <node id="100"> 1.7724500e+000, 1.7724500e+000, 6.4318710e-001</node> 
   <node id="101"> 1.7724500e+000, 1.7724500e+000, 7.2244628e-001</node> 
   <node id="102"> 1.7724500e+000, 1.7724500e+000, 7.9536472e-001</node> 
   <node id="103"> 1.7724500e+000, 1.7724500e+000, 8.6244968e-001</node> 
   <node id="104"> 1.7724500e+000, 1.7724500e+000, 9.2416785e-001</node> 
   <node id="105"> 1.7724500e+000, 1.7724500e+000, 9.8094856e-001</node> 
   <node id="106"> 1.7724500e+000, 1.7724500e+000, 1.0331868e+000</node> 
   <node id="107"> 1.7724500e+000, 1.7724500e+000, 1.0812460e+000</node> 
   <node id="108"> 1.7724500e+000, 1.7724500e+000, 1.1254605e+000</node> 
   <node id="109"> 1.7724500e+000, 1.7724500e+000, 1.1661378e+000</node> 
   <node id="110"> 1.7724500e+000, 1.7724500e+000, 1.2035609e+000</node> 
   <node id="111"> 1.7724500e+000, 1.7724500e+000, 1.2379902e+000</node> 
   <node id="112"> 1.7724500e+000, 1.7724500e+000, 1.2696651e+000</node> 
   <node id="113"> 1.7724500e+000, 1.7724500e+000, 1.2988060e+000</node> 
   <node id="114"> 1.7724500e+000, 1.7724500e+000, 1.3256157e+000</node> 
   <node id="115"> 1.7724500e+000, 1.7724500e+000, 1.3502806e+000</node> 
   <node id="116"> 1.7724500e+000, 1.7724500e+000, 1.3729723e+000</node> 
   <node id="117"> 1.7724500e+000, 1.7724500e+000, 1.3938486e+000</node> 
   <node id="118"> 1.7724500e+000, 1.7724500e+000, 1.4130549e+000</node> 
   <node id="119"> 1.7724500e+000, 1.7724500e+000, 1.4307246e+000</node> 
   <node id="120"> 1.7724500e+000, 1.7724500e+000, 1.4469808e+000</node> 
   <node id="121"> 1.7724500e+000, 1.7724500e+000, 1.4619365e+000</node> 
   <node id="122"> 1.7724500e+000, 1.7724500e+000, 1.4756957e+000</node> 
   <node id="123"> 1.7724500e+000, 1.7724500e+000, 1.4883542e+000</node> 
   <node id="124"> 1.7724500e+000, 1.7724500e+000, 1.5000000e+000</node> 
  </Nodes> 
  <Elements> 
   <hex8 id="1" mat="2">     1,    63,    94,    32,     2,    64,    95,    33</hex8> 
   <hex8 id="2" mat="2">     2,    64,    95,    33,     3,    65,    96,    34</hex8> 
   <hex8 id="3" mat="2">     3,    65,    96,    34,     4,    66,    97,    35</hex8> 
   <hex8 id="4" mat="2">     4,    66,    97,    35,     5,    67,    98,    36</hex8> 
   <hex8 id="5" mat="2">     5,    67,    98,    36,     6,    68,    99,    37</hex8> 
   <hex8 id="6" mat="2">     6,    68,    99,    37,     7,    69,   100,    38</hex8> 
   <hex8 id="7" mat="2">     7,    69,   100,    38,     8,    70,   101,    39</hex8> 
   <hex8 id="8" mat="2">     8,    70,   101,    39,     9,    71,   102,    40</hex8> 
   <hex8 id="9" mat="2">     9,    71,   102,    40,    10,    72,   103,    41</hex8> 
   <hex8 id="10" mat="2">    10,    72,   103,    41,    11,    73,   104,    42</hex8> 
   <hex8 id="11" mat="2">    11,    73,   104,    42,    12,    74,   105,    43</hex8> 
   <hex8 id="12" mat="2">    12,    74,   105,    43,    13,    75,   106,    44</hex8> 
   <hex8 id="13" mat="2">    13,    75,   106,    44,    14,    76,   107,    45</hex8> 
   <hex8 id="14" mat="2">    14,    76,   107,    45,    15,    77,   108,    46</hex8> 
   <hex8 id="15" mat="2">    15,    77,   108,    46,    16,    78,   109,    47</hex8> 
   <hex8 id="16" mat="2">    16,    78,   109,    47,    17,    79,   110,    48</hex8> 
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   <hex8 id="17" mat="2">    17,    79,   110,    48,    18,    80,   111,    49</hex8> 
   <hex8 id="18" mat="2">    18,    80,   111,    49,    19,    81,   112,    50</hex8> 
   <hex8 id="19" mat="2">    19,    81,   112,    50,    20,    82,   113,    51</hex8> 
   <hex8 id="20" mat="2">    20,    82,   113,    51,    21,    83,   114,    52</hex8> 
   <hex8 id="21" mat="2">    21,    83,   114,    52,    22,    84,   115,    53</hex8> 
   <hex8 id="22" mat="2">    22,    84,   115,    53,    23,    85,   116,    54</hex8> 
   <hex8 id="23" mat="2">    23,    85,   116,    54,    24,    86,   117,    55</hex8> 
   <hex8 id="24" mat="2">    24,    86,   117,    55,    25,    87,   118,    56</hex8> 
   <hex8 id="25" mat="2">    25,    87,   118,    56,    26,    88,   119,    57</hex8> 
   <hex8 id="26" mat="2">    26,    88,   119,    57,    27,    89,   120,    58</hex8> 
   <hex8 id="27" mat="2">    27,    89,   120,    58,    28,    90,   121,    59</hex8> 
   <hex8 id="28" mat="2">    28,    90,   121,    59,    29,    91,   122,    60</hex8> 
   <hex8 id="29" mat="2">    29,    91,   122,    60,    30,    92,   123,    61</hex8> 
   <hex8 id="30" mat="2">    30,    92,   123,    61,    31,    93,   124,    62</hex8> 
  </Elements> 
 </Geometry> 
 <Boundary> 
  <fix> 
   <node id="31" bc="p"/> 
   <node id="62" bc="p"/> 
   <node id="93" bc="p"/> 
   <node id="124" bc="p"/> 
  </fix> 
  <fix> 
   <node id="1" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="2" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="3" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="4" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="5" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="6" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="7" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="8" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="9" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="10" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="11" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="12" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="13" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="14" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="15" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="16" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="17" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="18" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="19" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="20" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="21" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="22" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="23" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="24" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="25" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="26" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="27" bc="xy"/> 
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   <node id="28" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="29" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="30" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="31" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="32" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="33" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="34" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="35" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="36" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="37" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="38" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="39" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="40" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="41" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="42" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="43" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="44" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="45" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="46" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="47" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="48" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="49" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="50" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="51" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="52" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="53" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="54" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="55" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="56" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="57" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="58" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="59" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="60" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="61" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="62" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="63" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="64" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="65" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="66" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="67" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="68" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="69" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="70" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="71" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="72" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="73" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="74" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="75" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="76" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="77" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="78" bc="xy"/> 
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   <node id="79" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="80" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="81" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="82" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="83" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="84" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="85" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="86" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="87" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="88" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="89" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="90" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="91" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="92" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="93" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="94" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="95" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="96" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="97" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="98" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="99" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="100" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="101" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="102" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="103" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="104" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="105" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="106" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="107" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="108" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="109" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="110" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="111" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="112" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="113" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="114" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="115" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="116" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="117" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="118" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="119" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="120" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="121" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="122" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="123" bc="xy"/> 
   <node id="124" bc="xy"/> 
  </fix> 
  <contact type="rigid"> 
   <node id="1" rb="1"></node> 
   <node id="32" rb="1"></node> 
   <node id="63" rb="1"></node> 
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   <node id="94" rb="1"></node> 
  </contact> 
 </Boundary> 
 <Constraints> 
  <rigid_body mat="1"> 
   <trans_x type="fixed"></trans_x> 
   <trans_y type="fixed"></trans_y> 
   <rot_x type="fixed"></rot_x> 
   <rot_y type="fixed"></rot_y> 
   <rot_z type="fixed"></rot_z> 
  </rigid_body> 
  <rigid_body mat="1"> 
   <trans_z type="prescribed" lc="5">1</trans_z> 
  </rigid_body> 
 </Constraints> 
 <LoadData> 
  <loadcurve id="1" type="step"> 
   <loadpoint>0,0</loadpoint> 
   <loadpoint>1,0.25</loadpoint> 
   <loadpoint>2000,100</loadpoint>   
   <loadpoint>4000,200</loadpoint> 
   <loadpoint>9000,1000</loadpoint> 
   <loadpoint>13000,200</loadpoint> 
    
   <loadpoint>20000,1000</loadpoint> 
   <loadpoint>21990,100</loadpoint> 
   <loadpoint>22000,1</loadpoint> 
   <loadpoint>22002,.5</loadpoint> 
   <loadpoint>24000,5000</loadpoint> 
 
   <loadpoint>28000,1000</loadpoint> 
    
   <loadpoint>34000,3000</loadpoint> 
   <loadpoint>35995,50</loadpoint> 
   <loadpoint>36000,1</loadpoint> 
   <loadpoint>3601,.1</loadpoint> 
   <loadpoint>38000,100</loadpoint> 
   <loadpoint>39000,1000</loadpoint> 
   <loadpoint>50000,2000</loadpoint> 
  </loadcurve> 
  <loadcurve id="2" type="smooth"> 
   <loadpoint>0,0</loadpoint> 
   <loadpoint>1,1</loadpoint> 
  </loadcurve> 
  <loadcurve id="3" type="smooth"> 
   <loadpoint>0,0</loadpoint> 
   <loadpoint>1,0.25</loadpoint> 
 
  </loadcurve> 
  <loadcurve id="4" type="linear"> 
   <loadpoint>1,0</loadpoint> 
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   <loadpoint>2000,-0.175</loadpoint> 
   <loadpoint>9000,-0.175</loadpoint> 
   <loadpoint>11000,-0.35</loadpoint> 
   <loadpoint>20000,-0.35</loadpoint> 
 
   <loadpoint>22000,-0.525</loadpoint> 
   <loadpoint>34000,-0.525</loadpoint> 
   <loadpoint>36000,-0.7</loadpoint> 
   <loadpoint>53960,-0.7</loadpoint> 
 
 
  </loadcurve> 
  <loadcurve id="5" type="smooth"> 
   <loadpoint>0,0</loadpoint> 
   <loadpoint>1,0</loadpoint> 
  </loadcurve> 
 </LoadData> 
 <Output> 
  <plotfile type="febio"> 
   <var type="displacement"/> 
   <var type="effective fluid pressure"/> 
   <var type="fluid flux"/> 
   <var type="reaction forces"/> 
   <var type="stress"/> 
  </plotfile> 
 </Output> 
 <Step name="Swell"> 
  <Module type="poro"/> 
  <Control> 
   <time_steps>10</time_steps> 
   <step_size>0.1</step_size> 
   <max_refs>15</max_refs> 
   <max_ups>0</max_ups> 
   <dtol>0.001</dtol> 
   <etol>0.01</etol> 
   <rtol>0</rtol> 
   <ptol>0.01</ptol> 
   <lstol>0.9</lstol> 
   <pressure_stiffness>0</pressure_stiffness> 
   <time_stepper> 
    <dtmin>0.01</dtmin> 
    <dtmax>0.1</dtmax> 
    <max_retries>5</max_retries> 
    <opt_iter>10</opt_iter> 
   </time_stepper> 
   <analysis type="steady-state"/> 
   <symmetric_biphasic>0</symmetric_biphasic> 
  </Control> 
 
  <Boundary> 
   <prescribe> 
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    <node id="31" bc="z" lc="3">1</node> 
    <node id="62" bc="z" lc="3">1</node> 
    <node id="93" bc="z" lc="3">1</node> 
    <node id="124" bc="z" lc="3">1</node> 
   </prescribe> 
  </Boundary> 
   
 </Step> 
 <Step name="Compress"> 
  <Module type="poro"/> 
  <Control> 
   <time_steps>34000</time_steps> 
   <step_size>1</step_size> 
   <max_refs>15</max_refs> 
   <max_ups>0</max_ups> 
   <dtol>0.001</dtol> 
   <etol>0.01</etol> 
   <rtol>0</rtol> 
   <ptol>0.01</ptol> 
   <lstol>0.9</lstol> 
   <time_stepper> 
    <dtmin>0.01</dtmin> 
    <dtmax lc="1"></dtmax> 
    <max_retries>5</max_retries> 
    <opt_iter>10</opt_iter> 
   </time_stepper> 
   <symmetric_biphasic>0</symmetric_biphasic> 
  </Control> 
  <Boundary> 
   <prescribe type="relative"> 
    <node id="31" bc="z" lc="4">1</node> 
    <node id="62" bc="z" lc="4">1</node> 
    <node id="93" bc="z" lc="4">1</node> 
    <node id="124" bc="z" lc="4">1</node> 
   </prescribe> 
  </Boundary> 
 </Step> 
</febio_spec> 
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Appendix C: Matlab Code For FE Geometry and FEBio 
Simulations 
% From a disc segmentation, constructs a 3D hexahedral mesh with AF elements aligned parallel to the 
circumferential disc contour. 
% Prior to running, make sure to add the "Supporting_Functions&Libraries" directory to the path by 
selecting file-->Set Path, then in the dialog window clicking "add with subfolders": 
  
clear all; clc; close all; tic 
% Create a name for you simulation (SimName): This will control what folder the files 
% are saved to and the name of the .feb file that is created 
SimName='delete'; 
baseDir = 'C:\Dropbox\00-PhD\00-Thesis\THESIS AIM IV\FEBio\NPTest'; %Enter the file path for the 
folder you want to use as the base directory for the new folder and files 
mkdir(baseDir,SimName); 
outputDir = fullfile(baseDir, SimName); 
 
%publicationrun saves an archive of the workspace as a permanent record  
%SEED  
publicationrun=false; SEED=0; wrap1=1; wrap2=1;wrap3=1; projectsides=0; FEBio=0;tic;showfinal=1; 
WriteXLS=0; 
 
% % % % % SMOOTHING OPTIONS 
smoothiter=1; mode=1; lambda=1;sigma=1;%inverse weighting 
 
% Name of the file containing the mean geometry 
targetShape = 'discntj.mat';%'meanL4L5shape-for-discmesh'; 
 
%% Set Algorithm Options 
targetfaceangle = 50; 
MeshName=[SimName '.feb']; 
savefile=[SimName '.mat']; 
 
nspawned = 20; % Nodes along outer ring of disc. Must be even 
RINGS = 20; %# rings in mesh 
RADbias=1; 
nzstack =15; %20; %# elements in disc height 
zbias=.85; %Z Mesh Bias 
InnerRatio=.20; % Size of inner square in butterfly mesh 
NPangle=45; % Angle (degrees) of azimuth between inner square and disc edge 
NPoffsety=3.75; %3.75 amount to shift inner square backwards to push NP towards posterior 
NPoffsetx=.350; %.350 lateral shift of inner square 
AFratio=1-.31; % % of disc to attribute to AF 
AFrings=round(AFratio*RINGS); 
NPrings=RINGS-AFrings; 
IAFratio=.3; 
IAFrings=round(IAFratio*AFrings); 
OAFrings=AFrings-IAFrings; 
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zscale=1;%"shrinkage in order to "swell" to correct size 
NPArea=.311;%.311; 
AFTransRings=1; 
AFNPRings=1; 
%Cartilagenous Endplate*********************************************** 
CEPHeight=.5;%CEP height, in mm  
CEPZstack=3;%#element stacks that compose CEP 
CEPspacing=CEPHeight/CEPZstack; 
%Vertebral Body******************************************************* 
VBHeight=1; VBZstack=3; VBspacing=VBHeight/VBZstack; 
 
if mod(nspawned,2)==1 
    disp('Pick an even number of vertices to spawn on the disc boundary.'); 
    disp('Incrementing nspawned by 1.'); 
    nspawned = nspawned+1; 
end 
%BIAS AF RINGS 
elementspacing.AFcontours=ones(1,RINGS); 
elementspacing.AFcontours=elementspacing.AFcontours*RADbias; 
elementspacing.AFcontours=cumsum(elementspacing.AFcontours); 
ncontours = length(elementspacing.AFcontours)+1;  
 
%BIAS Z STACKS% 
elementspacing.zstack=ones(1,nzstack);  
elementspacing.zstack=elementspacing.zstack*zbias; 
elementspacing.zstack=cumsum(elementspacing.zstack); 
zspacingInf=elementspacing.zstack(1:length(elementspacing.zstack)/2); 
zspacingSup=fliplr(zspacingInf); 
zspacingSup=zspacingSup(2:end); 
elementspacing.zstack=[zspacingInf zspacingSup]; 
nzstack = length(elementspacing.zstack)+1;%number of vertex layers in the z direction 
ncontours = length(elementspacing.AFcontours)+1;  
 
%% 
if SEED==0 
 
load('savefile') 
[verts,elems,idx] = 
quadMesh(initialcontour,elementspacing.AFcontours,nspawned,RINGS,InnerRatio,NPangle,NPoffsety,NP
offsetx,AFratio,AFrings,'npsize', NPArea);%.2 
nverts2d = length(verts); 
end 
% 
 
%Create Initial Contour and 2D mesh  
if SEED==1 
% Load disc segmentation 
S = load(targetShape); 
fields = fieldnames(S); 
disc = S.(fields(1)); 
clear S fields 
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 disc.seg = disc.sigdistimg<=0; 
if ~isfield(disc,'pixdim') 
    disc.pixdim = [1 1 1]; % assumed default value 
end 
measures = disc_measurements(disc); 
% if SEED==1 
 
% Find best locations for edge vertices% 
% Create initial outline of disc shape. 
theta = linspace(0,2*pi,nspawned+1); theta=theta(1:end-1)'; 
verts = zeros(nspawned,3); 
origins = verts; 
rsearch = linspace(0,measures.width); 
for ii=1:nspawned 
    [XI,YI,ZI] = sph2cart(theta(ii),0,rsearch); 
    D = interp3(disc.X,disc.Y,disc.Z,disc.sigdistimg,XI,YI,ZI); 
    rcrossing = fzero( @(r) interp1(rsearch,D,r),measures.width/2); 
    [x,y,z] = sph2cart(theta(ii),0,rcrossing); 
    verts(ii,:) = [x y z]; 
end 
% respace the outline 
si=linspace(0,1,nspawned+1); si=si(1:end-1); 
[x,y] = arclength2outline(si,verts(:,1),verts(:,2)); 
for ii=1:nspawned 
    [THETA, dummy1, dummy2]=cart2sph(x(ii),y(ii),0); 
    [XI,YI,ZI] = sph2cart(THETA,0,rsearch); 
    D = interp3(disc.X,disc.Y,disc.Z,disc.sigdistimg,XI,YI,ZI); 
    rcrossing = fzero( @(r) interp1(rsearch,D,r),measures.width/2); 
    [X,Y,Z] = sph2cart(THETA,0,rcrossing); 
    verts(ii,:) = [X Y Z]; 
    % Define local origins 
    rtranslation = measures.height/2/tand(50); 
    [X,Y,Z] = sph2cart(THETA,0,rcrossing-rtranslation); 
    origins(ii,:) = [X Y Z]; 
end 
 
%progressbar('Calculating average normal vector for each vertex neighborhood.'); 
fv = isosurface(disc.X,disc.Y,disc.Z,disc.sigdistimg,0); % surface mesh 
 
%SMOOTHING FUNCTION 
fv=smoothpatch(fv,mode,smoothiter,lambda,sigma); 
 
TR = TriRep(fv.faces,fv.vertices(:,1),fv.vertices(:,2),fv.vertices(:,3)); 
vertnormals = nan(size(TR.X,1),3); % preallocation 
meannormals = nan(size(TR.X,1),3); 
for ii=1:size(TR.X,1) % loop through all vertices 
    SIsel = unique(cell2numlist(vertexAttachments(TR,ii))); 
    VIsel = TR.Triangulation(SIsel,:); 
    VIsel = unique(reshape(VIsel,[],1)); 
    vertnormals(ii,:) = mean(faceNormals(TR,SIsel)); % 1-deep neighbor mean 
    for jj=1:2 % go 3 neighbors deep 
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        SIsel = vertexAttachments(TR,VIsel); 
        SIsel = unique(cell2numlist(SIsel)); 
        VIsel = TR.Triangulation(SIsel,:); 
        VIsel = unique(reshape(VIsel,[],1)); 
    end 
    meannormals(ii,:) = mean(faceNormals(TR,SIsel)); 
    %progressbar(ii/size(TR.X,1)); 
end 
[dummy1,PHI,dummy2]=cart2sph(meannormals(:,1),meannormals(:,2),meannormals(:,3)); 
edgemetric = abs(targetfaceangle*pi/180 - abs(PHI)); 
%progressbar(1); 
% Plot a figure to show the edge metric map 
hf = figure('Position',[50 50 640 480],'Renderer','zbuffer'); 
ha = axes('XLim', [min(TR.X(:,1)), max(TR.X(:,1))], ... 
    'YLim', [min(TR.X(:,2)), max(TR.X(:,2))], ... 
    'ZLim', [min(TR.X(:,3)), max(TR.X(:,3))], ... 
    'NextPlot','add');  
axis image; view(-45,30); %axis off 
hp = patch('Vertices',TR.X,'Faces',TR.Triangulation,'FaceVertexCData',edgemetric,'FaceColor','interp'); 
set(hp,'EdgeColor','k','LineWidth',1); 
 
% For each local origin, create rays at varying elevations along which to 
% search for surface intersections. Obtain the edge metric value at those 
% intersections and interpolate to find the elevation that points to the 
% disc edge. Store the vertex location in cartesian coordinates. 
progressbar('MESH STEP 1: Finding optimum edge vertex locations.') 
set(0,'CurrentFigure',hf); 
ztranslate = [-1 1].*measures.height/2; 
localphiedges = nan(nspawned*2,1); 
edgeverts = nan(nspawned*2,3); 
sidearcs = nan(60,3,nspawned*2); 
for ii=1:nspawned % loop over bottom edge 
    x0=origins(ii,1); y0=origins(ii,2); z0=origins(ii,3); 
    for iiz = 1:2 % bottom edge, then top edge 
        currentvertex.z=ztranslate(iiz); 
        currentvertex.x=verts(ii,1); 
        currentvertex.y=verts(ii,2); 
        [local.theta,local.phi,local.r]=cart2sph(currentvertex.x-x0,currentvertex.y-y0,currentvertex.z-z0); 
        rsearch = linspace(0,2*local.r)'; 
        phispread = linspace(0,sign(ztranslate(iiz))*pi*0.5,50); 
        phispread = sort(phispread)'; 
        fmetric = nan(length(phispread),1); % edge metrics found by search rays 
        for jj = 1:length(phispread) 
            % Find intersection point on disc surface, working in local 
            % spherical coordinates 
            [XI,YI,ZI] = sph2cart( repmat(local.theta,length(rsearch),1), 
repmat(phispread(jj),length(rsearch),1), rsearch ); % in local coords 
            XI=XI+x0; YI=YI+y0; ZI=ZI+z0; % Convert back to global coordinates for interpolation of the 
distance image 
            D = interp3(disc.X,disc.Y,disc.Z,disc.sigdistimg,XI,YI,ZI); % sigidists as a function of r (local) 
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            intersection.r = fzero(@(r) interp1(rsearch,D,r),rsearch(round(length(rsearch)/2))); % Returns local 
r 
            [x,y,z] = sph2cart(local.theta,phispread(jj),intersection.r); % coordinates of intersection, local 
system 
            sidearcs(jj,:,ii+(iiz-1)*nspawned) = [x y z]; 
            x=x+x0; y=y+y0; z=z+z0; % Change local to global coords 
            % Plot intersection points on figure (sanity check; debug) 
            plot3(ha,x,y,z,'sk','MarkerSize',12) 
            % Weighted average of metric function, weighting closer vertices 
            % more 
            d = bsxfun(@minus,TR.X,[x y z]); 
            d = sqrt(sum(d.^2,2)); 
            [d,iii] = sort(d); % iii is a list of vertex indices in TR.X 
            weights = 1./d(1:4); 
            fct = edgemetric(iii(1:4)); 
            fmetric(jj) = sum(weights.*fct)/sum(weights); 
        end 
        % Find the best edge vertex location on the surface, according to the 
        % metric 
        phiguess = sign(currentvertex.z)*targetfaceangle*pi/180; % in radians 
        phi = fminsearch( @(phi) interp1(phispread,fmetric,phi,'spline'),phiguess); % local phi 
        [XI,YI,ZI] = sph2cart( repmat(local.theta,length(rsearch),1), repmat(phi,length(rsearch),1), rsearch ); 
% in local coords 
        XI=XI+x0; YI=YI+y0; ZI=ZI+z0; % Convert back to global coordinates for interpolation of the 
distance image 
        D = interp3(disc.X,disc.Y,disc.Z,disc.sigdistimg,XI,YI,ZI); % Distances as a function of r (local) 
        intersection.r = fzero(@(r) interp1(rsearch,D,r,'spline'),rsearch(round(length(rsearch)/2))); % Returns 
local r 
        [x,y,z] = sph2cart(local.theta,phi,intersection.r); % local coords 
        x=x+x0; y=y+y0; z=z+z0; % Change local to global coords 
        % make sure this point is on surface 
        Derror = interp3(disc.X,disc.Y,disc.Z,disc.sigdistimg,x,y,z); 
        if Derror>0.01 
            error('Calculated edge vertex >0.05 from surface.'); 
        end 
        plot3(ha,x,y,z,'pr','MarkerSize',12,'MarkerFaceColor','r') 
        edgeverts(ii+(iiz-1)*nspawned,:) = [x y z]; 
        localphiedges(ii+(iiz-1)*nspawned) = phi; 
         
        % Move figure so points are visible 
        azimuth = atan2(currentvertex.y,currentvertex.x)*180/pi+90; 
        set(0,'CurrentFigure',hf); set(hf,'CurrentAxes',ha); view(azimuth,0); 
         
        % Update progress bar 
        progressbar(((ii-1)*2+iiz)/(nspawned*2)); 
    end 
end 
clear D Dval intersection d iii phi fmetricmin XI YI ZI x0 y0 z0 x y z ii 
progressbar(1); 
view(-45,30); 
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%% Make initial quad mesh at lower surface. 
% The initial contour is taken as the average of the top and bottom edge 
% vertices. 
initialcontour = mean(cat(3,edgeverts(1:nspawned,1:2),edgeverts(nspawned+1:end,1:2)),3); 
save savefile initialcontour measures disc edgeverts nspawned %verts elems idx nverts2d  
[verts,elems,idx] = 
quadMesh(initialcontour,elementspacing.AFcontours,nspawned,RINGS,InnerRatio,NPangle,NPoffsety,NP
offsetx,AFratio,AFrings,'npsize', NPArea);%.2 
nverts2d = length(verts); 
end 
 
%% Extrude Quad Mesh Into Hex Mesh 
for i=1 
% Translate all the vertices to create a z-stack at each point. 
measures.height=measures.height*zscale; 
zbounds = linspace(-measures.height/2,measures.height/2,nzstack); 
zbounds2=zeros(1,length(zbounds)+2*CEPZstack+2*VBZstack); 
zbounds3=zeros(1,length(zbounds)+2*CEPZstack+2*VBZstack); 
zbounds4=zeros(1,length(zbounds)+2*CEPZstack+2*VBZstack); 
zbounds2(1,VBZstack+CEPZstack+1:length(zbounds)+CEPZstack+VBZstack)=zbounds; 
zboundscheck=zbounds2; 
 
 for ii=1:CEPZstack 
     zbounds2(VBZstack+CEPZstack+1-ii)=zbounds2(VBZstack+CEPZstack+1)-(CEPspacing*ii); 
 end 
 
 for ii=VBZstack+CEPZstack+length(zbounds)+1:length(zbounds2) 
     zbounds2(ii)=zbounds2(ii-1)+CEPspacing; 
 end 
  
for ii=1:VBZstack 
     zbounds2(VBZstack+1-ii)=zbounds2(VBZstack+1)-(VBspacing*ii); 
end 
 
 for ii=VBZstack+(2*CEPZstack)+length(zbounds)+1:length(zbounds2) 
     zbounds2(ii)=zbounds2(ii-1)+VBspacing; 
 end 
zbounds=zbounds2; 
FullZstack=nzstack+2*CEPZstack+2*VBZstack; 
adjust = reshape(repmat(zbounds,[nverts2d, 1]),[],1); 
adjust = [zeros(length(adjust),2), adjust]; 
verts = repmat(verts,[FullZstack, 1]);%NTJ 
verts = verts+adjust; 
 
% Update the element connectivities. 
nelems2d = length(elems); 
 
elemsadjust = repmat(0:FullZstack-1,[nelems2d 1]).*nverts2d;%NTJ 
elemsadjust = repmat(reshape(elemsadjust,[],1),[1 4]); 
elemsadjust = [elemsadjust(1:nelems2d*(FullZstack-1),:), ... 
elemsadjust((nelems2d+1):end,:)];%NTJ 
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elems = repmat(elems,[FullZstack-1 2]);%%NTJ 
elemstest=elems; 
elems = elems+elemsadjust; 
clear elemsadjust; 
clear adjust; 
IVDZstack=nzstack; 
nzstack=FullZstack; 
VBCEPelemOffset=((VBZstack+CEPZstack)*nelems2d); 
VBCEPnOffset=((VBZstack+CEPZstack)*nverts2d); 
%% 
% Create labels (sides) 
adjust = repmat(0:nzstack-1,[length(idx.verts.sides) 1]).*nverts2d; 
adjust = reshape(adjust,[],1); 
idx.verts.sides = reshape(idx.verts.sides,[],1); 
idx.verts.sides = repmat(idx.verts.sides,[nzstack, 1])+adjust; 
 
% Annulus fibrosus, vertex indices WORKS CORRECTLY 
adjust = repmat(0:IVDZstack-1,[length(idx.verts.af) 1]).*nverts2d; 
adjust = reshape(adjust,[],1); 
idx.verts.af = reshape(idx.verts.af,[],1); % ensure column vector - this shouldnt change anything 
idx.verts.af = repmat(idx.verts.af,[IVDZstack, 1])+adjust; 
idx.verts.af = idx.verts.af+((VBZstack+CEPZstack)*nverts2d);%NTJ 
 
% Annulus fibrosus, elements - APPEARS TO WORK CORRECTLY 
adjust = repmat(0:IVDZstack-2,[length(idx.elems.af) 1]).*nelems2d; 
adjust = reshape(adjust,[],1); 
idx.elems.af = reshape(idx.elems.af,[],1); 
idx.elems.af = repmat(idx.elems.af,[IVDZstack-1, 1])+adjust; 
idx.elems.af=idx.elems.af+((VBZstack+CEPZstack)*nelems2d);%NTJ 
 
% AF/NP boundary, vertex indices-%%APPEARS TO WORK CORRECTLY 
adjust = repmat(0:IVDZstack-1,[length(idx.verts.afnp) 1]).*nverts2d; 
adjust = reshape(adjust,[],1); 
idx.verts.afnp = reshape(idx.verts.afnp,[],1); 
idx.verts.afnp = repmat(idx.verts.afnp,[IVDZstack, 1])+adjust; 
idx.verts.afnp = idx.verts.afnp+((VBZstack+CEPZstack)*nverts2d);%NTJ 
 
% Nucleus pulposus, vertex indices 
adjust = repmat(0:IVDZstack-1,[length(idx.verts.np) 1]).*nverts2d; 
adjust = reshape(adjust,[],1); 
idx.verts.np = reshape(idx.verts.np,[],1); % ensure column vector 
idx.verts.np = repmat(idx.verts.np,[IVDZstack, 1])+adjust; 
idx.verts.np = idx.verts.np+((VBZstack+CEPZstack)*nverts2d);%NTJ 
 
% Nucleus pulposus, elements 
adjust = repmat(0:IVDZstack-2,[length(idx.elems.np) 1]).*nelems2d; 
adjust = reshape(adjust,[],1); 
idx.elems.np = reshape(idx.elems.np,[],1); 
idx.elems.np = repmat(idx.elems.np,[IVDZstack-1, 1])+adjust; 
idx.elems.np = idx.elems.np+((VBZstack+CEPZstack)*nelems2d); 
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% Edges, vertex indices 
idx.verts.edges = idx.verts.sides([1:nspawned, end-nspawned+1:end]); 
 
% Faces, vertex indices 
idx.verts.faces = [1:nverts2d, (1:nverts2d)+nverts2d*(nzstack-1)]; 
idx.verts.iface = 1:nverts2d; 
idx.verts.sface = (1:nverts2d)+nverts2d*(nzstack-1); 
 
% AFRAYS 
idx.verts.afrays = unique([idx.verts.af; idx.verts.afnp]);%%ORIGINAL 
idx.verts.afrays = reshape(idx.verts.afrays,nspawned,AFrings+1,IVDZstack); 
idx.verts.afrays = reshape(permute(idx.verts.afrays,[1 3 2]),nspawned*IVDZstack,AFrings+1); 
 
% All vertices, arranged by zstack. Each row is a stack of vertex indices in z, bottom to top face. 
idx.verts.byzstack = reshape(1:length(verts),nverts2d,[]);%Indices in Z stack of entire motion segment 
IVDvertsZ=idx.verts.byzstack; 
IVDvertsZ(:,[1:(CEPZstack+VBZstack),(end-CEPZstack-VBZstack+1):end])=[];%Indices in Z stack of 
AF/NP 
zspacing=zbounds; 
clear adjust zbounds 
 
hf = figure('Position',[50 50 640 480],'Renderer','zbuffer'); 
ha = axes('XLim', [min(verts(:,1)), max(verts(:,1))], ... 
    'YLim', [min(verts(:,2)), max(verts(:,2))], ... 
    'ZLim', [min(verts(:,3)), max(verts(:,3))], ... 
    'NextPlot','add');  
axis image; view(-45,30); 
axis off 
hl.af = displayHexElems(hf,ha,verts,elems,idx.elems.af); 
set(hl.af,'Color','r'); 
hl.np = displayHexElems(hf,ha,verts,elems,idx.elems.np); 
set(hl.np,'Color','b'); 
 
hl.sides = plot3(verts(idx.verts.sides,1), ... 
    verts(idx.verts.sides,2), ... 
    verts(idx.verts.sides,3), ... 
    'mp','MarkerFaceColor','m','MarkerSize',12 ... 
); 
hl.afnp = plot3(verts(idx.verts.afnp,1), ... 
    verts(idx.verts.afnp,2), ... 
    verts(idx.verts.afnp,3), ... 
    'p','Color',[1 0.7 0.2],'MarkerFaceColor',[1 0.7 0.2],'MarkerSize',12 ... 
); 
hl.faces = plot3(verts(idx.verts.faces,1), ... 
    verts(idx.verts.faces,2), ... 
    verts(idx.verts.faces,3), ... 
    'p','Color','g','MarkerFaceColor','g','MarkerSize',12 ... 
); 
hl.edges = plot3(verts(idx.verts.edges,1), ... 
    verts(idx.verts.edges,2), ... 
    verts(idx.verts.edges,3), ... 
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    'p','Color','k','MarkerFaceColor','k','MarkerSize',12 ... 
); 
 
hl.af = displayHexElems(hf,ha,verts,elems,idx.elems.af); 
set(hl.af,'Color','r'); 
hl.np = displayHexElems(hf,ha,verts,elems,idx.elems.np); 
set(hl.np,'Color','b'); 
 
plot3(verts(idx.verts.sides,1), ... 
    verts(idx.verts.sides,2), ... 
    verts(idx.verts.sides,3), ... 
    'mp','MarkerFaceColor','m','MarkerSize',12 ... 
); 
plot3(verts(idx.verts.faces,1), ... 
    verts(idx.verts.faces,2), ... 
    verts(idx.verts.faces,3), ... 
    'p','Color','g','MarkerFaceColor','g','MarkerSize',12 ... 
); 
plot3(verts(idx.verts.edges,1), ... 
    verts(idx.verts.edges,2), ... 
    verts(idx.verts.edges,3), ... 
    'p','Color','k','MarkerFaceColor','k','MarkerSize',12 ... 
); 
 
end 
% Wrap the Mesh onto the Disc 
% Move edge vertices to previously-calculated optimum locations and respace 
% mesh by linear interpolation according to the user-specified relative 
% element spacing in z. Only the sides and faces of the mesh are respaced 
% at this point. 
 
if wrap1==0 
    progressbar('Wrap Loop 1: Aligning mesh surface using edge vertices.') 
for ii=1:nspawned 
    % Biax mesh in Z direction 
    z1 =verts(idx.verts.af(ii),3);  
    z2 = verts(IVDvertsZ(ii,end),3);  
%     idx.verts.af(end-nverts2d+ii),3);  
    %%INTERPOLATION (mm) BETWEEN TOP AND BOTTOM RIMS, BASED ON %# ELEMENT 
LAYERS 
    zstep = (z2-z1)/sum(elementspacing.zstack)*elementspacing.zstack;%spacing of elements along disc 
height (elementspacing.zstack=# elements in Z) 
    Z = z1+[0 cumsum(zstep)]';% bottom node Z coordinate + spacing based on element# in Z 
    sel = ii-1+(1:nspawned:nspawned*IVDZstack); 
    verts(idx.verts.afrays(sel,1),3) = Z; 
     
    end 
    progressbar(ii/nspawned) 
end 
 
if wrap1==1 
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progressbar('Wrap Loop 1: Aligning mesh surface using edge vertices.') 
for ii=1:nspawned 
    % Move side vertices in x,y,z by linear interp from stored edge vertex coordinates. 
  %Bottom RIM coordinates 
    x1 = edgeverts(ii,1);  
    y1 = edgeverts(ii,2); 
    z1 = edgeverts(ii,3);  
     
    %TOP RIM 
    x2 = edgeverts(ii+nspawned,1);  
    y2 = edgeverts(ii+nspawned,2); 
    z2 = edgeverts(ii+nspawned,3); 
     
    %INTERPOLATION (mm) BETWEEN TOP AND BOTTOM RIMS, BASED ON # %ELEMENT 
LAYERS 
    zstep = (z2-z1)/sum(elementspacing.zstack)*elementspacing.zstack;%spacing of elements along disc 
height (elementspacing.zstack=# elements in Z) 
    xstep = (x2-x1)/sum(elementspacing.zstack)*elementspacing.zstack; 
    ystep = (y2-y1)/sum(elementspacing.zstack)*elementspacing.zstack; 
     
    Z = z1+[0 cumsum(zstep)]';% bottom node Z coordinate + spacing based on element# in Z 
    X = x1+[0 cumsum(xstep)]'; 
    Y = y1+[0 cumsum(ystep)]'; 
       
   %sel = ii-1+(1:nspawned:nspawned*IVDZstack)+VBCEPnOffset;%%%%%ORIGINAL 
   %sel = ii-1+(VBCEPnodeOffset+1:nspawned:((nspawned*IVDZstack)+VBCEPnodeOffset)) 
    sel = ii-1+(1:nspawned:nspawned*IVDZstack); 
    verts(idx.verts.afrays(sel,1),:) = [X Y Z]; 
     
    % Respace spokes on faces in x-y plane (the interior spokes will be 
    % respaced when the side vertices are projected to the disc surface). 
    for jj=0:1 % do bottom face, then top face 
        x1 = edgeverts(ii+jj*nspawned,1); % 
        y1 = edgeverts(ii+jj*nspawned,2); 
        x2 = verts(idx.verts.afnp(ii+jj*nspawned*(IVDZstack-1)),1); %  
        y2 = verts(idx.verts.afnp(ii+jj*nspawned*(IVDZstack-1)),2); 
 
        xyspacing = elementspacing.AFcontours(1:AFrings);% only want up to af/np boundary 
        xstep = (x2-x1)/sum(xyspacing)*xyspacing; 
        ystep = (y2-y1)/sum(xyspacing)*xyspacing; 
        X = x1+[0 cumsum(xstep)]'; 
        Y = y1+[0 cumsum(ystep)]'; 
       sel = idx.verts.afrays(ii+jj*nspawned*(IVDZstack-1),:); 
       verts(sel,1:2) = [X Y]; 
    end 
    progressbar(ii/nspawned) 
end 
end 
progressbar(1); 
 
%% 
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% Move face vertices in z to the closest point on the disc surface. Respace 
% the internal vertices in each altered zstack according to the 
% user-specified zstack relative element spacing. 
if wrap2==0 
progressbar('Wrap 2: Projecting face vertices.') 
indices = setdiff(idx.verts.faces,idx.verts.edges)'; % exclude edge vertices 
indices = indices(indices<=nverts2d); % only bottom face 
zi = linspace(2*min(verts(:,3)),2*max(verts(:,3))); 
for ii = 1:length(indices); 
    jj = indices(ii); % jj is the mesh index of the current vertex on the bottom face 
    istart = IVDvertsZ(jj,1); % bottom face 
    iend = IVDvertsZ(jj,end); % top face 
    x1=verts(istart,1); % bottom face 
    y1=verts(istart,2); 
    x1=repmat(x1,size(zi));%maxe same size as zi (NTJ code) 
    y1=repmat(y1,size(zi));%maxe same size as zi (NTJ code) 
    z1=verts(istart,3); 
    x2=verts(iend,1); % top face 
    y2=verts(iend,2); 
    x2=repmat(x2,size(zi)); %make same size as zi (NTJ code) 
    y2=repmat(y2,size(zi)); %make same size as zi (NTJ code) 
    z2=verts(iend,3); 
 
    % adjust mesh - ORIGINAL CODE,  
    zstep = (z2-z1)/sum(elementspacing.zstack)*elementspacing.zstack; 
    Z = z1+[0 cumsum(zstep)]'; 
    verts(IVDvertsZ(jj,:),3) = Z; 
    progressbar(ii/length(indices)); 
end 
progressbar(1); 
end 
 
if wrap2==1 
progressbar('Wrap 2: Projecting face vertices.') 
indices = setdiff(idx.verts.faces,idx.verts.edges)'; % exclude edge vertices 
indices = indices(indices<=nverts2d); % only bottom face 
zi = linspace(2*min(verts(:,3)),2*max(verts(:,3))); 
for ii = 1:length(indices); 
    jj = indices(ii); % jj is the mesh index of the current vertex on the bottom face 
    istart = IVDvertsZ(jj,1); % bottom face 
    iend = IVDvertsZ(jj,end); % top face 
    x1=verts(istart,1); % bottom face 
    y1=verts(istart,2); 
    x1=repmat(x1,size(zi));%maxe same size as zi (NTJ code) 
    y1=repmat(y1,size(zi));%maxe same size as zi (NTJ code) 
    z1=verts(istart,3); 
    x2=verts(iend,1); % top face 
    y2=verts(iend,2); 
    x2=repmat(x2,size(zi)); %make same size as zi (NTJ code) 
    y2=repmat(y2,size(zi)); %make same size as zi (NTJ code) 
    z2=verts(iend,3); 
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    % project -z face 
    D = interp3(disc.X,disc.Y,disc.Z,disc.sigdistimg,x1,y1,zi,'cubic'); 
    D = reshape(D,1,[]); 
    z1 =  fzero(@(z)interp1(zi,D,z,'cubic'),z1); 
    % project +z face 
    D = interp3(disc.X,disc.Y,disc.Z,disc.sigdistimg,x2,y2,zi,'cubic'); 
    D = reshape(D,1,[]); 
    z2 =  fzero(@(z)interp1(zi,D,z,'cubic'),z2); 
    % adjust mesh - ORIGINAL CODE,  
    zstep = (z2-z1)/sum(elementspacing.zstack)*elementspacing.zstack; 
    Z = z1+[0 cumsum(zstep)]'; 
    verts(IVDvertsZ(jj,:),3) = Z; 
    progressbar(ii/length(indices)); 
end 
progressbar(1); 
end 
 
if wrap3==1 
progressbar('Wrap 3: Projecting side vertices.') 
%for ii = (nspawned+1):(nspawned*(IVDZstack-1)); %ORIGINAL only touch the non-rim, non-face 
vertices; the "middle of the sandwich" 
   %for ii = (nspawned+1):(nspawned*(IVDZstack-1));%(nspawned*(nzstack-1));  
   for ii = 1:(nspawned*(IVDZstack)); 
   istart = idx.verts.afrays(ii,1); 
   iend = idx.verts.afrays(ii,end); 
   % iend = idx.verts.afrays(ii,end)-1;%NTJ 
    x1 = verts(istart,1);% _1 is the external mesh boundary    
    y1 = verts(istart,2) ; 
    z1 = verts(istart,3); 
    x2 = verts(iend,1); % _2 is the AF/NP boundary 
    y2 = verts(iend,2); 
    z2 = verts(iend,3); 
  
    if projectsides==1 
    vertsinitial=[x1,y1,z1;x2,y2,z2]; 
    % perform the linear fit 
    elementspacing.AFcontours=ones(1,AFrings);%NTJ 
    s = [elementspacing.AFcontours(1) cumsum(elementspacing.AFcontours(1:end))]';%NTJ 
    s = s/s(end);%origiinal 
    xfit = [ones(AFrings+1,1), s]\verts(idx.verts.afrays(ii,1:end),1);%NTJ 
    yfit = [ones(AFrings+1,1), s]\verts(idx.verts.afrays(ii,1:end),2);%NTJ 
 
    x1 = [1 0]*xfit; 
    y1 = [1 0]*yfit; 
    xi = linspace(x2,x1+0.5*(x1-x2));% _i is a range of points from the AF/NP boundary to beyond the 
external mesh boundary 
    yi = linspace(y2,y1+0.5*(y1-y2)); 
    zi = repmat(z1,size(xi)); 
    si = linspace(1,-0.5); 
    D = interp3(disc.X,disc.Y,disc.Z,disc.sigdistimg,xi,yi,zi,'cubic'); 
    ssurf = fzero(@(s)interp1(si,D,s,'cubic'),0); 
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    x1 = [1 ssurf]*xfit; 
    y1 = [1 ssurf]*yfit; 
    end 
     
%Set side vertex 
    verts(istart,:) = [x1 y1 z1]; 
    vertsend=[x1 y1 z1]; 
 
    % Adjust intermediate vertices on ray 
    xyspacing = elementspacing.AFcontours(1:AFrings); % only want up to af/np boundary 
    
    xstep = (x2-x1)/sum(xyspacing)*xyspacing; 
    ystep = (y2-y1)/sum(xyspacing)*xyspacing; 
    X = x1+[0 cumsum(xstep)]'; 
    Y = y1+[0 cumsum(ystep)]'; 
    sel = idx.verts.afrays(ii,:); 
    verts(sel,1:2) = [X Y]; 
    progressbar(ii/length(idx.verts.afrays)); 
end 
progressbar(1); 
end 
 
for i=1 
%ADJUST XY Spacking of VB and CEP 
for ii=1:nverts2d 
    for jj=1:CEPZstack+VBZstack 
        verts(idx.verts.byzstack(ii,jj),1:2)=verts(idx.verts.byzstack(ii,CEPZstack+VBZstack+1),1:2); 
    end 
end 
for ii=1:nverts2d 
    for jj=CEPZstack+VBZstack+IVDZstack+1:nzstack 
        verts(idx.verts.byzstack(ii,jj),1:2)=verts(idx.verts.byzstack(ii,CEPZstack+VBZstack+IVDZstack),1:2); 
    end 
end 
 
%ADJUST Z SPACING OF CEP 
%BOTTOM CEP 
for ii=1:nverts2d 
    for jj=1:CEPZstack 
        verts(idx.verts.byzstack(ii,VBZstack+CEPZstack+1-
jj),3)=verts(idx.verts.byzstack(ii,VBZstack+CEPZstack+1),3)-CEPspacing*jj; 
    end 
end 
%Bottom Vertebral Body 
for ii=1:nverts2d 
    for jj=1:VBZstack 
        verts(idx.verts.byzstack(ii,VBZstack+1-jj),3)=verts(idx.verts.byzstack(ii,VBZstack+1),3)-
VBspacing*jj; 
    end 
end 
%TOP CEP 
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for ii=1:nverts2d 
    for jj=1:CEPZstack 
        
verts(idx.verts.byzstack(ii,VBZstack+CEPZstack+IVDZstack+jj),3)=verts(idx.verts.byzstack(ii,VBZstack+
CEPZstack+IVDZstack),3)+CEPspacing*jj; 
    end 
end 
 
%TOP VB 
for ii=1:nverts2d 
    for jj=1:VBZstack 
        
verts(idx.verts.byzstack(ii,VBZstack+2*CEPZstack+IVDZstack+jj),3)=verts(idx.verts.byzstack(ii,VBZstac
k+IVDZstack+2*CEPZstack),3)+VBspacing*jj; 
    end 
end 
idx.elems.InfVB=(1:nelems2d*VBZstack)'; 
idx.elems.InfCEP=(VBZstack*nelems2d+1:(VBZstack+CEPZstack)*nelems2d)'; 
idx.elems.SupCEP=((VBZstack+CEPZstack+IVDZstack-
1)*nelems2d+1:(VBZstack+CEPZstack+IVDZstack-1+CEPZstack)*nelems2d)'; 
idx.elems.SupVB=((VBZstack+(2*CEPZstack)+IVDZstack-
1)*nelems2d+1:(2*VBZstack+2*CEPZstack+IVDZstack-1)*nelems2d)'; 
 
%OAFrings 
infAF=zeros(OAFrings*nspawned,CEPZstack); 
SupAF=zeros(OAFrings*nspawned,CEPZstack); 
 
%IDENTIFY InfAF/SupAF, WHICH IMPLICITELY ALSO GOVERNS THE REGION THAT 
%THE CEP COVERS (JUST NP or NP+IAF) 
for ii=1:CEPZstack 
    if ii==1 
       infAF(:,ii)=idx.elems.InfCEP(1:OAFrings*nspawned); 
       SupAF(:,ii)=idx.elems.SupCEP(1:OAFrings*nspawned); 
    end 
    infAF(:,ii)=idx.elems.InfCEP((ii-1)*nelems2d+1:(ii-1)*nelems2d+OAFrings*nspawned); 
    SupAF(:,ii)=idx.elems.SupCEP((ii-1)*nelems2d+1:(ii-1)*nelems2d+OAFrings*nspawned); 
 
end 
idx.elems.InfAF=reshape(infAF,OAFrings*nspawned*CEPZstack,1); 
idx.elems.SupAF=reshape(SupAF,OAFrings*nspawned*CEPZstack,1); 
 
%Identify IAF and OAF  
IVDZelem=IVDZstack-1; 
AFelems2d=length(idx.elems.af)/IVDZelem; 
OAF=zeros((OAFrings-AFTransRings)*nspawned,IVDZelem); 
ANTrans=zeros(AFTransRings*nspawned,IVDZelem); 
IAF=zeros((IAFrings-AFNPRings)*nspawned,IVDZelem); 
ANFP=zeros(AFNPRings*nspawned,IVDZelem); 
 
for ii=1:IVDZelem 
    if ii==1 
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       OAF(:,ii)=idx.elems.af(1:(OAFrings-AFTransRings)*nspawned); 
       AFTrans(:,ii)=idx.elems.af((OAFrings-AFTransRings)*nspawned+1:OAFrings*nspawned); 
       IAF(:,ii)=idx.elems.af(OAFrings*nspawned+1:(AFrings-AFNPRings)*nspawned); 
       AFNP(:,ii)=idx.elems.af((AFrings-AFNPRings)*nspawned+1:AFrings*nspawned); 
    end 
    OAF(:,ii)=idx.elems.af((ii-1)*AFelems2d+1:(ii-1)*AFelems2d+(OAFrings-AFTransRings)*nspawned); 
    AFTrans(:,ii)=idx.elems.af((ii-1)*AFelems2d+(OAFrings-AFTransRings)*nspawned+1:(ii-
1)*AFelems2d+(OAFrings)*nspawned); 
    IAF(:,ii)=idx.elems.af((ii-1)*AFelems2d+OAFrings*nspawned+1:(ii-1)*AFelems2d+(AFrings-
AFNPRings)*nspawned); 
    AFNP(:,ii)=idx.elems.af((ii-1)*AFelems2d+(AFrings-AFNPRings)*nspawned+1:(ii-
1)*AFelems2d+AFrings*nspawned); 
end 
idx.elems.OAF=reshape(OAF,(OAFrings-AFTransRings)*nspawned*IVDZelem,1); 
idx.elems.AFTrans=reshape(AFTrans,AFTransRings*nspawned*IVDZelem,1); 
idx.elems.IAF=reshape(IAF,(IAFrings-AFNPRings)*nspawned*IVDZelem,1); 
idx.elems.AFNP=reshape(AFNP,AFNPRings*nspawned*IVDZelem,1); 
%CREATE AN INDEX WITH THE ID NUMBER OF EACH MATERIAL%  
part=zeros(size(elems(:,1))); 
afindex=idx.elems.af; 
OAFindex=idx.elems.OAF; 
AFTransindex=idx.elems.AFTrans; 
IAFindex=idx.elems.IAF; 
AFNPindex=idx.elems.AFNP; 
npindex=idx.elems.np; 
InfCEPindex=idx.elems.InfCEP;%=VBZstack*nelems2D+1:(VBZstack+CEPZstack)*nelems2D; 
SupCEPindex=idx.elems.SupCEP;%=(VBZstack+CEPZstack+IVDZstack)*nelems2D+1:(VBZstack+CEP
Zstack+IVDZstack+CEPZstack)*nelems2D; 
SupVBindex=idx.elems.SupVB; 
InfVBindex=idx.elems.InfVB;%=1:nelems2D*VBZstack; 
SupAF=idx.elems.SupAF; 
InfAF=idx.elems.InfAF; 
 
part(OAFindex)=1; 
part(IAFindex)=2; 
part(AFNPindex)=3; 
part(npindex)=4;%3; 
part(SupCEPindex)=5;%4; 
part(InfCEPindex)=5;%5; 
part(SupAF)=6;%6; 
part(InfAF)=6;%7; 
part(SupVBindex)=7;%8; 
part(InfVBindex)=7;%9; 
part(AFTransindex)=10; %dbl check 
newelems=horzcat(part,elems); 
end 
 
% File Output 
 % Export mesh 
if FEBio==1 
writeFEBio(fullfile(outputDir,[MeshName]),verts,elems,idx,part,newelems); 
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end 
 
% Optionally, save workspace for archival. 
% if publicationrun 
%     archiveWorkspace(fullfile(outputDir,[discMeshArchive_' targetShape])); 
% end 
%% 
% Show final mesh 
if showfinal==1 
hf = figure('Position',[50 50 640 480],'Renderer','zbuffer'); 
ha = axes('XLim', [min(verts(:,1)), max(verts(:,1))], ... 
    'YLim', [min(verts(:,2)), max(verts(:,2))], ... 
    'ZLim', [min(verts(:,3)), max(verts(:,3))], ... 
    'NextPlot','add');  
axis image; view(-45,30); 
axis off 
hl.af = displayHexElems(hf,ha,verts,elems,idx.elems.af); 
set(hl.af,'Color','r'); 
hl.np = displayHexElems(hf,ha,verts,elems,idx.elems.np); 
set(hl.np,'Color','b'); 
 
hl.sides = plot3(verts(idx.verts.sides,1), ... 
    verts(idx.verts.sides,2), ... 
    verts(idx.verts.sides,3), ... 
    'mp','MarkerFaceColor','m','MarkerSize',12 ... 
); 
hl.afnp = plot3(verts(idx.verts.afnp,1), ... 
    verts(idx.verts.afnp,2), ... 
    verts(idx.verts.afnp,3), ... 
    'p','Color',[1 0.7 0.2],'MarkerFaceColor',[1 0.7 0.2],'MarkerSize',12 ... 
); 
hl.faces = plot3(verts(idx.verts.faces,1), ... 
    verts(idx.verts.faces,2), ... 
    verts(idx.verts.faces,3), ... 
    'p','Color','g','MarkerFaceColor','g','MarkerSize',12 ... 
); 
hl.edges = plot3(verts(idx.verts.edges,1), ... 
    verts(idx.verts.edges,2), ... 
    verts(idx.verts.edges,3), ... 
    'p','Color','k','MarkerFaceColor','k','MarkerSize',12 ... 
); 
end; 
 
%%Write a file with element ID's and one with node ID's 
if WriteXLS==1 
nnodes=length(verts); 
xlswrite(fullfile(outputDir,'elementList.xls'),elems); 
xlswrite(fullfile(outputDir,'elementList2.xls'),newelems); 
xlswrite(fullfile(outputDir,'nnodes.xls'),nnodes); 
 
end 
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%The function “writeFEBio” is copied below, and should be saved as a separate .m file 
function writeFEBio(outputfile, verts, elems,idx,part,newelems ) 
%writeFEBio Writes 3D hex mesh in .FEB keyword format. 
StressRelax=0; 
swell=0; 
ramp=0; 
creep=1; 
[pathstr, name, ext] = fileparts(outputfile); 
if ~strcmpi(ext,'.feb') 
    if swell==1 
        outputfile = [outputfile 'swell.feb']; 
    end 
    if ramp==1 
    outputfile = [outputfile 'ramp.feb']; 
    end     
    if creep==1 
        outputfile = [outputfile 'creep.feb']; 
    end 
end 
  
[pathstr, name, ext] = fileparts(outputfile); 
if ~exist(pathstr,'dir'); 
    error('Directory does not exist.') 
end 
  
fid = fopen(outputfile,'w'); 
fprintf(fid,'<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'<febio_spec version="1.2">\n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'<Globals>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'<Constants>\n'); 
            fprintf(fid,'<T>298</T>\n'); 
            fprintf(fid,'<R>8.315e-006</R>\n'); 
            fprintf(fid,'<Fc>0</Fc>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'</Constants>\n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'</Globals>\n'); 
 
fprintf(fid,'<Material>\n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'<material id="1" name="OAF" type="biphasic">\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'   <phi0>0.23</phi0>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'   <solid type="solid mixture">\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       <mat_axis type="local">     1,     2,     5</mat_axis>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       <solid type="Holmes-Mow">\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <density>1</density>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <E>0.018</E>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <v>.24</v>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <beta>3.45</beta>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       </solid>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       <solid type="fiber-exp-pow">\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <alpha>65</alpha>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <beta>2</beta>\n'); 
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        fprintf(fid,'           <ksi>0.296</ksi>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <theta>25</theta>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <phi>90</phi>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       </solid>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       <solid type="fiber-exp-pow">\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <alpha>65</alpha>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <beta>2</beta>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <ksi>0.296</ksi>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <theta>-25</theta>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <phi>90</phi>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       </solid>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       <solid type="Donnan equilibrium">\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <phiw0>0.821</phiw0>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <cF0 lc="2">44</cF0>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <bosm>300</bosm>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       </solid>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'   </solid>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'   <permeability type="perm-Holmes-Mow">\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       <perm>0.00473</perm>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       <M>5.74</M>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       <alpha>2</alpha>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'   </permeability>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'</material>\n'); 
 
        fprintf(fid,'<material id="2" name="IAF" type="biphasic">\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'   <phi0>0.23</phi0>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'   <solid type="solid mixture">\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       <mat_axis type="local">     1,     2,     5</mat_axis>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       <solid type="Holmes-Mow">\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <density>1</density>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <E>.0233</E>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <v>0.15</v>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <beta>2.05</beta>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       </solid>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       <solid type="fiber-exp-pow">\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <alpha>1.8</alpha>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <beta>2</beta>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <ksi>0.796</ksi>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <theta>25</theta>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <phi>90</phi>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       </solid>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       <solid type="fiber-exp-pow">\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <alpha>1.8</alpha>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <beta>2</beta>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <ksi>0.796</ksi>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <theta>-25</theta>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <phi>90</phi>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       </solid>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       <solid type="Donnan equilibrium">\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <phiw0>0.821</phiw0>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <cF0 lc="2">55</cF0>\n'); 
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        fprintf(fid,'           <bosm>300</bosm>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       </solid>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'   </solid>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'   <permeability type="perm-Holmes-Mow">\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       <perm>0.00253</perm>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       <M>3.51</M>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       <alpha>2</alpha>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'   </permeability>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'</material>\n\n'); 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    fprintf(fid,'<material id="3" name="AFNP" type="biphasic">\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'   <phi0>0.23</phi0>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'   <solid type="solid mixture">\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       <mat_axis type="local">     1,     2,     5</mat_axis>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       <solid type="Holmes-Mow">\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <density>1</density>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <E>.1</E>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <v>0.36</v>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <beta>1</beta>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       </solid>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       <solid type="fiber-exp-pow">\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <alpha>.9</alpha>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <beta>2</beta>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <ksi>0.796</ksi>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <theta>25</theta>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <phi>90</phi>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       </solid>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       <solid type="fiber-exp-pow">\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <alpha>.9</alpha>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <beta>2</beta>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <ksi>0.796</ksi>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <theta>-25</theta>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <phi>90</phi>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       </solid>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       <solid type="Donnan equilibrium">\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <phiw0>0.821</phiw0>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <cF0 lc="2">210</cF0>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <bosm>300</bosm>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       </solid>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'   </solid>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'   <permeability type="perm-Holmes-Mow">\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       <perm>0.00157</perm>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       <M>2.4</M>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       <alpha>2</alpha>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'   </permeability>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'</material>\n\n'); 
     
        fprintf(fid,'<material id="4" name="NP" type="biphasic">\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'   <phi0>0.21</phi0>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'   <solid type="solid mixture">\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       <mat_axis type="local">     1,     2,     5</mat_axis>\n'); 
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        fprintf(fid,'       <solid type="Holmes-Mow">\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <density>1</density>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <E>0.0649</E>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <v>0.24</v>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <beta>0.95</beta>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       </solid>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       <solid type="Donnan equilibrium">\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <phiw0>0.79</phiw0>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <cF0 lc="2" >379</cF0>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <bosm>300</bosm>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       </solid>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'   </solid>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'   <permeability type="perm-Holmes-Mow">\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       <perm>0.000556</perm>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       <M>1.92</M>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       <alpha>2</alpha>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'   </permeability>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'   </material>\n'); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%                    
        fprintf(fid,'<material id="5" name="SUP_CEP" type="biphasic">\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'     <phi0>0.379</phi0>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'     <solid type="solid mixture">\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       <mat_axis type="local">     1,     2,     5</mat_axis>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'         <solid type="Holmes-Mow">\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'            <density>1</density>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'            <E>.269</E>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'            <v>0.21</v>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'            <beta>.29</beta>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'     </solid>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'     <solid type="Donnan equilibrium">\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'          <phiw0>0.621</phiw0>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'          <cF0 lc="2">248.3</cF0>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'          <bosm>300</bosm>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'     </solid>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'     </solid>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'   <permeability type="perm-Holmes-Mow">\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       <perm>0.000665</perm>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       <M>3.79</M>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       <alpha>2</alpha>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'   </permeability>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'</material>\n\n'); 
         
        fprintf(fid,'<material id="6" name="S_BEP" type="biphasic">\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'   <phi0>0.23</phi0>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'   <solid type="solid mixture">\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       <mat_axis type="local">     1,     2,     5</mat_axis>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       <solid type="Holmes-Mow">\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <density>1</density>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <E>0.758</E>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <v>0.2205</v>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <beta>0.9438</beta>\n'); 
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        fprintf(fid,'       </solid>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       <solid type="fiber-exp-pow">\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <alpha>65</alpha>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <beta>2</beta>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <ksi>0.296</ksi>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <theta>25</theta>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <phi>90</phi>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       </solid>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       <solid type="fiber-exp-pow">\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <alpha>65</alpha>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <beta>2</beta>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <ksi>0.296</ksi>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <theta>-25</theta>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <phi>90</phi>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       </solid>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       <solid type="Donnan equilibrium">\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <phiw0>0.821</phiw0>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <cF0 lc="2">44</cF0>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <bosm>300</bosm>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       </solid>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'   </solid>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'   <permeability type="perm-Holmes-Mow">\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       <perm>0.00329059</perm>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       <M>6.47044</M>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       <alpha>2</alpha>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'   </permeability>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'</material>\n\n'); 
         
        fprintf(fid,'<material id="7" name="SUP_VB" type="biphasic">\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'     <phi0>0.42</phi0>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'     <solid type="neo-Hookean">\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       <mat_axis type="local">     1,     2,     5</mat_axis>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'          <density>1</density>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'          <E>100000</E>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'          <v>0.3</v>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'     </solid>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'     <permeability type="perm-const-iso">\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'        <perm>0.17</perm>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'     </permeability>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'</material>\n\n'); 
         
        fprintf(fid,'<material id="8" name="RigidInf" type="rigid body">\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'     <density>1</density>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'     <center_of_mass>0,0,0</center_of_mass>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'</material>\n'); 
         
        fprintf(fid,' <material id="9" name="RigidSup" type="rigid body">\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'     <density>1</density>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'     <center_of_mass>0,0,0</center_of_mass>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'</material>\n'); 
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        fprintf(fid,'<material id="10" name="AFTrans" type="biphasic">\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'   <phi0>0.23</phi0>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'   <solid type="solid mixture">\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       <mat_axis type="local">     1,     2,     5</mat_axis>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       <solid type="Holmes-Mow">\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <density>1</density>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <E>0.022</E>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <v>.1</v>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <beta>3.75</beta>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       </solid>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       <solid type="fiber-exp-pow">\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <alpha>35</alpha>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <beta>2</beta>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <ksi>0.5</ksi>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <theta>25</theta>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <phi>90</phi>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       </solid>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       <solid type="fiber-exp-pow">\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <alpha>35</alpha>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <beta>2</beta>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <ksi>0.5</ksi>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <theta>-25</theta>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <phi>90</phi>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       </solid>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       <solid type="Donnan equilibrium">\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <phiw0>0.821</phiw0>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <cF0 lc="2">50</cF0>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'           <bosm>300</bosm>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       </solid>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'   </solid>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'   <permeability type="perm-Holmes-Mow">\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       <perm>0.00322</perm>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       <M>4.5</M>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       <alpha>2</alpha>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'   </permeability>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'</material>\n'); 
   fprintf(fid,'</Material>\n\n'); 
    
   fprintf(fid,'<Geometry>\n'); 
   %CREATE NODAL LIST% 
     fprintf(fid,'<Nodes>\n');   
     for ii=1:length(verts) 
     fprintf(fid,'<node id="'); 
     fprintf(fid,'%i',ii); 
     fprintf(fid,'">'); 
     fprintf(fid,'%.6f,%.6f,%.6f',verts(ii,:)); 
     fprintf(fid,'</node>\n'); 
 end 
   fprintf(fid,'</Nodes>\n'); 
   %CREATE ELEMENTAL LIST, ASSIGN MATERIAL NUMBERS% 
   fprintf(fid,'<Elements>\n'); 
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        for ii=1:length(newelems) 
            fprintf(fid,'<hex8 id="'); 
            fprintf(fid,'%i',ii); 
            fprintf(fid,'" mat="'); 
            fprintf(fid,'%i',newelems(ii,1)); 
            fprintf(fid,'">'); 
            fprintf(fid,'%i,%i,%i,%i,%i,%i,%i,%i',elems(ii,:)); 
             fprintf(fid,'</hex8>\n'); 
        end  
    fprintf(fid,'</Elements>\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'</Geometry>\n');  
  
%%%%END GEOMETRY SECTION, BEGIN BOUNDARY CONDITIONS SECTION 
fprintf(fid,'<Boundary>\n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'<fix>\n'); 
     
       %%%Set Fluid Pressure to 0 on Inferior Surface of Disc 
        for ii=1:length(idx.verts.iface) 
            fprintf(fid,'<node id="'); 
            fprintf(fid,'%i',ii); 
            fprintf(fid,'" bc="p"/>\n'); 
        end 
         
     %%%Set Fluid Pressure to 0 on Superior Surface of the Disc     
        for ii=1:length(idx.verts.sface) 
            fprintf(fid,'<node id="'); 
            fprintf(fid,'%i',idx.verts.sface(ii)); 
            fprintf(fid,'" bc="p"/>\n'); 
        end 
         
     %%%Set Fluid Pressure to 0 on all Sides  
        for ii=1:length(idx.verts.sides) 
            fprintf(fid,'<node id="'); 
            fprintf(fid,'%i',idx.verts.sides(ii)); 
            fprintf(fid,'" bc="p"/>\n');     
        end 
         
    fprintf(fid,'</fix>\n'); 
     
  %Connect Rigid Body to Inf surface 
    fprintf(fid,'<contact type="rigid">\n'); 
        for ii=1:length(idx.verts.iface) 
            fprintf(fid,'<node id="'); 
            fprintf(fid,'%i',ii); 
            fprintf(fid,'" rb="8"></node> \n'); 
        end  
            fprintf(fid,'</contact>\n'); 
             
 %%%Connect Rigid body to Sup Surface 
    fprintf(fid,'<contact type="rigid">\n'); 
        for ii=1:length(idx.verts.sface) 
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            fprintf(fid,'<node id="'); 
            fprintf(fid,'%i',idx.verts.sface(ii)); 
            fprintf(fid,'" rb="9"></node> \n'); 
        end  
            fprintf(fid,'</contact>\n');      
             
fprintf(fid,'</Boundary>\n'); 
  
fprintf(fid,'<LoadData>\n'); 
 
if swell==1 
    fprintf(fid,'   <loadcurve id="1" type="step">\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       <loadpoint>0,0</loadpoint>\n'); 
        %fprintf(fid,'      <loadpoint>1,0.5</loadpoint>\n'); 
        %fprintf(fid,'      <loadpoint>2000,1000</loadpoint>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       <loadpoint>86400,86400</loadpoint>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'   </loadcurve>\n'); 
end 
% CREEP  
if creep==1 
    fprintf(fid,'   <loadcurve id="1" type="step">\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       <loadpoint>0,0</loadpoint>\n'); 
       fprintf(fid,'        <loadpoint>0,0</loadpoint>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       <loadpoint>1,1</loadpoint>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       <loadpoint>6,5</loadpoint>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       <loadpoint>31,31</loadpoint>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       <loadpoint>156,156</loadpoint>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       <loadpoint>781,781</loadpoint>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       <loadpoint>3906,3906</loadpoint>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       <loadpoint>21906,21906</loadpoint>\n'); 
  
        fprintf(fid,'       <loadpoint>86400,86400</loadpoint>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       <loadpoint>86401.5,.5</loadpoint>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       <loadpoint>86402.5,.25</loadpoint>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       <loadpoint>86411,2</loadpoint>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       <loadpoint>90000,100</loadpoint>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       <loadpoint>100000,1000</loadpoint>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       <loadpoint>100005,1</loadpoint>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       <loadpoint>200000,100000</loadpoint>\n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'</loadcurve>\n'); 
end 
if StressRelax==1 
    fprintf(fid,'<loadcurve id="1" type="step">          \n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       <loadpoint>0,0</loadpoint>          \n'); 
      fprintf(fid,'   <loadpoint>1,1</loadpoint> \n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'     <loadpoint>6,5</loadpoint> \n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'     <loadpoint>156,156</loadpoint> \n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'   <loadpoint>3906,3906</loadpoint> \n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'   <loadpoint>20000,15000</loadpoint> \n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'   <loadpoint>86400,30000</loadpoint> \n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'   <loadpoint>86412,1</loadpoint> \n'); 
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    fprintf(fid,'   <loadpoint>100000,1000</loadpoint> \n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'   <loadpoint>100020,1</loadpoint> \n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'   <loadpoint>110000,1000</loadpoint> \n'); 
        
        fprintf(fid,'</loadcurve>\n'); 
end 
% SWELLING + RAMP  
if ramp==1 
    fprintf(fid,'   <loadcurve id="1" type="step">\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       <loadpoint>0,0</loadpoint>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       <loadpoint>1,1</loadpoint>\n'); 
       fprintf(fid,'  <loadpoint>6,5</loadpoint>\n'); 
 fprintf(fid,'<loadpoint>31,31</loadpoint>\n'); 
 fprintf(fid,'<loadpoint>156,156</loadpoint>\n'); 
 fprintf(fid,'<loadpoint>781,781</loadpoint>\n'); 
 fprintf(fid,'<loadpoint>3906,3906</loadpoint>\n'); 
 fprintf(fid,'<loadpoint>1800,1800</loadpoint>\n'); 
  
 fprintf(fid,'<loadpoint>86400,3000</loadpoint>\n'); 
  
 fprintf(fid,'<loadpoint>87450,50</loadpoint>\n'); 
          fprintf(fid,'<loadpoint>88400,100</loadpoint>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'   </loadcurve>\n'); 
end  
     fprintf(fid,'  <loadcurve id="2" type="linear">\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       <loadpoint>0,0</loadpoint>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       <loadpoint>1,1</loadpoint>\n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'   </loadcurve>\n'); 
            fprintf(fid,'<loadcurve id="3" type="linear">\n'); 
            fprintf(fid,'<loadpoint>0,0</loadpoint>\n'); 
            fprintf(fid,'<loadpoint>1,1</loadpoint>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'</loadcurve>\n'); 
        
        fprintf(fid,'<loadcurve id="4" type="linear">\n'); 
            fprintf(fid,'<loadpoint>0,0</loadpoint>\n'); 
            fprintf(fid,'<loadpoint>1,1</loadpoint>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'</loadcurve>\n'); 
        if swell==1 
        fprintf(fid,'<loadcurve id="5" type="linear">\n'); 
            fprintf(fid,'<loadpoint>0,0</loadpoint>\n'); 
            fprintf(fid,'<loadpoint>200000,0</loadpoint>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'</loadcurve>\n'); 
        end 
        if ramp==1 
        fprintf(fid,'<loadcurve id="5" type="linear">\n'); 
            fprintf(fid,'<loadpoint>0,0</loadpoint>\n'); 
            fprintf(fid,'<loadpoint>1,20</loadpoint>\n'); 
            fprintf(fid,'<loadpoint>86400,20</loadpoint>\n'); 
            fprintf(fid,'<loadpoint>88400,2000</loadpoint>\n'); 
            fprintf(fid,'</loadcurve>\n'); 
        end 
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        if creep==1 
 fprintf(fid,'<loadcurve id="5" type="linear">\n'); 
 fprintf(fid,'      <loadpoint> 0   ,   0   </loadpoint>\n'); 
 fprintf(fid,'      <loadpoint> 1   ,   1.02447641  </loadpoint>\n'); 
 fprintf(fid,'      <loadpoint> 6   ,   2.51318598  </loadpoint>\n'); 
 fprintf(fid,'      <loadpoint> 31  ,   7.19849014  </loadpoint>\n'); 
 fprintf(fid,'      <loadpoint> 156 ,   19.2669144  </loadpoint>\n'); 
 fprintf(fid,'      <loadpoint> 781 ,   51.7628708  </loadpoint>\n'); 
 fprintf(fid,'      <loadpoint> 3906    ,   108.481697  </loadpoint>\n'); 
 fprintf(fid,'      <loadpoint> 18906   ,   145.971298  </loadpoint>\n'); 
 fprintf(fid,'      <loadpoint> 20000   ,   141.281296  </loadpoint>\n'); 
 fprintf(fid,'      <loadpoint> 25470   ,   160.846313  </loadpoint>\n'); 
 fprintf(fid,'      <loadpoint> 52820   ,   172.626938  </loadpoint>\n'); 
 fprintf(fid,'      <loadpoint> 82820   ,   175.525635  </loadpoint>\n'); 
 fprintf(fid,'      <loadpoint> 86400   ,   175.492294  </loadpoint>\n'); 
 fprintf(fid,'      <loadpoint> 86401.5 ,   1175.492294 </loadpoint>\n'); 
 fprintf(fid,'      <loadpoint> 100801.5    ,   1175.492294 </loadpoint>\n'); 
 fprintf(fid,'      <loadpoint> 100803  ,   175.492294  </loadpoint>\n'); 
 fprintf(fid,'      <loadpoint> 200003  ,   175.492294  </loadpoint>\n'); 
        fprintf(fid,'       </loadcurve>\n'); 
        end 
        if StressRelax==1 
         fprintf(fid,'<loadcurve id="5" type="linear">\n'); 
         fprintf(fid,'      <loadpoint>0,0</loadpoint>\n'); 
         fprintf(fid,'      <loadpoint>86400,0</loadpoint>\n'); 
 fprintf(fid,'<loadpoint>86410,.485</loadpoint>\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'<loadpoint>96000,.485</loadpoint>\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'       </loadcurve>\n'); 
        end 
    fprintf(fid,'</LoadData>\n'); 
    fprintf(fid,' <Output>\n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'   <plotfile type="febio">\n'); 
            fprintf(fid,'     <var type="displacement"/>\n'); 
            fprintf(fid,'     <var type="effective fluid pressure"/>\n'); 
            fprintf(fid,'     <var type="fixed charge density"/>\n'); 
            fprintf(fid,'     <var type="fluid pressure"/>\n'); 
            fprintf(fid,'     <var type="fluid flux"/>\n'); 
            fprintf(fid,'     <var type="reaction forces"/>\n'); 
            fprintf(fid,'     <var type="stress"/>\n'); 
            fprintf(fid,'     <var type="temperature"/>\n'); 
            fprintf(fid,'     <var type="velocity"/>\n');            
            fprintf(fid,'</plotfile>\n'); 
            fprintf(fid,'<logfile>\n'); 
            fprintf(fid,'     <element_data file="Defgrad.txt" data="Fxx;Fxy;Fxz;Fyx;Fyy;Fyz;Fzx;Fzy;Fzz;J" 
name="Fxx,Fxy,Fxz,Fyx,Fy,Fyz,Fzx,Fzy,Fz,J"></element_data> \n'); 
            fprintf(fid,'     <element_data file="Lagrange.txt" data="Ex;Exy;Exz;Ey;Eyz;Ez" 
name="Exx,Exy,Exz,Fyx,Ey,Eyz,Ez"></element_data> \n');  
            fprintf(fid,'     <element_data file="Cauchy.txt" data="sx;sxy;sxz;sy;syz;sz" 
Cauchy="void,sx,sxy,sxz,sy,syz,sz"></element_data> \n'); 
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            fprintf(fid,'     <node_data file="Nodal_coord.txt" data="x;y;z" name="nodal 
coordinates"></node_data>\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'</logfile>\n');  
    fprintf(fid,'</Output>\n'); 
    %SWELLING + RAMP% 
    if ramp==1 
        fprintf(fid,'  <Step name="SWELLRAMP">\n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'   <Module type="biphasic"/>\n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'   <Control>\n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'       <time_steps>88400</time_steps>\n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'       <step_size>1</step_size>\n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'       <max_refs>15</max_refs>\n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'       <max_ups>0</max_ups>\n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'       <dtol>0.001</dtol>\n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'       <etol>0.01</etol>\n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'       <rtol>0</rtol>\n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'       <ptol>0.01</ptol>\n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'       <lstol>0.9</lstol>\n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'       <time_stepper>\n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'           <dtmin>43200</dtmin>\n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'           <dtmax lc="1"></dtmax>\n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'           <max_retries>30</max_retries>\n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'           <opt_iter>30</opt_iter>\n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'       </time_stepper>\n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'       <symmetric_biphasic>0</symmetric_biphasic>\n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'       <min_residual>2e-5</min_residual>\n') 
    fprintf(fid,'   </Control>\n'); 
    end 
    %SWELLING + CREEP% 
     if creep==1 
        fprintf(fid,'  <Step name="Creep">\n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'   <Module type="biphasic"/>\n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'   <Control>\n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'       <time_steps>100801.5</time_steps>\n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'       <step_size>1</step_size>\n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'       <max_refs>10</max_refs>\n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'       <max_ups>0</max_ups>\n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'       <dtol>0.001</dtol>\n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'       <etol>0.01</etol>\n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'       <rtol>0</rtol>\n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'       <ptol>0.01</ptol>\n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'       <lstol>0.9</lstol>\n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'       <time_stepper>\n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'           <dtmin>43200</dtmin>\n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'           <dtmax lc="1"></dtmax>\n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'           <max_retries>30</max_retries>\n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'           <opt_iter>30</opt_iter>\n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'       </time_stepper>\n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'       <symmetric_biphasic>0</symmetric_biphasic>\n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'       <min_residual>.01</min_residual>\n') 
    fprintf(fid,'   </Control>\n'); 
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     end 
    %Stress Relax 
      if StressRelax==1 
           fprintf(fid,'<Step name="SWELLRAMP">\n') 
    fprintf(fid,'<Module type="biphasic"/>\n') 
    fprintf(fid,'<Control>\n') 
    fprintf(fid,'   <time_steps>110000</time_steps>\n') 
    fprintf(fid,'   <step_size>1</step_size>\n') 
    fprintf(fid,'   <max_refs>25</max_refs>\n') 
    fprintf(fid,'   <max_ups>0</max_ups>\n') 
    fprintf(fid,'   <dtol>0.1</dtol>\n') 
    fprintf(fid,'   <etol>0.1</etol>\n') 
    fprintf(fid,'   <rtol>0</rtol>\n') 
    fprintf(fid,'   <ptol>0.1</ptol>\n') 
    fprintf(fid,'   <lstol>0.9</lstol>\n') 
    fprintf(fid,'   <time_stepper>\n') 
    fprintf(fid,'       <dtmin>43200</dtmin>\n') 
    fprintf(fid,'       <dtmax lc="1"></dtmax>\n') 
    fprintf(fid,'       <max_retries>30</max_retries>\n') 
    fprintf(fid,'       <opt_iter>30</opt_iter>\n') 
    fprintf(fid,'   </time_stepper>\n') 
    fprintf(fid,'   <symmetric_biphasic>0</symmetric_biphasic>\n') 
     fprintf(fid,'       <min_residual>0.01</min_residual>\n') 
    fprintf(fid,'   </Control>\n'); 
     end 
             
    %%Inferior Rigid Body 
        fprintf(fid,'<Constraints>\n'); 
            fprintf(fid,'<rigid_body mat="8">\n'); 
                fprintf(fid,'<trans_x type="prescribed" lc="3">0</trans_x>\n'); 
                fprintf(fid,'<trans_y type="prescribed" lc="3">0</trans_y>\n'); 
                fprintf(fid,'<trans_z type="prescribed" lc="3">0</trans_z>\n'); 
                fprintf(fid,'<rot_x type="prescribed" lc="3">0</rot_x>\n'); 
                fprintf(fid,'<rot_y type="prescribed" lc="3">0</rot_y>\n'); 
                fprintf(fid,'<rot_z type="prescribed" lc="3">0</rot_z>\n'); 
            fprintf(fid,'</rigid_body>\n'); 
             
            %%Superier Rigid Body 
        fprintf(fid,'<rigid_body mat="9">\n'); 
                fprintf(fid,'<trans_x type="prescribed" lc="4">0</trans_x>\n'); 
                fprintf(fid,'<trans_y type="prescribed" lc="4">0</trans_y>\n'); 
                fprintf(fid,'<rot_x type="prescribed" lc="4">0</rot_x>\n'); 
                fprintf(fid,'<rot_y type="prescribed" lc="4">0</rot_y>\n'); 
                fprintf(fid,'<rot_z type="prescribed" lc="4">0</rot_z>\n'); 
 
                fprintf(fid,'<trans_z type="prescribed" lc="5">-1</trans_z>\n'); 
            fprintf(fid,'</rigid_body>\n'); 
             fprintf(fid,'</Constraints>\n');   
                 fprintf(fid,'</Step>\n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'</febio_spec>\n'); 
  fclose(fid);  
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